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SECTION I

INTRODiUCTION

A.

THE OPBEUTIONAL PROBLEK

Helicopters* and to a somewhat lesser extent, STOL aircraft, operate
over a broad flight spectrum. They have many of the characteristics of
a conventional, fixed-wing airplane at higher speeds, with additional
capabilities and problemsa resulting from low speed operation. These low

speed problems are associated not only with the flight control characteistics and wind effects unique to this class of vehicle, but also
with the extensive low altitude operations enabled by the low speed
capability. Increasingly, hazardous,, close-support, tactical missions
Involving lov altitude maneuvers are being consigned or planned for
helicopters under both day and night combat conditions. These missions
include assault transport, supply transport, medical evacuations and
Search and Rescue (SAR) operations where landings are made in remote,
unprepared areas. The landings are often negotiated at steep descent
angles whosre roughs dense terrain or enemy ground f Ire to encountered.
During the terminal. and other low altitude phase* of these missions,
frequent transitions are made between MI and Mf conditions es the
helicopter moves through sooke, hams or fog. The helicopter's low speed
also permits operation In lower visibilityconditions than art possible
for fined-wing aircraft. Such operations with frequent visibility
changes and the pilot's natural desire to use ceal world cuss when they
exist to a powerful reason for a Used-Up Display (MUD) which provides

control information integrated with, the real world. In addition, a comnpolling need exists In many current helicopter systems to provide a
capability for the detection, acquisition and continuous orientation of
the terminal target of interest, through visual and aided-visual optical
display means.
Both helicopter and STOL aircraft are subject to many of the demands,
imposed on conventional, fixed-wing aircraft In &h cruise and high speed
flight regimes. Navigation, low level terrain following and terrain

avoidance, weapon delivery, station keeping, and air-to-air refueling are
typical of these military mission phases. Weapon delivery, in particular,
reflects a number of deficiencies and problems in current helicopters
which can in part be overcome with a properly designed HUD. In sumary,
the operational problems related to the display and control tasks encountered by helicopters and STOL aircraft cover all areas related to
conventional fixed-wing aircraft, plus a group of inre difficult problems
peculiar to the helicopter/STOL classes of vehicles.
a. PROGURA

OIJBCIVIS

The Niaval Air. Systems Gomand (NASC), recognising the helicopter/STOL
operational problems, contracted the study program described in this report to verify that a HM can facilitate the solution. of these p~lm
and tihereby isprove the effectiveness of these vehicles. The likelihood
of such a favorable concluslon, In the first instrAnc Is the basis of
the Navy's decision to initiate the investigation. Augmenting this broad
goals the following three inre specific objectives. were established, by
MASC for the systems analysis effort conduated:
*Survey and establis potential applications (current and near
famue) of MWD to helicopter and S=O aircraf t.
*Asses the eff ectivueses, of each potential MW applicatin.
* anvolv practical MD sstems for spa~eifc

ehicles and a

Umisios

I

As indicated by these objectives* the investigation conducted Vas rather
broadly based; SOD configuratioma were developed for a large number! of
helicopter applications. The recomanded designs encadpass a broad
spectrum of display complexity, as vigbt logically be anticipated by the
diverse requirements of different vahicles. Although a single, universal
BUD configuration io obviously Impractical, the study did establish that
saw degree of display commonality between helicopter types Is feasible,
particularly as related to the optical projector unit(s) and aytho for-

mat designs.
The successful completion of this study progtram is viewed asan turn
portent first step to the evolution of practical, optimally designed HUD
equipment for helicopters. It provides WI*SC with an objective basis for
helicopter avionic systemi synthesis and display speci1fication and provides the design Information required for contracting any future developmeat of a HM flight test evaluation model. It is further conceived that

*

the results of the Investigation could profitably be used by the other
services and will be *ad* available to prime contractors of helicapter.
and S2%L weapon systems four study aid us* in display equipmsnl
"oacfligation.
C.. PNIMG

P5ItCSOPW AND 0USD ni-l

Sefoen undrtekiog a lagI cp study of this. type, oertain ground
rawe am. p~dslnms were established affecting the activity and results
of the pnram. Ites ground ruleR, Listed balm., reflect a philosofty
of inqheuis sad liitetioms an the effort eqended so as to Y1414 the
6maiWA practical beaeft to the ay
(1)

Study to be specifically directed to itea applicatiron as
beUceptr &Md ITL alftrafto incluingm bi-earvies end utr-,
"nerice Vabieles. 240"aW" "Mhilest prietipallY of the.
YNS type. ar met to bo Coisidse~d is this Otdoy.

14__

3ý,-

1

(2)

Appreciable effort to be expended on the design tradeoff
analyses of optical projection systens. This emhasis was
established because the projelctor unit represents the most

critical tradeoff problem in the specification of a HUD.
(3)

Avoid the use of any precepts In ItUD format design, as may
reflect widely accepted principles applied in past fizedwing aircraft applications.

(4)

Limit system evaluations and tradeoffs to the exercise of
best engineering judgments associated with design optimitattoo and effectiveness assessments. Quantitative syste'a

cost and effectiveness ovaluatioas asaeltated with the
decision to incorporate a BUD element In sany given vehicle
and/er the formulation of a detailed specification for outh
Svehicle. are noc. to be conducted. Such *valuatoe
r
logically conducted by the weapon system manager as part of
a Maher level, avionic system definition effort and a&to
therefore. beyond, the sc~op of this study.
(S) Empbasis to be placed em establishing compelling needs, if
any, for MU io helicapters. Accardingly,. th display is
to be viewed sot only to Its coonvetleaa role of a repeater
device-for utal-vorld-oriented fitgt cootrol, but In a
broader: tenteat of enablin%. a sigtitcasceteso in hellcapter system capabilitya.

I"tioo

( D)
Onu studies to retl-act practical. .. inutt

a

m etha

h tu-fkt aosraalblt

af

"Wdee5

t'"

cos

sad

we'b

shl

beU

Ma

(7)

Various levels of display system complexity are to be

established bounded by maximum and minimum goals, which
are consistent with both the established display requirements and relative sophistication of the existing avionics
system - from advanced, highly instrumented to simply
equipped system configurations.

(8)

Establish to the maximum extent possible, a symbol format,
which is common for different helicopter and mission applic;itions for each distinct operational flight mode,

in order

to standardize pilot training.'

"

-.

I

N

-.

Li•.
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SECTION 11

SUM•MRY

A summary of the investigation (in terms of program scope and course
of action, specific HUD- applications, and significant technical results
-achieved) and a synopsis of the conclusions reached are presented in this
section.

The comprehenslye nature of the study dictated that a carefully

planned, systems analysis approach be employed to ensure the developmeut
of valid, practical results yielding the greatest benefit possible to the
Navy.
A.

OUTLINEOF STUDY
The study of HUD for helicopters consisted of the following distinct

but closely interrelated phases:
* Operational Surveys - The purpose of these surveys was to establish operational problem areas in which HUD could be effectively
employed.

The information was obtained from research of the

relevant literature and conferences with helicopter pilots and
engineers in the military services and airframe manufacturing
organizations.
2 Aircraft and Equipment Data

-

The pertinent flight characteris-

tics, cockpit configuration data, and relevant equipment complements for the helicopter models being considered were accumulated.
This information was obtained from flight handbooks,
manuals, manufacturers'

literature and engineering data secured

from the aircraft manufacturers.
2-1
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N.

installation

. Systems Analysis

This critical phase in the program led to

-

the application of the HUD,

and the selection of the functional

modes and the display formats for each of the applications.
Mission analyses,

information requirements studies and display/

I

control analyses were perforaed to accomplish these selections.
. Optical Studies - Optical configurations were studied to estab-lish the classes of HUD projector designs that are suitable for
Final recommendations for
installation and use in helicopters.
projector designs for each application were made from among these
possible .alternates.
Electronic Studies -Electronic, digital processing techniques
Electronic
applicable to helicopter HUD systems were studied.

-9:

interfaces with sensors,

data processing, and symbol generation

requirements for the HUD were considered in

this phase.

The

electronic and physical characteristics of the equipment required
for the HUD were estimated.
Cockpit Layout Studies
C

-

Cockpit configurations-for some of

the aircraft were studied with scaled layouts,

as a basis for

establishing the feasibility of installing the HUD equipments
recommended for these aircraft.
* Final Evaluations

-

All HUD candidate systems developed were re-

viewed in relation to the various helicopter models and missions.
A specific HUD system was then selected for each helicopter and
mission.

2-2
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B. SCOPE OF APPLICATIONS
The scope of the possible applications of the HUD was determined
by the classes of vehicles and the types of missions considered.
Six
classes of helicopters and STOL aircraft in the current Navy/Marine
operational inventory were investigated as listed with their
manufacturers.
* H-1 Series
S.1-2 Series

(Bell)
(Kaman)

* 1H-3 Series

(Sikorsky)

0 V-10

(North American)

o H-46 Series

(Boeing Vertol)

* H-53 Series

(Sikorsky)

The speci .'.c models of the vehicles considered are shown in
preiented in Figure 2-1.

the matrix

Although the CH-3C, E and the HH-53B, C air-

craft are in the Air Force inventory,

they have been listed because the

HUD has particular releva.,ce to their type of missions.

The OV-1OA is

the only opezational STOL aircraft in the current Navy inventory.

The

Hawker Siddeley Harrier V/STOL fighter, now~being supplied to the Marine
Corps, has not been specifically considered in

this study because it

is

already equipped with a HUD as part of an integrated navigation/attack
system.

In addition, all rusearch V/STOL vehicles were excludedfrom

consideration in
beds,

this study because t'.ey represent flight control test

only, with no tactical operational capability.

Helicopters and STOL aircraft mav.be used for zhe following classes
of missions:* Transport
* Search and Rescue

* Antisubmarine Warfare
-e Mine Countermeasures

* Recovery

* Close Support

- Observation

. Utility,

, Reconnaissance

$edical Evacuation
M
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Transport missions cover the delivery of men and/or materiel to sites
located in friendly areas or to a hostile environment for assault or vertical replenishment of supplies.

Search and rescue operations involve

locating downed pilots on land or at sea, frequently in hostile environments, and bringing these personnel to safety.

The recovery operation

covers mid-air recovery of special equipment being parachuted from high
altitudes.

Observation involves visual target detection and acquisition

from the air, and relaying this information to suitable weapon systems.
Ground-to-ground weapon delivery effectiveness can also be assessed and
controlled with observation aircraft.

Reconnaissance missions relate to

the acquisition of large amounts of intelligence by all types of sensors

for storage and subsequent analysis. Antisubmarine Warfare (ASW) covers
all airborne means for detecting, locating and destroying enemy under"water craft. Mine countermeasures are the means for sweeping underwater
.. mine fields to free the mines, which float to the surface so that they
can be detected and destroyed.

Close support is

the use of airborne

weaponry for tactical support of ground operations.

Utility missions in-

volve the transport of select personnel such as VIP's or special equip-

"ment to specific sites with minimal preparation.

Medical evacuation is

the emergency removal of wounded personnel from forward areas to sites

at which suitable medical attention is available.
C.

SPECIFIC HUD APPLICATIONS

A decision regarding the utility of a HUD for any particular combination of aircraft and mission ultimately depends on the effectiveness
criteria, which are selected to evaluate utility.

Furthermore,

has relevance to a specific critical flight operation(s)
aircraft and mission.

the HUD

involved in any

The matrix in Figure 2-1 was devuloped to present

an overview of the evaluation performed on this basis.

The vertical

entries are the combinations of aircraft models and missions, while the
horizontal entries are a summary of the flight operations involved in any
of these missions.

A component or entry in the two-way matrix, in the

2-4
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form of a circle, indicates that a particular flight operation is pertinent to that row representing the aircraft and mission.

The circles are

subdivided into four quadrants, each indicating one of four effectiveness.
criteria which have been used as a basis for evaluating utility of the
HUD.
* Extended System Capability - Flight operations made practicable
through the use of a HUD, but which could not otherwise be performed at an acceptable level of performance under a wide range
of situations.
* Ifproved Accuracy in Performance

-

Augmenting the precision with

which critical flight operations such as basic flight maneuvers,
approach for landing, and fire control, can be performed manually
by pilots.
e Improved Consistenc

in Performance - Reducing the variability in

performance obtained in replicated maneuvers of a particular type.
Variability includes that produced by a single pilot, as well as
variability arising from differences among pilots.

*9Sgicficanly Enhanced Pilot Confidence

-

Increasing the confi-

dence of the pilot in executing hazardous operations such as
terrain following and instrument approaches.
that affect pilot confidence are:

Some key factor*

assurance that his system(s)

is performing satisfactorily, advising of marginal or deficient
performance, minimizing the probability of surprises for the
pilot,, and providing suitable backup capability in the event of
system failures.
Wben a quadrant of a circle entry ti

filled in black (Pisure 2-1),

the BUD to considered an effective addition to the aircraft for that
particular operation, based on the criterion indicated by the quadrant.
The sulti-quadrant entries represent recosmended applications of the HUD

2-5i

based on several effectiveness criteria.
cogent applications.

These are generally the more

Note that the last three criteria (augmented

accuracy, consistency and pilot confidence) all contribute to improving
flight safety, which is measured statistically by the complement of the
accident rate.
Some of the entries in Figure 2-1 are blank circles, i.e., without
reference to effectiveness criteria.

These entries refer to aircraft

and operations that cannot presently be conducted with the HUD due to
the absence of suitable sensors in these aircraft.

Avionir growth in

these aircraft may lead to HUD applications for the operations indicated.
-Other more specialized potential applications of the HUD, which are not

included in Figure 2-1, are presented in Appendix E.
D.

SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The HIUD will, with varying degrees,

helicopter systems.

As such,

it

improve the effectiveness of

deserves serious consideration in future

helicopter avionic system development relating to both new and existing
Whether a HUD is

vehicles.

established as a simple flight control and

attitude orientation instrument to assist pilots with minimal training,
or whether such instrumentation is

specified fcr more critical flight

operations such as weapon delivery, mid-air retrieval of space capsules,
otc, display systems of varying costs and complexities are available to
suit the application.

A wide range of 12 practical syatem and equipment

configurations has been conceived in

this study for this purpose.

The most compelling needs for tUD tire associated with the following
critical helicopter problemsauncovered li the oparational surveys
conducted.
(1)

Control difficulties duringt rapid, sLeep VFR approaches asmay be necessitated by enemy gunfire, rough and dense ter-

rain, aet*

-if

WN2-6

(2)

Loss of ground target (after initial sighting) under adverse
detection conditions due to lack of acquisition and continuous orientation capability.

(3)

Approaches under poor visibility conditions.

(4)

Inadequate gun/rocket fire control performance.

These problems are principally associated with the following tactical
combat operations;:
e Remote Area Landing

-

Problems (1),

(2),

(4)

Gun/Rocket Fire Control - Problems (2),
* Search and Rescue - Problems (1),
With respect to equipment design,

(3)

(2),

(3)

display information and symbol for-

mats are developed for each of the significant flight modes or mission
phases analyzed.

Four specific optical projector designs are recommended

for various vehicle and mission combinations.
physical characteristics,

The key performance and

developed with the aid of computers ray-trace

solutions, are provided for each design.

Two of the projectors consist

of on-axis refractive optics with Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)

image sources.

The other two projectors comprise simpler on-axis reflective optics with
*electromechanically

driven reticles.

overhead mounting.

All projectors are designed for

A hand-gripped aimaight featuring a stabilized servo-

driven reticle has also been designed in preliminary layout form and is
recommended for certain applications.

A unique computer solution approach

to the stabilization of this aimsight reticle has been formulated.
Recommendations are also presented on the basic design approaches to
be employed in the electronic processor unit.,

Three processor types (one

analog and two digital) are described principally in terms of selection
tradeoff criteria.

In addition, a digital processor centered about a

special-purpose computer specifically designed for synthetic symbol displays, is

described In considerable detail.

2-7

This type of computer with.'

its dual program control, exclusive solid-state memory, and instruction

repertoire is presented as an efficient, promising approach to strokewritten symbol displays such as a HUD. -This processor design assumes
even greater advantage in certain helicopter applications, where the computer is functionally extended to execute certain specialized, displayrelated arithmetic calculations associated with aimsight stabilization
and visual kinematic targeting.
Five kinematic targeting techniques are recommended for ranging and/
or full orientation of a target with a HUD.

The value of such targeting

has been established for a multitude of helicopter applications, where
the specific technique to be employed depends on the tactical operation,
terrain and weather conditions, and the on-board avionic complement.
This low cost alternative to systems employing direct range sensing has
been made practical by the advent of efficient, small-scale digital computers.

Equations have been fully developed,

and preliminary programming

analyses have been conducted to test the feasibility of each targeting
system conceived.
A number of visual and aided-visual weapon delivery system concepts,
involving the use of fixed and moveable optical projectors,

are presented

for consideration by the Navy and helicopter system managers.
delivery, a somewhat more simply equipped system is
Improved fire control performance.

For visual

synthesized for

An even simpler gunship system is

advanced in which a more heavily instrumented leader gunship or observetion (hunter) craft transmits, via voice communication,

only aensed tar-

got altitude to the attack gunships for improved HiUD fire control.

The

functional extension of the movoable aisaight from visuxl to night combat
operations,

in which pictorial LLLTV or IR is presented On the aimisiht

via a CRT, is also recommunded,

2-9
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SECTION III

DISPLAY DESIGN CRITERIA AND REQUIR~ENTS

The essential design criteria and requirements associated with the
design of HUD systems for the Navy/Marine, operational helicopters and
STOL aircraft considered in this study are presented In this section.
Although frequent references are made to various mission@ and associated operational modesq, the criteria and requirements are largely
discussed in a general manner since each related extensively to many of
the display formats and equipment designs presented io Sections IV, V
and Vt. The HUD designs synthesized in these sections take full account
of these, criteria and raquireumets, and the concepts on whaich they are
based.
A.BSCVISUAL. AND DISPLAY CRITERIAI
The HUD to essentially a visual flight device, to whiich the pilot
"etracts Infonmation from the real world by visual ea"" aad coiae.ww
It with processed data display by the MU.
The basic psychological adwastage In uesing visual evss freem this real world may be attribuated to
%hefollowing. The Intonmation froa the real world bas a riches~s ito
content and a high degree of organisation for paerpt"aa asuimllation.
The Pilot has had liaeong eaverteeac in handliag Isfermutim ss tin
foen. 7he fact that flight by visual reference is not maCaesail
swetier for -all-PWase of a 81ilsso doses got develue the utility of the
exenali vsUal fied. fte pilat al" has a 6ig0 "eae"fcetdae
ta.11at be eare"eis vsisualy. 2Me %NA I ""eb4W, Is &aeffeetirm
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toll,

-

means of increasitig the subjective reliability of a flight maneuver.
The fact that optical illusions in flight are as compelling as they are
when they occur may be attributed to this factor.
The fact that the HMU is also effective for instrument flight is
based on the advantages of visual flight. In almost all instrument
flight, there is a transition to visual flight. A compatible Visual
Flight Rules (WR)/Instrument Flight~ Rules (IFR) display is therefore
a compelling requirement to permit a smooth transition between the two
modes of flight. The rapid, accurate evaluation of isolated visual
cues such as single lights or landmarks ia relation to a total situation
dictates that the display be presentud In&a format overlaying the real
visual world. Only a HUDl has this attribute. Furthermore, there Is
sometimes the requirement for a saoth transition from visual to instrumant flight such as In an aborted Instrument approach, or in flight in

mixed weather. Again, the HAUD is particularly suited to this task. The
visual flight wade discussed In the preceding asa ass migt/iF operation
and daylight.
Precise criteria for the ass ignakfit of Information to the W~D tar. b
establishad on the basis of the foregoing. When 'head-up flight.is corksidored advantageous, wihat information should be included in the M~?
TMe Criteria whkich-are eoastdarad to be -tW. moat saigiicant &rw sm
follotia
* Information that ofthau"oa the prci~s~of of visual flight conttol.
-1Nov~inb dulo taformatioa that ewnathe
pilot ý, ability to control the fiht
path of the vthiclo
In relation to te a6m4n& point on Whbatcera landift

MENNEN

*Information that improves the ability of the pilot to assess an
existing situation wahen Information from the external visual

field to available.
Exale: The display of the helicopter velocity
vector direction in the BUD will enable the pilot to
observe the relationship between the flight path of
I

~the vehicle and a terrestrial obstacle during terrainI

following.

a Information that enhances instrument flight. through either a more
favorable perceptual armangemat of displayed information in aI
thres-diunsioval context,, or wahere transition from imanserst, to
visual flight =ast be accomplished rapidly and smothly.j
ftample: Tracking r. ground radar target deining a
destination say be more easily accomplished whith the
target and a quickepted flig~ht, control response element
displayed In the HUD). Visual acquisition of the target
Sa then be accomplished smoothly and a transition to
visual flight contvol effected vith tontiAuaiay-in the
display/control. procedure.

-

InZformation that mast b sampled frequancl on4
areal-tin asi.bes
daris$ haad-i fust coanrol.
£mlet. Groun
approach to, the
contrl isLei,
to tadude sPeed
"

spWed sit be controlled closely during.
vo~r co"!tion., If ttight flinut patb
atv.
stit*
d
4 MOb At Is reasonable
Control inobatoretlonn thesame dtispay.

Weqst. Suitt* 1A VtOUAI ACOAL.ofa betwes U6e cocopt
pame
an th ~b#?ethercy iveIdai

1Wi treqeerny triteeioa shonid be diftisgtutted clostIy 1m impewusa. of the Istoerestio
Informatiou that has SOppEciAl06 tome rates
of chaipo .W &a
a attattom to ama vale,us. t be s*le
VAReUsY It

I

the variable is to be controlled.

Continuous control of on error in a

tracking task represents the extreme case for this type of information.
Uoupeer, variables such as engine teaqaraeure are quasistatic though extramaly Important to the success of the mission. The significance of advising the pilot of a change In enging tesperature due to malperformance
does not itself warrant inclusion of this Information in the BUD.
One dtittoasl general prc~cpt must be considered &a&on the criteriaA
for assignment of Information to the BUD. It is bigbly undesirable to
bawe more informa tion than absolutely essential displayed in the HUD;
additional projected elements may occlude and/or confuse the pilot's VIM
of the real world.
Mhe gidance, control and assessment
require to the performance of the flight
ýmatrix of Figuire 2-1, is ohmns io Figure
~involve No clmss" of information, that
ito desirable.

*
*

Informat ion, which the pilot WAY
operations delineated in the
3-1. The entries to this matrix
"hich ts essential anid that which

"FrM the information requiroemnts ionoFgre, 3-1 mw the criteria, ter
puSeeetst ow of information to the MUD dascrib*4 to the precediug parstraphs, the MU coofigurations. presented 1. Section 1V for- each mode of
*

weere devoloped.

*.operation

The Visual functions to flight that are augented by the HIMUD
marisad bisow.
*~

~

ta
iqvoe
flOt control
* aster transation from tostvumit to VLOWAlfit.
0 quicker vismal sacqtv .1os of targt.
PrecIse entry oftarget data acuired Visawlly
0 $afer. itasition from visual to. tostrusset fif*.t
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B. ACQUISITION AND DESIGNATION CRITERIA
The tactical, close support nature of helicopter operations makes it
highly advantageous, atid often imperative,

for the pilot to be presented

with a positional orientation of his vehicle relative to. ground targets
of Interest.

This, of course, necessitates..a self-contained system of

acquisition which for low flying helicopters is best achieved visually,
or in the case of night operations,

through aided-visual means.

Since

the HUD bridges the gap between cockpit-generated informntion and visual
information from the real world, it

has been established as a necessary

element in helicopter acquisition systems.

--

-

The following four classes of external visual and display information
associated with the acquisit on process have been considered from the

very specific standpoint af extending the capability of helicopter weapon
systems with a HUD.
aý Acquist.tion (VA)

-

Visual information acquired for storage in

a memory system on-the aircraft or transmitted to another aircraft or a ground base.

A typical example involves a discrete

HUD) acquisition providing elevation and azimuth angle data.
This information, when combined with sensed or derived, range,
yields ajfull three-axis orientation of the detected ground
target.
*.Designation (VD)

-

Visually designating the location of a-tar-

get to the pilot by a symbol suitably oriented in the HUD to
facilitate visual detection by the pilot.
--

3

_who

Examples are a

" hostile target or-the'estimboted location of-a downed pilot
is

to be rescued.

*• Designation/Acquisition (VDA)

-

Designating a target in ,-the

HUD for subsequent visual acquisition.

Any-difference between

-tie designated and true pusitions of the target is

erased by

updating the designated information after .he targoet has been

S"-v

:...

..

At

.

acquired by overlaying the HUD symbol on the target.

An

example is updating the initial orientation of a target
-for terminal weapon delivery.

a Acquisition/Control (Vc)

Display of steering guidance

in the HUD for precise flight path control associated with
an acquired target. Examples are terminal navigation and

-•

landing letdown in remote areas and air-to-ground fire
control.
In another sense, a pilot executes a-more basic form of visual acquisition/control (VAC)

by directly .using visual information acquired from

the real world to control the aircraft.

The overlay of a HUD deviation

symbol on the aim point in a. landing approach, and a reticle symbol on a
ground target during weapon delivery, are examples of this class of ex-

.

._ternal visual and display information.
C.

FIELD OF VIEW
The extent of-the visual field to,:be covered by the images projected

in a HUD for helicopter. (field of. view) depends upon the flight regime
of the vehicle, the flight-maneuvers to be executed, and the external
visual references required to conduct the operations.

Under VFR,

the

pilot has fairly-complete visual access to the environment around his
.aircraft, limited only by the attitude and heading of the vehicle, and
theevisual cockpit cutoff angles.

The field of view requirements for VFR

"are, therefore, determined by the relationships among the display images,
.-.
the orientation of the aircraft, and the location of visual objects in

the real world to be used in conjunction with the HUD, Consider, for example,.a.visual approach to a landing pad at the prescribed descent angles,
using a deviation image to measure displacement from the'reference path -

and aflight'path marker to show the direction of flight (Figure 3-2)..,.-.

9

"
"

ON

#v
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Vertical Viewing Angles-in Visual Landing Approach,

The required field of view is determined by the range of orientations of

the deviation bar and flight path marker in the HUD and the landing aim
point on the ground for the attitudes and positions of the aircraft that
may be involved in the approach maneuvers. In this case, the aim point
must be contained within the field of the HUD, because HUD imagery is
being used to overlay and/or overfly this point. In other VFR situations
such as clearing an obstacle, it may be sufficient to observe the visual
target (obstacle) in the real world beyond the limits of the HUD, and to
execute maneuvers in-relation to the target, which ultimately move into
the BUD field. In VFR, therefore, not all key visual elements in the
real world need be viewed through the BUD to permit effective flight control and/or monitoring in relation- to these elements. The-HUD augments
the information derived from the visual world in VFR, and it need not pre--sent a complete display of the visual-situation.
Under IFR, however, the surrogate images-representing, say, the landing area or a ground target with a known location, must be presented in
the HUD in their correct visual position with respect to the aircraft.
This is essential to make IFR flight compatible with VFR, to provide
effective-displays for mixed or limited visibility weather, in which
transitions between instrument and visual flight must be smooth. The
field of view requirements under these conditions are generally larger
than for visual flight only.
There are several additional considerations involved in defining the
visual field angles to be specified for the projection system of a HUD.
The installation of the BUD in a cockpit is designed to minimize field
requirements by optimizing the orientation of the center of the HUD field.
Thus,

if

the lower limit of the field is

farther below the boresight line

of the aircraft than the upper limit is-above this reference,
of the HUD field should be depressed below the boresight line.

the center
The HUD

optics may be made moveable* either in discrete steps to fixed positions,
or continuously adjustable to cover different fields with respect to the*
aircraft for various flight =odes.

As an example, the HUD may be in an

•up-orientation for flight and in a dovn-orientation for approach and

3-7
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landing.

Special flashing surrogate symbols may be oriented at the edges

of the HUD field to designate elements that are beyond the limits of the
field.

These syubols may serve as adequate indicators for control until

the targets move into the HUD field.

This technique is useful for opera-

tions in both VFR and IFR.
In most HUD projector designs, the pilot's eyes are behind the exit
pupil.

This optical situation provides the pilot with dual overlapping

monocular fields, displaced laterally due to the separation between the
eyes (interpupillary distance). The common field in the overlapping region is seen binocularly by the pilot.

The field that is mapped by the

image generator in a HUD is generally larger than the instantaneous field
seen by the pilot in one head position.

The pilot can therefore extend

the useful field of view in the HUD with some head movement.
Some of
these visual considerations related to the design of HUD system are
described in Reference 12.
As an example of the required orientation of the HUD images in the
vertical plant, consider the approach for landing shown in Figure 3r2.
The desired approach angle to the aim point is 0o0
lar deviation from the reference path is e.

and the maximum agou-

If 7 is the flight path

angle of the aircraft, and this is to intercept the reference path at an
angle proportional to e,

where
(T -,

0)

Intercept angle

a - Constant greater than unity
The flight path marer has a maximam depression below the horizontal
reference of

-0,

3-8

which corresponds to a depression below the boresight line of
07, +O

0 ,+

where 07

+ ae

is the pitch of the aircraft at a flight path angle *11 equal to

at. When the aircraft is below the reference path, the intercept
which is also made equal to ae. Under' these condiangle is (00
tions, the flight path marker has the minimum depression, at an angle of
0+

0

-y),

which corresponds to a depression below the boresight of
12+2

+ 0

-~

vhere is the pitch of the aircraft at a flight path angle 1eult

These required field limits for the path marker pertain toa
#0 - at
single approach path 00. The deviation image is oriented at depression
+90 and
+
+ 0 for the same situations above and below
angles
71
4entation

0

7

0

the reference path. The required field of view for the HUD and Its oriin the aircraft are determined by this type of analysis covering
the full range of approach angles #
As an example of field of view requirements In azimuith, consider the
final approach situation shown in Figure 1-3. The aircraft is approaching
the landing pad by coupling to a reference path that permits a landing
Into the wind at heading ILw. The Initial lateral angular deviation of the
aircraft-from the reference path is 6, and the desired Intercept eanle of
the ground speed vector (path marker) is W. which Is assumed proportional
to £(i*e., ) qual to b&)., The relationship awns airspeed, ground speed
and wind to shvia by the vactor diagras In Figure 3-3. The associated
sideslip angale of the helicopter at the approach speed to sowjnas.

gnI

'44

I-)VItU

ANDING

f"m~

Figure 3-3

Horizontal Viewing Angles in Visual Leanding Approach

j

The half-field angle required for the HUD under these conditions is either

4' or

-

4), whichever is greater.

The angle X is

determined by the

4 can be determined from the vec-

maximum deviation angle, 6, from which
torial speed relationships.

The results of an analysis of the characteristics of the H-53 aircraft as applied to field of view requirements for a HUD for both VFR
and IFR operations are presented in Figure 3-4.

D.

ON-BOARD AVIONIC SENSORS AND COMPUTERS
The avionic complements that presently exist in each of the heli-

copters studied are summarized in

this paragraph.

This survey was made

to ensure that the HUD designs formulated and recommended for each application account for the realities of available sensed or computed data.
A sugary of the current avionic complements is presented in Table 3-1.
Ay way of contrast with advanced fixed-wing tactical aircraft into which
BUD has been incorporated, helicopters are relatively simply equipped.
Furthermore,

much of the equipment is

achievable accuracy performance,
the Navy is

not within the state of the art of

and in some cases, reliability.

In fact,

planning to replace some of the equipment listed in the table

with units of more advanced design.
introduction of HUD in helicopters,

Of particular significance to the
in tho accuracy of attitude data.

This Is Important In a display of this type, which Is largely real world
oriented.

Without reasonably accurate attitude data as may be required

for the flight operation involved, the effectiveness of a HUD Is seriously :
Impaired and its installation way not be justified.

Accordinglyo

for car-

tain critical operational flight modes, the substitution of a higher performance Attitude Heading Reference System (AHNS)

ts indicated.

for the existing VG/DG's

The availability of a Doppler radar LAalso of iterest in

system design.

AUl

the vehicles covered, with the exception of A-N

sad OY-IO, carry thia equipment.

In addition to enabling the presents-

U.. of a path marer symbol on a. MMU, Doppl.e

also pro.i.-

the veloity

sensimp aecessary, to Oiialment & "u*bar of kinematic targeting system
described inoSubsection LIU.U.
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The two noteworthy exceptions to the on-board light data limitations
noted in the previous paragraph are the CH-46F and CU-53D helicopters for
which advanced self-contained avigation SYStOM (Level I Of IMA) are proThe flight variables and associated signal format that are &Vailable for inputting to a )WM are presented in Table 3-2. The data
tabulated consists of signals currently outpu~tted within the ANI/ASQ-104

,Vided.

system (CH-531)) and those signals for which expansion provisions axe an".
In the system (principally the nAvitatiou computer sot) to readily output.
TAIKE .- 2
SIGMAS AVAILABLE FOR MMD liOK AN/ASQ-104
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Same of the information presented In the KU!) cannot be obtained
directly from *XzisVin sensors. The orientation Of the hOrixOn l10e,
wbich indicates attitude in the HUD, can be based directly on the output
of a vertical. Vro. On the other hand, fligbt path angle end flight
director comazds, which orient the flight path marker end the flight
director Imge In the HiUD* nust be derived by computation from more basic
Infowmstion. Same of the key flight parameters which must be derived by
processing other sensor data awe ebomm in Pig~re 3-5. 'The sensor sources
anreb
sonIn the block* to the left, while the computed outputs lead to
the display generator on the right.
As an eample of the types of computation involved in the data proceasing, consider the smoothed radar and bearmetric attitude signal obtarned by mixing radar altiester and pressure altitude signals. Coniader.
two Successive sampled Pressure altitudes
and Rrand the assoclatad radar altitudes UR
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GROUND GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

An effort was made early-in the program to uncover the currently-"
employed systems and developmental ground guidance systems liItely to-be
adopted by the Navy/Marines for future operations-.

The purpose was to

ensure compatibility in HUD terminal":approach operation with these
aids. Many such radio guidance-systems were-,uncovered, both operational,
*

and developmental,

intended primarily to aid in remote aread>landing and
These

in detecting the position of downed aircrews in- SAR operations.
systems include-:
ILS

-

Used in standard IFR approach to base

. GCA

-

Used in standard IFR approach to base

Portable Field TACAN

.-

-7

Used in night/IFR approaches to

"

"remote areas.

However, system provides lateral direction4,"

guidance only.

Vertical path control, is presently conducted

'

essentially open loop via airspeed and rate of descent from.
initial point esta.lished by radar vectors from remote
ai.a
ground stations.

A more positive, accurate means of ac-

quiring and orienting the touchdown point, either visually
or through-video sensors,, is

indicated.

-

-. PRC-90 UHF Radio Transceiver -. Provides-voice communication
_ .nk and homing signals for direction finding during SAR
•

-.

~~~~operatioýns,. -'.

.

,
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*PRC-95 Radio Transceiver

6perates-with tACAN-equipped search

aircraft to pinpoint location of survivor-.-- Provides -distance,
measurement and bearing information.'
*TALAR
*-RATS

*-:ACLS

*STATE

-Portable

-Remote

-Automatic

-Simplified'

ILS developed by Air Force.Area.Terminal Systeim deve-loped4 by Sperry Flight_

:Carrie~r

Landing ýSystem..-

Tatical Approach TerminaSyti.eelpd

by Honey~well for remote area landing guidance. ,Provides elevation and lateral_ deviationsý to aircraft for descen~t.-angles
between 3 to 30 degrees.

Slant range provided,.-up to' 10 nauti-

cal miles.
Other guidance aids unfcovered include a hand-held laser beacon developed
by Sperry Gyroscope with applicability to, helicoptepr night operations.
'However, time-did not permit an-adequate inf-depth study of all these aids
as-they~would affect specific::HUD utilization and design. Accordingly,
they were treated rather -generaVly in-~this study.
G. OFF-BORESIGHT-,-STA)3ILIZED AIISIGHT CONCEPT
1. General Requiremenits and Implementation Approach
'One of. the more compelling optical display requirements esrablished in this s~tudy f'o'r tactical helicopters reflects the use of a small'
field, moveable aimsight for use in visual acquisition and/or tracking of
ground targets., Conceptually, the diractional sight is a generally well
understood device having been applied in military aircraft for some time
including helicopter gunships. In its simplest form, the sight projects
a fixed$ collimated reticle image$ which the operator manually positions
to overlay a ground target, either instantaneously or continuously. In
helicopter-applications, this motion generally covers a wide range of.
* 3-16

azimuth and elevation angles.
line-of-sight,

The angular orientation of the reticle

relative to aircraft axes, is

directly sensed through

appropriate pickoffs.
There are two basic approaches to aimsight design:
gripped unit and a helmet sight.

a hand-

These designs and the relative merits

of each are described in Section V.

Either type unit can, if properly

designed, be used to implement the acquisition and tracking requirements
established in this study.

Accordingly,

the system concepts described

-in this paragraph and-.Paragraph H of this section are applicable to both
designs.
Characteristically,

helicopter-installed aimsights are used to

direct off-boresight firing of gun turrets via a ballistics lead computer.

In addition, aimsights have been employed in the AH-56 helicopter

and certain fixed-wing,-hunter aircraft to control the position of a
radar and laser range finder toward the sighted target.

Such ranging

devices, however, are lacking in every Navy operational helicopter as
.,evidenced by the sensor complement summary presented in Paragraph D of
this section. This deficiency poses a number of operational problems
and otherwise limits the effectiveness of certain key helicopter missions. To alleviate these problems, therefore, a number of kinematic
targeting techniques,

by which range and other offset target orientation

data are computed from aimsight-derivod angle data and certain flight
variables, have been conceived.
These kinematic targeting systems and
the specific helicopter operations for which they apply are described
in Paragraph D of this section.
Helicopters are inherently well suited in accommodating effective use of hand-gripped aimsights.

All Navy/Marine helicopters provide

for a two-man cockpit crew, of which the copilot/gurner is

relatively

unburdened and has considerable latitude to make frequent and effective
use of the aimsight.

In terms of space accommodation, the relatively

large cockpit andabsence of cockpit ejection associated with all
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helicopters negates any serious installation difficulty for the hand-held
sight.

Helmet-mounted sights, of course, can readily be accommodated in

helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft.

In fact, they constitute the only

practical means at present for off-boresight acquisition in single-place
tactical aircraft.
A preliminary layout design of a hand-held aimsight is presented
in Section V.

The unit features a servo-driven, rather than fixed,

reticle to enable earth stabilization of the reticle image in accordance
with the requirements for such stabilization describd in Para

G

of this section...
Implicit in any projected reticle aimsight, of course, is the
visual nature of its application. However, the operational and technical feasibility of extending aimsight utilization to the. aided-visual
display of IR/LLLTV pictorial video during night combat operations is
discussed in Appendix E.

These video sensors ýre under active consider-

ation for near-future introduction into a number of helicopters.

The

presentation of raster scan video would logically be accommodated by

A•!

substituting a miniature CRT for the two reticle servos otherwise re-.
quired for strictly visual operations.
2.

Aimsight Stabilization
a.

Basis of RequiremenAt
Attitude stabilization of aim reticles or other real-world-

=

related symbols is generally acknowledged to bo a highly desirable, if
not necessary, feature of HUD.

In the case of aimsights, it enhance*

acquisition and tracking performance by eliminating from the operator
the burden of filtering the adverse effects of short term vehicle disturbances.

The effectiveness of such stabilization to cancel the

effects of attitude notion has been clearly demonstrated in weapon delivery displays (both head-up and panel mounted) employed in fixed-wing
aircraft.

However, before recomending costly stabilization for
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off-boresight aimsights in helicopters and undertaking the task of
deriving the associated equations, investigations were first conducted
to establish a reasonable or compelling need for incorporating this
function in the aimsight design.
These studies revealed that high frequency attitude and
translational motion effects as induced by wind gust, vehicle control
inputs for maneuver and trim adjustment, and other atmospheric disturbances are no less severe for helicopters as is the case for fixedwing aircraft. For example, flight tests conducted by Sperry Flight
Systems Division on an H-3 helicopter yielded typical responses of
t2.0 degrees in pitch and roll to 20- to 25-knot wind gusts with attitude hold disengaged as would be the case in maneuver flight. Somewhat larger transients of about t4.0 degrees were encountered in yaw
under the same wind and disengaged autopilot conditions, because of
-the tendency of helicopters to rotate into the wind.

Characteris-

tically, oscillation levels in helicopters are roughly the same in
any given axis over the entire speed regime'-

from hover to maximum.

In the case of constant path flight with attitude hold engaged, Sperry
*

flight tests yielded somewhat improved damping in the attitude re'•sponse

to peuts with amplitudes approximately one-half that incurred

without attitude hold.

In either case, the amplitudes and associated

natural frequency of oscillations are both sufficiently large to sugget.ethat aiming or tracking performance with an unstabilized optical
sight is poor.1Even under the most ideal conditions of constant speed,
straight and level flight in smooth air, and three-axis attitude hold
engaged* CQ-53 flight test data supplied by UATC indicates perturbaoions of about 0.2 degree rue In pitch and yaw and 0.5 degree res in
roll, with peak excursions of between 2 to 3 time these values.
Significant translational effects are also experienced In helicopters
as in fixed-wing aircraft, particularly with respect to vertical
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velocity response during wind shear transition. However, because of
their relatively low incidence of occurrence, display rtabilization for
these transients, although relatively simple in its Implementation, Is
not recommended.

*

Interviews conducted with several helicopter pilot/gunners
confirmed the anticipated difficulties of visually locking an unstabilized gunsight reticle onto a ground target - bott with a fixed, boresight projector and swiveable off-boresight aimsight. This problem Is
~discussed more fully In Subsection IV.l. It io more acute for the more
demanding task of continuous tracking of a ground target under maneuver
conditions then It is for one-shot, single-point acquisitions.
b.

Coordinate Conversion Squatione Required for Stabilization

The stabilization of an off-boresight alssight, the optical
center (line of sight) of which is manually positioned to yaw and elevation relative to aircraft a=*s, presen~ts a significantly more cosplex
function than that associated with were conventionaL, boresight-oriented,
HUD projectors. The optical axis of the latter unit Is generally fixed
In Its Installation and always lies in the X-Z plane of the vehicle.
Thus, whereas relatively simple coenrdinate transformation relationships
exist for stabilizing a s~ymbol in fixed projectors, the stabilization of
anof f-boresight. aimeig-t projection fta
whla
ifrent stuio

andamr formidable

aahw~a

In facto It is clear froi the transformation equations derived In this stviy that effective off-borosight reticle stabilization
by mam of compater solution would, be impractical were It not for the
advent -of Offtcient. small aicale avionic digital computers. TMe only
born piracticol. technique previously devised and first employed to
boabear eircroft during Wiorld War U wes to piggback moust the optical
sight onto a vertialpr.-ft Iis
h mechanization approach is rather
cw~ersows hrnvsre &adreflects abrute-forc solution to the problem.

or

jr

This approach has a number of deficiencies when compared to a digital
computer implementation approach in the current state of the art; these
deficiencies include larger weight and size which adversely affect coclrýpit installation and operability of the unit. Verticality accuracy of
the gyro mount design, unless extensively compensated for drift, is significantly less than that provided by advanced AHRS, and will very likely
prove to be unacceptable under maneuver conditions. Relative cost is an
unknown factor requiring detailed analyses. However, preliminary Indications are that the costs are comparable If it is assumed that the stabilixetion functions are processed In an existing computer provided for
other purposes. Perhaps the most serious shortcoming of the gyro mount
approach is the unavoidable tendency of the operator to inadvertently
jerk the hand-held aimeight as a result of body motion caused by sudden

aircraft transient& and maneuvers.

dsearch

*

*
""Ia

in electing to pursue the computer solution approach, a
of the literature failed to produce any previously developed coordinate conversion equations that relate attitude motion to appropriate
earth stabilitation, sign~als for the aim reticle. Mecordinglys, the desired equations were derived (Append1ix A) as part of this study. These
equations are believed to be unique In their solution and application,
~since so published evidence baa booin uncov.erad as to their actual at proposed iaplaemmtat ion in air and surface -craft.*
2Me equations derived In Appendix A are predicated on the
sampl~ed data stabilization loop -design described In Subsection 11I.LRoco
live expressions, which noe ultimately yieldead, transform incremental
attitude changes ;A each of the three aircraft axes to X-Y displacements
of the aim reticle from the central nine-Of-Sight (LOS) axis of the optlisight. Ith processing of these, Compensating signals via.'a computer
forms part of a minor feedback loop of the overall tracking system. Ithe
1-V aimeight ame noted above are fixod MAd ortbagomu to the optical
conterlines irespeatve. of. the ssos employed to generate and displayý
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the aiming symbol (i.e., CRT or servoed reticle). The stabilization
formulae derived also assume an ainsight gimbal arrangement with azimuth
rotation about the Z-axis of the vehicle and elevation rotation In a
plane which contains the selected azimuth and is perpendicular to the
X-Y lateral plane of the vehicle. The line-of-eight, of course, by virtue of its cockpit Installation. is assumed to be oriented withi a
~spherical sector centered about the longitudinal axis and ahead of the
aircraft. The equations derived do not constrain the asio of the sector
although the visual cutoff angles of cockpit windwon would establish

* .~

4

practical operational bounds.
*1

The use of sampled, incremental changes or perturbations In
attitude for computing the stabilization data contrasts with the stabilisation functions employed In fixed, boresight-oriented HUI) whbere absolute values of attitude are the relevant Independent variables. The
latter holds because the aircraft boresigtht, about which coordinate
transformations, are made, is located within the display field. Hence,
within the boundaries of the display field of view, a continuous System
"laeit
In which earth-oriented symbols are linearly related to the aircraft anes as -a function of pitch, roill relative bearing (sometimes.
referred to as beading error) and elevation angles.
IMe aiamight stabilination concept and asocitated equations
advanced In. this section are not to be. confused vith another, well understood fotm of LOS stabilization! which transforms the two UK$ orientation
singls from -vehicle to stable earth coordinates. Ibis latter atabilisatiou function Is. ale. recomended f or a number of belicopter &LAimigt

Aplicatinae (APPendi 9).
16 sascetatik teý rAcsiAlity of a computer sol tio for
aineight etab~iistiom, a prelidarny pfograssag eanlysis Is contained.
to Appesdia 'in which cvalavionic coamutet uWdel vans used to
k.

satfsmt Uis end 0mam
GPMc requiwemets. lbs esulta indicatt dtha
doe "Uiemstata ofths
atief to well within the tin capsActy 4a

current, high speed machines to perform in conjunctior with other possibly required functions such as symbol generation for a fixed RUD
projector, kinematic targeting solutions, and simple fire control bal-

listics equations.
c.

Operation, Loop Dynamics and Stability Considerations

The basic operation and loop dynamics of a unique, visual
acquisition and track~ug, system recommended for a maher of helicopter

applications are described In this subsection. To assist Is the undevrstanding of an Important now filter concept for Improved stability of
the system, it is useful to first examine the three most comma operational methods of utilizing a stabilized aim circle ft aithorns BUD.
(1) In a fixed* boresighted optical projector,, where

the aIm sy"bo Is automatically and continuously
locked-on to a ground target from position. data
derived either from Vround guidance (e.0. ILS)
radar/inertial naViation or DOplat/kinsastic
ranging). In this Cabo, the symb1 oliStabilized
over the entire froqeqcy banduidth of attituda

1>.~motion

-from

zeft, to maxINa.

I a flied, bomeight*d optical projector, Ahero
U2

the aitmy
stmoli positioned by either fixed
elevation and azina~h soxle.s eoar*h
or In the. case of Via &Wd rocket weapon deuvely.0
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coienmaIosi required as io the case in Parsp~ap c.(O).
(3)
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with this action by the opelator, the high pass filter in attenuating or
value) of attitude &ligS the reticle to the optical center axis under
steays~tate conditions. lbs affect of br th these actions ioshowmn io
figure 3-7.* To assist in understanding the sys tem, a simplifying assumpconstant (e.g..* vehicle Is motionless or in a steady-state turn with he
target at the center of turn). Pour display sequence of events (A. 13, C.
D) are Awonm where each display is properly oriented vertically with rowspect to the ceal world target. in the original situation (PoitA),
stead-tate tracking conditions prevail where the pilot Is maintaining
the aim circle on tht, target at the optical center of the field. At
foibt-36 a stop fauction tramsient in roll angle is assumd to occur
whore Cho sighathead cooter Is displaced with the vehileU and the aim,

mitile automatically displaced from the optical boreslist to remain
sUPuImqesad *a the target.* Point-C (a abort time later) depicts the
simultaneous effects of the high pass filter to slowly movtng the sin,
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at typically 0.1 radian per second ini a STOL aircraft.

In this case, the

pitch signal is highly attenuated resulting in negligible automatic conpensation. The operator manually tracks this oscillation himself since
its frequency is veil within his response ability.
There are two basic modes of stabilized aimsight operation
involving different data outputting requirements.

The first comprises

continuous tracking for fire control of gun turrets, where the turret is
essentially slaved to the aim reticle. In this mode, the aim reticle
position data, which is transmitted to the gun turret servoa via a lead
computer, is oriented in aircraft axes. Hence, no further conversion
processing is required.

The second mode involves discrete or continuous

acquisition for target and own-aircraft orientation purposes.

In this

case, the aim reticle position is first converted from aircraft-to-earthstable coordinates before application to the computer.

In both cases,

the reticle position is represented by the algebraic sum of the angular
positions of the aimsight center axis and the Ax, Ay displacements of
the reticle from this axis.
No effort was made in this study to conduct a rigorous stability analysis of this non-linear tracking system. Such an analysis,
of course, is required to establish the dynamic design of the system
including the specific digital compensation, if any, to be incorporated
in the computer. However, the following system parameters were-briefly
considered as a useful prelude to any final system design and stability
analysis effort.
* Attitude HiSh Pass Filter -The

design of this filter

is essentially dependent on the transfer function
established for the operator.

The human transfer

function includes a reaction time delay (transport
lag), dynamic compensation cl~aracteristics, and neuromuscular lag (Reference 2). The gains and tise constants to be established for each of these functions
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depends on the specific tracking operation involved.
Of specific interest in the lead network design isthe break frequency at unity amplitude ratio and the
attenuation versus frequency slope (or slopes if a
second, lower break frequency is incorporated).
Based on the simplifying assumption that an operator
-

can track a 1/3-Hz sinusoid with acceptable phase lag,
it would appear that the upper break frequency of the
network does not exceed 2 radians per second, with 1.5
radians per sec9nd considered to be a reasonable value.
- Helicopter Natural Frequencies

-An

important aystem

design parameter is the frequency bandpass of attitude
information to be processed.

This relates directly to

the short-period, natural frequencies of the aircraft..
and-the associated attenuation characteristics in three
For-example, the short-period,

frequency regions.

natural frequencies and'damping factors for an H-3

heliopter equipped with a Sperry Hover Augmentation
System (HAS) are approximatpely as follows:
-

Pitch

-

n

Wn 9 5.0 rad/sec,

Roll
Yaw

2! 3.5 rad/sec, • - 0.6

-

n

0.5

2! 4.5 rad/sec-'(with heading hold), • - 0.5

Each dynamic element cf the attitude.compensation loop
must'be designed to preserve the fidelity of all relevant attitude frequencies.

For the H-3 example cited

above, the range of freqiencies to be pabaed is estimated to be..from 0 to 5,0 radians per second for pitch,
and 0 to 6.5 radians perzsecohd for roll and yaw.
•9-

,,•.•

9

•
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* Processor Sampling Rate

-

In establi.shing sampling

rates for non-linear systems containing digital

computers, tradeoffs are usually conducted between
system accuracy/stability performance and computer
cost/time.

Since sampling rates of 10 times the

maximum signal frequency of interest are commonly
used, this ratio was selected for use in the computer programming analyses of Appendix D, yielding
a sampling frequency of
6'5 radians/second X

12ccle

X 10 9 10 samples/second

* Low Pass Output - Experience in digital loop design
-indicates a need for a low pass function at the computer output - either independent or part of the

-

positioning servos.

For the example noted in the

preceding paragraph,

the response break should occur

at about twice the 6.5-radians-per-second signal
frequency or about 2.0 Hz.

Ideally,

the attenuation

slope should be quite sharp - at least -40 decibels
per decade.

This low pass cutoff enhances system

stability by filtering signal noise and smoothing
the ripple frequency of the outputted data caused by

data sampling.

H. KINEMATIC TARGETING IECHNIQUES
1. Discussion of Concept and Requirements
It

is

clear from the tabulations presented in Tables 3-1 and 3-2

that the avionic complements of operational helicopters are relatively
limited when compared to advanced,
ticular,

fixed-wing tactical aircraft?

range sensors are notably absent in all helicopters.

the lack of radar and laser range sensors is
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In par-

Although

understandable initerms of

their high cost and weight,

it

of certain helicopter missions.

nevertheless has limited the effectiveness
This limitation assumes the following

basic forms.
e Deficiency in the accuracy of the predicted impact point
in-gun and rocket fire control because of estimated nature
of slant range data.

Flight tests conducted by the Army

-in helicopter air-to-ground range estimation confirmed the
severity of the problem (Reference 1).

".Inabilityof the helicopter system to acquire and continuously orient the vehicle to a ground target* in three

dimensions.
In pursuing this HUD study, several low cost optical sighting techniques

were considered as possible solutions to the range measurement problem.
Stadiometic ranging is

one such well known method, but was judged to be

impractical for helicopter operations because target sizes are-generally
unknown in preflight planning. Optical range finders constitute another
technique; howe;ar, these range finders are difficult to install and
provide only limited utility. They are not only constrained in directivity, but assuming a boresight-oriented installation, cannot be effectively used when the vehicle is headed straight in toward a target at a
high closing range rate.
The most practical method conceived for deriving target range
and orientation data uses an optical HUD projector(s) as .part of what
are termed "kinematic
*

targeting" systems.

altogether unfamiliar concept.

Kinematic targeting is not an

Having been applied before in military

"aircraft. However, some of theosystems and operational techniques advanced in subsequent paragraphs are believed to be of a novel nature,

*The term "target" as used herein denotes any ground object of
interest, including enemy targets.
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made possible by the capabilities of modern digital computers.

These

systems involve the use of the acquisition and designation criteria discussed in Subsection III.C.
Basically, these systems use triangulation methods to initially
derive and store the desired range and/or orientation data at some
point in flight.

This is immediately followed by a continuous updating

of the derived variables as the aircraft proceeds in its flight.

Either

the target or own-aircraft may be oriented in absolute earth coordinates
given the position of the other.

Alternately, relative orientation may

be derived in terms of range/bearing/altitude.

The system operates on

two-axis, LOS angle data, ground referenced flight velocity data, and

altitude stabilization data to effect a computer solution of one or more
triangles.

A HUD optical projector (either fixed or moveable aimsight

type) is used to obtain the LOS angle data through visual acquisition of

• .

the target.

Velocity data is required to derive the distance traversed

after each point of acquisition.

Doppler radars represent the most

practical source for this data because of their extensive application in
helicopter navigation and flight control systems.

Three-axis attitude

data, required for coordinate transformation and aim circle stabilization
purposes, is most practically supplied by an AHRS of reasonably high performance (i.e., 1/2 degree, 2-sigma verticality accuracy under dynamic
maneuver conditions).
Although no operational helicopter currently contains equipment
providing such performance (including the ASN-50, ASN-73 AHRS incorporated
in Self-Contained Navigation System - SCNS),

the retrofit of an AHRS of

advanced design as a substitute to the presently installed AHRS or separate
VG/DG's does not appear to be too costly.
be developing a next-generation,
formance and low cost.

Several companies are known to

two-gyro MRS characterized by high per-

The last element required in the kinematic target-

ing systems is a small-scale, digital computer to execute solutions of the
aim circle stabilization, coordinate transformation and triangle geometry
equations.

Such a computer can be implemeated either separately or as an
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integral part of the HUD processor. The feasibility of the latter integrated approach, which has been confirmed by the programming analyses of
Appendix D, is accordingly recomaended because of its minimum cost
advantage.
A kinematic targeting system, as roughly outlined in the preceding paragraphs, compares quite favorably in Lost to systems employing
uarrow-beam radar and lasers for direct range sensing. This assumes,
however, the prior existence of a Doppler radar in the vehicle to be
equipped with the kinematic targeting system. The opitcal sighting unit
and a high performance AMRS element have no impact on relative cost,
since they are required in both ranging systems. This leaves, for coaparison, the cost of a radar and laser sensor against that of the additional memory and other hardware required in the HUD processor to
implement a kinematic ranging solution. Indications are strong that the
latter approach is appreciably cheaper; however, this lower cost mist
ultimately be traded off against the superior performance and operability
of a direct sensing ranger.
A rigorous accuracy analysis was not attempted in this study on
any of the kinematic targeting systems conceived. Such a task was doemed
too formidable because of the multitude of different sensors (and associated accuracies) that exist among the various helicopters considered.
Furthermore, any meaningful accuracy analysis must reflect equipment
accuracies achieved under actual flight conditions, and not necessarily
the specified values. In addition, since the precision of visual acquisition has a significant impact on overall accuracy, simaulation testing
using the stabilized almeight concept described in Subsection III.G is
deemed to be a necessary first step in obtaining this accuracy data.
However, a cursory error analysis was conducted for two hypothesized
flight conditions in which all error contributions were conservatively
established. As indicated by the results, acceptable accuracy performance can be realised, which on a statistical basis would far exceed
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that afforded by simple estimation.

In addition, what was intuitively

obvious (i.e., that the accuracy of attitude and heading data supplied
by the AHRS is far more critical thay any errors incurred in Dopplergenerated ground velocity) was confirmed.
Five basic kinematic targeting techniques, each of which is
appropriately recommended for various operational flight modes and tactical situations, are described in Subsections III.H.3 and III.H.7.
These techniques involve the mandatory or optional use of a stabilized
aimaight device described in Subsection UI .G.

This implies the exis-

tence of short time periods during which the aimsight stabilization
equations of Appendix A would undergo continuous computer solution (as
in the case of Sun turret firing on a continuously tracked target), concurrent with the solution of the kinematic target ranging and orientstion equations.

The targeting schemes presented in Subsections 111.1.3,

11I.H.6 and III.H.7 enable the optional use of a conventional, fixed MUD
projector on which a suitable aim circle is displayed for acquisition
purposes.

In this case, earth stabilizacion of the aim circle reflects

attitude-dependent functions that have been extensively applied In past
HUD designs and are much simpler than those associated with off-boresight,
aimaight stabilization.
All the kinematic targeting systou and equations conceived,
which involve the use of the soveable aiasight, are applicable to aidedvisual sensor operations under night/IR conditions, as well as under
day/Vli conditions.

This application can be accomplished by displaying

the It/LLLTV pictorial video on the aimsight to enable the desired tarSet detection and acquisition.
Appendix E.

This concept is discussed more fully tn

The only requirement for achieving a common set of system

equations and compatible operation between visual and aided-visual modes
is that the video scan presentations be unstabilised, i.e., the video
sensr LOS be sUlaved to the aismlght central optical .aIs so that the
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projected video image is properly superimposed onto the real world in a
one-to-one relationship.
2.

Application in Helicopter Operations
The need for an acquisition system that enables ground target

and oral-aircraft orientation has been established for the following helicopter operations.

Some of these operations are current; whereas, others

are proposed for future introduction in helicopter systems.
9 Target Orientation (Relative to continuously updated
aircraft position)
Air-to-ground fire control
Renote area landing
Downed a&ira

rescue

IlunterlkIller
Special stores drop

Air-to-ground bom delivery
e Omn-Aircraft Orientation
Iwoute navigation
Paradrop
Hime sweeping
Five basic end purposes are associated with the target and aunoaircraft orientation functions to be applied in these belicopter
e Acquisition and retention of Urees sumep~tble to
I*"o of Visual contact
Dea~tlgasti
0

W

of acquired target to othor aircraft

at.•

position updte
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Derivation of target range and altitude for fire
control ballistics computation

e Derivation of optimal, two-axis steering guidance
to target for presentation to pilot.
The ability to execute these functions either Improves the reliability of the associated operation, or extends the present capability
of the helicopter system.

As an example supporting this conclusion,

consider the first objective listed above relating the possible loss of
visual contact of a target.

The Importance of this problems and the

need for a solution, is best exemplified by some of the tactical situations experienced to Vietnam. Often, target detection characteristics

"are such that the ability to immediately acquire and store a target can
often spell the difference between success or failure of an operation.

Such marginal visual targets fall Into two general classes:
9 Targets which are of a moentary or discontinuous
visual nature as may be caused by

Flashing lights
Occlusion of target by rough or danse terrain
features at. differeat points in flght (e.g.,
personnel and sall clearings)
"smllnovemeast

of enemy targets ti

daoe

tor.

rain to escape detection subsequent to initial

"ei8htins
Hit" IFSItVW

(flight Into apoa4dic, clou or

fo f•otuatios)

F

"-••• . ....:..-*•..

*1

* Targets that remain available usually. but are
difficult to discriminate continuously (hence sus-

ceptible to detection Loss after initial stbting)
Small size (e.g., downed airman on land or sea)
Low ambient illumination (e~gg

*

WR at dusk orf

?dght)

Poor target contrast relative to terrain or watser
background
Most of these adverse target conditions relates to dsyI/f operations to
which targets are detected by direct visual mean&. Only the mixed
ZflVf and the low illumination conditions are amenable to imptved
target detection capability with UhLLLTV aided-visual meun.

3. Offset. Two-Ani*. Single.-Plane Ta-rstina

%olutiona (Discrete

Acquisition MGethod)

*
*

Oue effective method of kinematic
involves, two diecrotte visual acquisitiovs
toward the target along a straight ground
~tatgat. M"i approach is emad
for

ranging or full targeting

while the aircraf t is flamn
track passing through the
situations Nbere:

9 Terrain is suff iciently, rough to peoclude the use of
"ireatly as"e a"Solute altitude above the pound.
e Target locat ioo Is prodatermisad or clearly obeervable
at a distance alluiuing pilot to Plsand
&W*Wute an
lawdiate straight-ta appxoach rowar
b theueto,
thauby ailfibiU%esposure tif, to "me" fite,
Molit is Itauitd to this teechav4
aSuht tousaial

6VO~InVaIOS the s

to COog~t C"t 449"t tast~ties.
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gy contzolling the aircraf t on a straightline course through the
target between visual sightingas the principal condition is satisfied for
the solution of au oblique triangle located In a vertical plane perpendicular to the ear~th's local horizontal. The geometry of this kinematic
problem Is shown In Figure 3-8. This tuac-axia solution represents a
special case of the general of f-boresight, three-axis solution described
in Subsection IIU.H4, and, as such, comprises a simpler set of calculations. The equatilons to be solved are derived In Appendix A. Prelimlayprogramng"analyses relating to computer Implementation of thesej
equations awe contained In Appendix D.

4'

F

Visual acquisition of target (T) is made at Positions I and I in
the aircraft trajectory by moam of a stabilixed projected &1n circle
(-g8e3).
111th each "pickling", the depression angles (a~ 2 and
b~aroimetric -altitude (hbb 1 . a 2 ) are sampled and stored. In saddition, tius
integration of Doppler-derived around speed Is ni~tiatd at Position I
yielding tedsance
pilrot
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Its flight depend* on
taeCical opertio 1Xvolved AMd thikO
seec41 tid ta eUired. In, the
case af a" saw rocket are control,ý onlyý target Altimu,M(i
or slant
rt&ge Mot) associated utith "Mset
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go-around maneuvering before completion of the flight operation.

This

orientation can be expressed in any one of several possible horizontal
"coordinate systems such as polar (range, bearing), Cartesian (Army arId),
The vertical dimension in all cases

or geographic (latitude, longitude).

would be represented by absolute altitude.

Equations defining this

three-diaenaional orientation for subsequent off-course maneuvering are
presented In Appendiy B as part of the general, three-axib kinematic targeting technique described in Subsection 11.H.A.
A rigorous accuracy analysts was not attempted in this study on
any of the kinematic targeting deigns conceived.

A limited analysis,

however, was umde on one error effect associated with the wt-axis solution approach but not incurred In the general three-axis solution described ti

Subsection ll.R.4t.

This error relates to the comattalut

Imposed by the solution for constant cours
acquietttons.

flight betweer the two visual

The analysis indicates that for most practical altItude

sad range epproach conditioos, accacy of the computed target altitude
and rang it largely topervious to expected lateral positional deriatios from the required straightline ground track.

Por example, for owe

reasomable sat of acquisition teometwy conditions *xmbitid, a deviation
drift of 3 degrees results In a rather small 0.2-percent e*or io computed slant rane.

Such lateral path performance oar relatively Short

distanuce is deeed to be vithin the abilities of experiented helicopter
pilots to achieve with visual ttrackint control of the iutautamas
)Letty vetor In azsetht suitably s•abilized i1

ve-

•blding
o

Am optical dsplay design that enables the pilot to sima-taftossly Perform the acquisit irt
it Su•bsectio
Sto

WIA.

d flight

A fully eoath stabiliste

e th* a"quettio MWd tttol

.tamlatasta

weiettos

"it

torol fuctions to described

t"a

atin

irle is retorumrnto

, "ot e11P du*iA" attitude

as flisht tcoditions vdliir a stanoff voll attitude biss

e #ai"
aia to

tel vity

tIwe"
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4.

Offset, Three-Axis, Two-Plane Targeting Solution
(Discrete Acquisition-Method)
The most versatile technique conceived for kinematic targeting,

free of any impositions on operational techniques and tactical conditions, uses two discrete off-;boresight visual acquisitions of the
ground target.

The geometric relationship of this approach involves the

solution of two orthogonal triangles oriented in

the three earth

coordinates.
Whereas the two-axis kinematic solution described in Subsection
III.H.3 uses a fixed, on-boresight projector, the three-axis solution
necessitates the use of an ainisight.

Two basic orientation modes of

interest are associated with three-axis kinematic soluti.ns; namely,
* Own-aircraft orientation where the s~nsed aircraft
position is updated from known coordinates of the
memory point.
. Target orientation where the absolute coordinates
of a target are computed from a known position of

the own-aircraft.
As a correlated extension of target orientation, relative coordinates in
terms of range, bearing and altitude above the target may be continuously

computed either directly from, or independent of, absolute target coordinates.

The equations defining these three orientation modes are derived in
Appendix-B.. Preliminary programming analyses relating to computer implementation of these equations are contained in Appendix D.

A simple representation of the flight geometry is shown in-Figure
3-9.

Visual acquisitions are made at Points

and

from which earth-

oriented depression and relative bearing angles are derived.
tion, the horizontal distance (D) between Points

and

In addiis

from Doppler-generated ground speed data., Generally speaking,

4
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no restriction in either the horizontal and vertical flight paths between
the two acquisition points, although as a practical matter a straightline
course is likely to be followed.

Immediately upon execution of the

second acquisition, horizontal range (R 2 ), bearing (0),
above target (hT2) are computed from triangles
, •

(0, (

)and

stored.

and altitude
,@
and (

From this data, one of the following is subse-

quently performed:
* Aircraft latitude
Point

•are

and longitude (L2 ) at

computed and the on-board navigation

system updated.
* Target latitude (XT),

longitude (LT),

and eleva-

tion above standard sea level (hTsL) are computed
and stored.
* Range, bearing and altitude above target are continuously computed as the aircraft continues its
flight.
5.

Offset. Three-Axis, Two-Plane Solution (Continuous Tracking
Angular Rate Sensing Method)
Another, more commonly known method of kinematic targeting uses

angular rate sensing of the optical LOS in bearing to derive the desired
orientation data.

A continuous computer solution is effected providing

instantaneous range, bearing and altitude to the target during the flight
period in which the operator is

tracking the target.

This technique

yields relative coordinate data, as its use is generally intended. The
data could be sampled at some appropriate point for use in calculating

either target or own-aircraft position in absolute earth coordinates.
However,

the discrete acquisition method of Subsection III.H.4 is pre-

ferred for this purpose because it is more accurate.
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The principal dpplication of angular rate targeting is. in offboresight,

gun-turret,

fire control for immediate suppressive fire

support where the tactical situation does not permit the time-consuming,
two-discrete acquisition technique.

The geometry and equations of the

kinematic solution are shown in Figure 3-10.

To achieve a reasonable

degree of accuracy, both the flight velocity and bearing angle, rate
must be of suffitiently high magnitudes.
such reasonable thresholds is

An accuracy analysis' defining

required; hence, the extent of the opera-

tional constraints imposed is undetermined.
The elements of the system are the same-as that required for the
system described in Subsections III.H.3 and III.H.4; namely,
lized aimsight,

a stabi-

Doppler radar for sensing ground velocity vector, AHRS

and a digital computer.

The stabilized aimsight is as described in Sub-

section III.G with the associated processing equations given in'Appendix
A.

Relative bearing (0)

and elevation angle

o

referenced in

stable

earth coordinates are computed in accordance with the equations derived
in Appendix B, paragraph 1 .c. Range is

solved in accordance with the

V-equals-RW relationship governing angular motion of a radial line.
Ground speed (V ) is

resolved to obtain the normal tangential velocity

(V), where the effects of high fr- "-ency heading motion on the (OOR-0)
term are cancelled.

Angular veloc.

process within the computer.

(

R ) is

derived by the sampling

Actually, only the low frequency compo-

nents of the sampled OOR variable are used in the rate derivation.
is

This

enabled by virtue of the aimsight stabilization function that washes

out the high frequency components of attitude motion including that of
heading.

The radius vector, or ground range (Rg),

is

then computed

followed by slant range (Re) or altitude (hT) solutions in accordance
with the equations presented in Figure 3-10.
Computer programing analyses covering the aforementioned proceasing are presented in Appendix D.

Time and memory space estimates

are presented for several computer models; all estimates are based on a
5-second computation rate.
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6.

Target Overflight Method of Partial Orientation (Rangingi

A method exists for obtaining continuous slant range to a land
target In which an overflight procedure is performed just prior to the
This method represents a

planned terminal maneuvers about the target.

low cost alternate to the offset discrete acquisition techniques of
kinematic targeting (Subsections III.H.3 and III.H.4) which involve a
relatively complex set of arithmetic processing functions.
of the target overflight technique of ranging is

Primary use

conceived for visual

gun and rocket fire control, where a Doppler radar and/or digital covrputer are assumed to be unavailable to execute the more sophisticated
offset targeting solutions.
The operational procedure and associated geometry are shown in
Figure 3-11.

The helicopter is

any desired course.
target,

first flown over the observed target at

At the instant the vehicle passes directly over the

the pilot "pickles" the sensed valves of both radar (hT 1) and

pressure altitude (hb 1) data.

The difference between these quantities

yields the pressure altitude (hTsL) of the target above standard sea
level.

As the helicopter is

configuration,

maneuvered into a boresight, dive-attack

altitude above the target (hT ) is continuously derived

x

from the vehicle, which for the purpose of gun and rocket trajectory
solution against clearly visible targets is
axis target orientation is

sufficient.

(Full, three-

required for the marginal target discriminaSlant range is easily

tion conditions outlined in Subsection I1I.H.2.)

derived from the hTx altitude data through use of a projected,

Slied, aim-circle display.

stabi-

In the case of a fixed optical projector,

"the derivation involves a bootstrap control loop design in which the
target depression angle (e) is continuously sensed as the pilot maintains
the lead-driven aim circle on the target. This angle (e), together with
altitude (hTW),

enables a relatively simple solution (e.g., divide servo)
Where a moveable, op-

of a right triangle to obtain slant range (RSx),

x

tical ainmight In used in off-boresight firing, the same right triangle
solution is executed.

44

A

This system, however,

is

not of a bootstrap type
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Target Overflight Ranging Geometry
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in that the position of the aim reticle is independent of the computed,
range-dependent, lead angles.

The availability of a moveable ainsight

in this case presupposes that computer hardware is also provided to perform the necessary aircraft-to-stable-earth coordinate conversion function (and attitude stabilization to a such lesser degree of importance).
Target overflight can, J•f course, be used In any one of several
helicopter missions (e.g., close support attack, observation, SAR, etc)
to fully orient a target in three coordinates, given a self-contained
navigation system on-board the vehicle.
quired for this purpose.

No optical display(s) Is re-

Similarly, overflight of a checkpoint can be

used to update the own-aircraft coordinates.
Such simplified orientation systems (partial or full) suffer,
however, from a number of operational disadvantages when compared to
offset targeting in that the following conditions must be met:
* Adequate time exists to execute overflight
* Tactical situation safety permits overflight
s Terrain imediately around target is relatively flat
As a practical matter, it is not anticipated that the Navy would estab-sh

target overflights as a standard primary procedure for any of the

missions covered in this study.

Rather, overflight maneuvers are viewed

only as an option to the pilot to be undertaken during safe situations
of opportunity and under good visibility conditions.

Additionally, they

could be established an a backup mode of target orientation, to be used
in the event of certain equipment failures (e.g., Doppler radar) in a
primary offset targeting system, if such were provided.
One exception to these limitations envisioned is during radio
homing flight in remote areas (e.g., !4edivac, SAM) under limited night
visibility conditions.

The helicopter can be expected to pass over

the portable omoi-transmitter before a positive visual contact and

~,

?:

"
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identification is made.

If the crossover were to occur at a sufficiently

low altitude to minimize the size of the vertical cone of confusion, then
the pilot could "pickle" altitude and navigation coordinate data during
the to-from needle swing so as to provide a reasonable approximation of
the radio position. This position would be stored and subsequently designated on a forward-looking headup and/or panel nounted-display to localize the pilot's attention during the next pass and thereby assist in
the visual or aided-viaual acquisition.
7.

Partial Danains)/Full Orientation Over Water

The level nature of water (and flat desert terrain) enables a
more simplified set of kinematic targeting procedures than those established earlier in this section for flight over land.

The techniques

described in the following paragraphs are based on the use of radarseused altitude to provide a continuous measure of altitude relative to
the target. This, of course, assumes both the availability of a radar
altimeter and conditions of adequate signal retvrn providing reasonably
good precision. Otherwise, the kinematic targeting mothioda of Subsections
III.H.30 IIIoH.4 and III.H.5 would beat apply.
Whore only slant range to a target to required (1.e.,

partial

target orientation) such as in gun and rocket fire control, the mathematical solution is identical to that described in Subsection ?IIH.6
for the target overflight method except that the overflight procedure is
not required. This applies to both boresight and off-boresight weapon
delivery.

This method of ranging (involving continuous display acquisi-

tion) is not only operationally superior to multiple discrete acquisition
mathods, but would probably yield more accurate results. It is therefore
ecomanded for visual fire control where conditions do not dictate the
retention of target position, even if a primary offset kinematic targetin

system centered about a Doppler radar were available.

14344

Where full target orientation in three-coordinates is required
because of adverse target detection conditions, only a single, discrete
visual acquisition is required to initially orient the target.

Either a

fixed or moveable projector can be used for this acquisition, which provides elevation and bearing to the target.

Ground range is obtained

through the solution of a right triangle located in the earth's vertical
plane, where the vertical leg is represented by radar altitude sampled
at the instant of acquirstion.
to-target position ti

Subsequent updating of relative aircraft-

performed in accordance with any one of the methods

and associated equations preasated in Subsections 1111..3 and
By way of contrast with overland operations, it

II.R.4.

is only in this terminal

continueus update phase of the ktirematic targeting process that a Doppler
radar, or other suitable flight velocity sensor, is required.

0
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SECTION IV

OPERATIO•AL ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY SYNIHESIS

The zecosnded MWD designs for each of the established mission
phases or modes (in terms of information content, symbol format and
data processing requirements) are presented in this section. In conjunction with each display design, a discussion of the current operational procedures and problem associated with each flight mode is
presented.

A matrix-tabulatecd se.mry of the HUD symbols selected for

each mission phase is presented in Figure 4-1.
A.

BASIC FIGHMT
The basic flight regime to a helicopter Involves moder4te pitch

attitudes, vithin 110 degrees, and moderate flight path angles.

The

flight maneuvers involved are climb*, descents, turns andl, predomiuatlyl, level flight with a fixed ground track.
trolled at all times.

Airspeed must be con-

Enroute navigation is a primary function in

basic flight Involving combinations oi the maneuvers noted.
The

WD is useful in basic flight under visual conditions, both

day *nd night* aid under instrument conditions.
plishing flight control tasks are the sam
tions when the MDti
to

letera"

-

the

The meas for acct*-

under these dierse cod.l-
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Acomprehensive HUD coaf iguriation, made posasible through the use of

electronically generated Imagery un a CPT~, which is :ben collimated,, isI
shwin to Figure 4-2. AttItud4 Is prsented by the orientation of the
horizon line, which is a horizontal reference line that represents the

trace of a plane rp-rmal to the vertical at the present aircraft altitude.I
It io space stabilized In pittll- and roll to maintain Its horizontal
orientation at zero elevatiou &ngle. Axuiliary pitch limes provide sourrogate horizontal rofereaces should the borlsou line leave the field ofI
view of the HUD. Th. heading lartex on the horizon line represeate a
reference heading In the proper visual relationship with the actual
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The altitude scale on the right side of the display provides the

pilot with a readout of his radar or barometric altitude. This scale is
read against the V-index, which is to the right of the boresight marker.
Airspeed is presented in a numerical readout oriented to the left of the
boresight marker opposite the altitude index.

This display is suitable

for both vertical and running takeoff, and climb-out, as well as for enroute maneuvers.
A similar display for basic flight, generated by electrciechanically
driven reticles for HUD images (Figure 5-3, System "B") in lieu of an
Selectronic

CRT, is presented in Figure 4-3.

This system provides more

freedom in generating symbol ahapes and alphanumerics, but is limited by
the kinematics of the reticles and the multiple optical channels required.
A configuration for aminimal electromechanical system for basic flight

K1

(Figure 5-3, System "A!)

is shown 4, Figure 4-4.

lacks a path rsarkdr rnd an altitu..
asion bar slaved to .he horizon line.

z•ale,

This simplified system

but includes a settable devi-

The deviation image therefore

maintains fixed elevation and depression angles with respect to the

horizon.
B.

APPROACH AND LANDING
Approach and landing operations with a helicopter are varied because

of the extraordinary flexibility of the vehicle with regard to the range
of flight path angles and speeds that can be achieved.

Field landings

may be made on prepared runways or landing pads, as well as in cleared
remte areas.

Visual approaches may be made during daylight and at

night; Instrument approaches may be performed if suitable terminal guidance is available.

Conventional running landings may be made with touch-

down and roll-out, or the helicopter may transition from an approach to a
hover over the landing area, followed by a letdown to final contact with
the $round.

Approaches are normally made into the wind, and the transi-

tion to a hover makes this possible on any runway, regardless of the
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Figure 4-3
HUD Configuration for Basic Flight using
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Figure 4-4
HUDConiguatin
fr B~i:, Figh usngSimplified
Electromechanical System

direction of the wind relative to the runway, i.e., crosswind condiVertical landings in cleared areas surrounded by obstructions
tLion.
such as tall trees present special situations which can be handled
only by a helicopter or VTOL aircraft. Landings to secured sites surrounded by hostile approach zones often dictate the approach patterns
Helicopters are

to be followed to minimize exposure to ground fire.

also required to land on moving aircraft carriers or platforms on other
types of ships.
Visual approach and landings are by far the most frequent.
ring to Figure 4-5,
the wind at Point

the helicopter enters the final approach gate into
from an initial approach pattern determined by

navigational and tactical considerations.
scent between Points
airspeed.

Refer-

and

1

y

There is

a straightline de-

accompanied by a steady reduction in

, the helicopter flares to a level flight path

At Point

during which the speed is

reduced further until a hover is established
This is

over the landing area at Point

followed by a letdown to

Ranges of airspeed, altitudes and flight path

contact at Point

angles associated with these maneuvers are shown in Figure 4-5.
The application of a complete HUD system based o-a a CRT image generator leads to the configuration shown in Figure 4-6.

The horizon line,

auxiliary pitch reference lines, flight path marker, and airspeed and
altitude readouts serve the same functions as in basic flight.
viation bar is

The de-

space stabilized with respect to the horizon line at a

depression angle equal to the desired approach angle.

The angular dis-

placement of a deviation bar from the aimpoint or the landing site is
therefore the angular deviation of the position of the aircraft from the
desired approach path (Reference 10).

The deviation bar, therefore,

pro-

vides an optical guidance system with high precision and good resolution
for final approach.

If

the angular subtense of the circular delineation

of the landing area is made equal to the width of the deviation bar when
the aircraft is at the flare position,

the pilot has a airect readout of
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time to initiate the flare.

This technique obviates dependence on the

altitude readout for orientation for flare.

The reduction of ground

speed to zero at the hover point must be accomplished visually by reference to the ground.
The HUD provides the means for visually coupling the aircraft to the
straight descent path between Points
and
in Figure 4-5.
The
coupling is visual because it requires reference to the aimpoint on the
ground.

When the deviation bar is above the aimpoint, indicating that

the helicopter is high, the pilot must position the flight path marker
below the aimpoint, i.e., undershoot,

to erase the error in position.

The amount of undershoot and its variations in time are introduced at the
discretion of the pilot, providing extreme flexibility for the introduction of non-linear techniques. The maneuver must end with both the deviation bar and the path marker superimposed on the aimpoint, indicating
zero error and zero error rate. If the pilot2 makes the undershoot angle
(path marker orientation below the aimpoint), proportional to the position error (deviation bar above the aimpoint), he is maintaining a linear
first-order control loop, in which there is always an asymptotic approach
to the on-course, i.e., no overshoot.
The path marker can also be used as a flight director, in which continuous tracking of the aimpoint with the path marker provides direct,
closed-loop control without reference to the deviation bar (Reference

10).

If the means for obtaining flight path angle is subject to steady-

1

state errors, these errors may be eliminated by using a lead network with

transfer function TS/(TS + 1) to modify the flight path function in the
director mode.

This network,,.which is a high pass filter, at frequencies

(W << I/?), is a differentiator that wipes out steady-state values at low
frequencies (W<< 1/v).

*1

The approach along a linear track between Points

and Q

0

of Figure

4-5, terminating at the aimpoint, is not suitable for an approach over a
high obstacle.

The aimpoint is not visible to the pilot in the approach

4-s

•

because of the obstruction. In this situation, a surrogate or offset
aimpoint (Figure 4-5) mubt be used to establish the linear approach path
prior to the flare to the hover point over the landing area.
If ground track information is available to position the path marker
laterally, coupling to a desired approach in azimuth may be accomplished
using techniques similar to those described for control in elevation.
Stabilizing the deviation bar in heading at the orientation of the desired approach path in azimuth provides lateral angular deviation information for the pilot. Director functions can be introduced in azimuth
as in elevation for quickened flight control.
A simplified visual approach and landing display generated by electromechanically driven reticles is shown in Figure 4-7. The path marker
provides flight director functions in both azimuth and elevation; there
are readouts of altitude and airspeed.

All ancillary display images

(such as attitude, heading and deviation) have been eliminated.
For instrument approaches with ground guidance systems (Subsection
III.F), the display shown in Figure 4-8 is

recommended.

The navigational

information, which indicates the orientation of the aimpoint in space,

is processed and used to position the ellipse, which is a rendition of
the circular landing pad or landing area in perspective.

This image

overlays the real landing area when the latter becomes visible, making

a smooth transition from instrument to visual flight.
respects,

this display is

approaches (Figure 4-6).

In all other

identical to the HUD designed for visual
The displays are thereby made completely com-

patible, and the techniques involved in their use are identical.

This

maximizes the transfer of pilot training from visual to instrument
fli4ht.

•-
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The helicopter approach to a moving carrier or landing platform on a
ship is complicated by the velocity of the platform and the wind over the
deck. The relationships among the velocities involved are show in
Firers 4-9.
•

The velocity of the helicopter with respect to the ground

~VW is

w

HG- v

(4-1)

where
V

Velocity of aircraft with respect to air

VW

Wind velocity

The velocity of the helicopter with respect to the carrier

MCv

i#
s

(4-2)

HG - vc

where
V

a

C

Velocity of the carrier

Substivt'ting for V, in Equation (4-2)

%C V" +(v-vc)
Buit (VW (Figure 4-9).

(4-3)

in Equation (4-3) represents the wind over the deck
Therefore

(4-4)

VHC -V• + VWD

As indicated by Equation (4-4), when the velocity of the helicopter with
respect to the air ts in the sane direction as the wind over the deck
(as indicated by a windsock), the velocity of the helicopter with respect
to the deck it In this seme direction. Flying the helicopter to the direction of the windsock, therefore, provides a direct approach to the
aovba deck without drift over the deck.
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be used to implement an approach of this type without compensating for
the drift of the helicopter, as long i•s the approach 1t made with zero
yaw or In the direction of a known remote relative wind.

Coupling to the

desired descent path may be accomplished ap with a stationary landing
sites using airspeeds for path marker or flight director functions.

The

deviation bar provides a valid indication of displacement of the aircraft
from an approach path, which moves with the landing deck.
C.

HOVER AND LETMOW
Hovering over a ground point is presently accomplished visually by

reference to prominent terrestrial features in the area such as trees,
lIrge rocks, and man-made structures.

The pilot attempts to maintain the

visual bearing to these points constant.

He can detect lateral and longi-

tudinal velocities of his vehicle by motion parallax cuts, i.e., changes

I

in the angular subtense between objects as the position of the helicopter
changes.

Altitude and attitude rate can also be monitored visually by

Se~frenct to the ground at the low altitudes involved.

Sof.

4

The prasentation

ground speeds* altitude and rate of cliab an4ý descent on the instrument
panl, based on radar amor inertial data•
wdchi

provides ancillary Information,

the pilot. may use to considerable advantage.

Momever, the divided

visual attention between the outside world and the cockpit panel makes the
task ALficult for the pilot and comproniste,

0.0 safety of -tM operation.

With or without cockpit displays, the accuracy and facility with which a
pilot can hover his aircraft over a fixed polrt is laftely dopndent o0

his skiLl nW experience.
Since external visual ro.feranc

"ebe-mployed

to prLmary in the hover, the M

to considerable advantax* in this maneuver,

display in •lore 4-10.
direction and

tau

cotidetr the

The beeding of the aircraft to dete M oed by the
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The deviation image is

overlays a conven-

slewed to position in which it

ient visual target when the aircraft is in its correct hover position at
the correct altitude.
Subsequent lateral differences between the deviation image and the target indicate a lateral displacement of the aircraft
Sfrow the hover point. A vertical difference between the deviation image
and the target can be caused by a longitudinal displacement of the airThe altitude indication, based on

craft and/or a change in altitude.
radar altimetry,

can be used to monitor vertical position.

The lateral

and vertical displacements of the diamond-shaped, ground-spied image from
the center of the deviation image represent lateral and longitudinal
helicopter ground speeds, based on Doppler radar data.

The diamond image

leads the deviation image in lateral and longitudinal displacements from
the target produced by any drifting of the helicopter from the hover
point.

A vertical shift of the deviation bar without a displacement of

the diamond from the bar is

due to a change in altitude.

This is

an ad-

ditional clue to the pilot to corroborate his altitude indication.
The diamond image can be used together with the target to couple the

aircraft to its horizontal position over the hover point.

If a longi-

tudinal or lateral displacement has developed, overlaying the diamond on
the target produces a ground speed that is- proportional to the displacement, but in the opposite direction.

Continuous tracking of the target

with the ground speed image produces a closed loop,

first-order system,

in which error rate is made proportional to the error.
image behaves as a visual flight director.
possible in this flexible scheme,

The diamond

Non-linear operation is also

since the pilot may overfly or underfly

the system to provide the response characteristics he considers desirable.

A simplified HUD configuration for hover based on the electromechanical image generating System "B" in Figure 5-3 is shown in Figure 4-11.
Deviation information is absent in this display, and drift velocities are
presented as departures of the path marker from the boresight circle.
The hover display in Figure 4-11 is,

from the standpoint of specific

imagery, compatible with the basic flight display in Figure 4-3.
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HUD Configuration for Hover and Letdown
using Electromechanically Driven Reticles
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This requirement is a result of the limited flexibility for changing
imagery when reticles are used to generate the images. Position information must be obtained by raw external visual reference when this display is used for hovering.

S~t•

Letdown from the hover may also be accomplished with the display in
Figure 4-10. In the letdown mode, the diamond image is made a letdown
command image. Its depression from the horizon line is made proportional
the rate of descent of the helicopter. Overlaying the letdown image
on th-n target makes the rate of descent proportional to the altitude of
the aircraft, ioe.,
h

_k

R
or

+
where R is

h -0

the distance from the hover point to the target.

This provides a first order closed loop system for reducing the altitude to zero
at substantially zero sink rate.

The same type of letdown control may

be accomplished with the electromechanical HUD system (Figure 4-11),

using the path marker as a letdown command symbol.
"D, TERRAIN FOLLOWING
Terrain following is a high speed flight operation at low altitudes
to penetrate a hostile region with minimal exposure to enemy defenses.
The terrain clearance altitude is selected as small as practicableo consonant with maintaining a satisfactory level of flight safety.

There is

a tradeoff between increased exposure to enemy counteraction at the
higher altitudes and the increased hazard of impact with the ground
(clobber) at lower terrain clearances.

In terrain following, maneuvers

are executed in elevation only at sensibly constant ground track.
fore,

There-

the aircraft trajectory conforms to the terrain contour to the

4-10
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extent possible with the characteristics of the guidance provided by the
forward-looking radar system and the dynamics of the aircraft.
Flight control during terrain following can be performed with an
Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS)
commands.

With the AFCS,

or manually with flight director

a manual backup mode is

provide a high level of system reliability.

generally required to

The flight director can

also be used to monitor the performance of the AFCS.
precision in

A high level of

flight control is required for terrain following, whether

the control mode is

automatic or manual.

In addition to control, however,

the pilot must have the means for

assessing his situation in the real world at all times, whether the
flight is
tions.

being conducted in visual,

Assessment is

instrument or mixed weather condi-

the means for assuring the pilot that his flight

control performance is satisfactory when, in fact, it is, and advising
him when the performance is submarginal.
Assessment is not simply a
go/no-go matter which may be resolved by simple signals such as warning
lights.

The human pilot requires sufficient information so that he can

assess the total situation at all times and effectively exercise his
prerogatives for decision-making as commander of the aircraft.
assessment function is

The

particularly important in both low-level and

high-speed flight and during approach and landing.

These maneuvers are

conducted in close proximity to the ground, where failure to recognize
a hazardous situation and initiate appropriate recovery measures can be
catastrophic.
The perceptual capabilities of the pilot make the situation for the
assimilation of visual information from the real world extremely favorable.

Human capabilities for pattern recognition with the type of visual

information available during approach and landing are unparalleled.
Furthermore,

the pilot subjectively has more confidence in what he per-

ceives directly, as contrasted to an instrument display with sensor and
processed data inputs.

The eyes,

more often than not, believe what they

4-11

see.

This is the reason that optical illusions are so compelling.

Consequently, the real world provides the pilot with two assessment

features that panel instruments cannot rival: perceptual ease of
assimilation and subjective confidence that the information is reliaThe IWD exploits these advantages provided by the visual world.

ble.

The HUD configuration recommended for terrain following is shown
in Figure 4-12. The horizon line, pitch reference lines, heading indices, flight path marker, airspeed readout and boresight line serve
the same functions as in a basic flight mode.
The terrain carpet is a perspective rendition of the topography in
front of the aircraft, based on data obtained from the forward-looking
radar system.

Consider the typical situation shown in Figure 4-13.

The forward-looking radar data is processed to determine the critical
terrain element (Tn) in each of the five range gates (AR).

n

The critical

terrain element is defined as the point in range within the interval
•A,

having the maximum algebraic elevation angle e.

When the elevation

angles are negative, as for the first three range gates in Figure 4-13,
e corresponds to the minimum depression angle.

Therefore, the critical

terrain element represents the terrain point that must be cleared if

the

aircraft were to fly safely on a straightline through the range gate
from its present position.
In the HUD, each critical terrain element is presented at its true
elevation angle e so that it overlays its terrain correlate in the real
world under visual flight conditions.
lines in space (Figure 4-12).

These form a series of horizontal

The length of each horizontal line is

inversely proportional to the range of the terrain point it represents.
When the ends of the successive terrain elements are joined by straight
lines, the series of trapezoids comprising the terrain carpet is generated.
IF

The terrain carpet represents a true perspective of a series of

planar pathways in space, with constant width, laid between successive
critical terrain points.

The altitude scale on the right of the display

provides the pilot with a readout of his actual altitude above the ground
below the aircraft, as determined by a radar altimeter, for example.
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The flight director image (Figure 4-12) presents vertical flight commands to the pilot. The pilot responds to these commands by "flying" the

.4

path marker to the square, and the commands are satisfied-when the center
of the path marker and the square are superimposed. Therefore, the director image moves in relation to the path marker acting as a null position. The relative motion between the two depends on the quickening
dynamics used in the command genetating system.
'

The flight director can

also be' used to monitor the performance of the AFCS. On this basis, the
flight director remains in the null position, i.e., the path marker and
director image are superimposed, as long as the AFCS is responding properly to the command flight path angle input.
In summary, the display elements in Figure 4-12 continuously change
in size, shape and position so that they always indicate:
1w the critical features in the real world appear
H1hat the aircraft is doing
W

e The flight control commands
A flight simulation study of this form of display for terrain following has been performed in a fixed base simulator (Reference 11); the
salient conclusions were:
e The MUD asssts the pilot materially in monitoring the
conduct of low-level, high-speed flight missions.
* The display helps the pilot to recognize active and passive malfunctions in the autopilot and flight director
systems and to recover safe control of the aircraft
under these evergency conditions.

4-13

* The terrain carpet and the flight director are the
primary display images that make higher levels of performance possible under these conditions.
E. MID-AIR RETRIEVAL
The mid-air retrieval operation involves the helicopter recovering
stores descending by parachute, as shown in Figure 4-14.

There is a

small engagement chute above the main chute, which must be captured by a
rectangular, webbed rig or window (18 feet x 11 feet) which is erected
on the underside of the helicopter.

The target has a rate of descent

which may vary between 1200 and 1800 feet per minute.

In the 01-3 air-

craft, which has provisions for this mission, the maximum rate of descent
of 2500 feet per minute based on autorotation is a consideration in
planning and executing the maneuver. The engagement chute is black with
a single brightly colored gore that delineates the direction from which
the helicopter should approach the target.

Flight control in azimuth

involves a homing maneuver in which the pilot establishes a suitable
ground track that compensates for any drift of the target. H1elicopter
speeds are between 50 and 60 knots.
The kineatics of the motions in elevation are shown in Figure 4-14.
Assune that it

is desired to engage the target at a small descent angle

"(7 ) with respect to the target.

If the target has a descent velocity

to produce a relative velocity (VAT) of aircraft with respect to
target at the desired intercept angle (7o). The relationship smng the
three velocities Involved is
O)V

*

that the flight path angle of the aircraft is 7, which Is larger
Mote
N
than 0,,h to compenUte for the velocity of the target (VT).
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The HiUD may be used to facilitate the intercept maneuver In the vertical plane.

A deviation image space stabilized at a depression angle
(v)indicates to the pilot his angular deviation from the desired path

0

relative to the target. This desired path is a moving reference line
which is descending with the target. When the deviation image is above
the intercept point on the target, the aircraft is high. Conversely, a
low deviation image indicates that the aircraft is low.

*

The
thereby
through
~bar may

problem of establishing a suitable trajectory to the target is
made comparable to landing an aircraft on a runway visually
the use of a HUD, as described In Reference 10. The deviation
be used by the pilot io Its raw form to provide position infor-

nation, while the pilot changes flight path angle to superimpose
deviation bar on the Intercept point on the target. The correct
path angle also maintains the bar on the target, i.e., both zero
and error rate will have been established. A HUD display format
able to this type of operation Is shown in Pigure 4-15.

the
flight
error
suit-

If flight path Information is available,, this may be used ta the NOD
in a nimber of ways to further simplify the control task for the pilot.
A direct Indication of the flight vector of the aircraft in elevation
may be presented in the form of the path market (Figure 4-16).* The
pilot can then use the position of the path marker, which is a measuro
of error rates to assist him io ntuT'ýItng the deviation Imap against thin
target. Alternately, the flight path Unformation may be used to quickon
the control situation (Waerenat 10), sovthat the MD present. flight
diroctor information to the pilot. Zia pilot *Aneuvere the aircraft- to
mtaitain a continuous overlay of the target by tht singlo dirtc-tor imae4,
similar to a path marker, in a tracktng task, 1W aircraft then astat~
lashes aud maintains the ptoeer trajectory it opt*e io a alosed looýp
csatgl
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AIR-TO-AIR REFUELING
In the air-to-air refueling operation, the helicopter must be flown

to engage its probe with the drogue trailing from the tanker aircraft,
which is usually a large fixed-wing vehicle such as the C-130.

The heli-

copter must subsequently maintain an accurate station with respect to the
tanker during the refueling procedure, followed by disengagement of the
two aircraft.

The tanker navigates to the helicopter, homing into the

area with Automatic Direction Finding (ADF) equipment.

Prior to the

approach of the helicopter to the tanker, the helicopter is

flying at

about 90 knots, while the airspeed of the tanker is about 130 knots.
The drogue of the tanker trails from the wind of the tanker.

The drogue

line has markers at 10-foot intervals to provide a visual reference of
the length of line extended to the helicopter pilot..

The probe-drogue engagement is always performed visually, during day
and night operations. A spotlight on the helicopter illuminates the
drogue and its hose line at night. The pilot controls the aircraft and
effects the im..-ent, while the co-pilot acts as a safety monitor.
Successful engagements are the result of a smooth trajectory to the mean
position of the drogue, which has some oscillatory motion produced by
unsteady airflow. Pilots are advised to avoid chasing the higher fr6quency drogue motions.

After engagement,

the pilot maintains station by

visual reference to the aft fuselage of the tanker, using a salient cue
such as the insignia on the fuselage.

The orientation of the insignia

in the pilot's visual field provides the most usable guidance available.
The HUD can be used to increase the ease and consistency with which
probe-drogue engagements can be implemented and maintained in this type
of operation.

Assume that the wing of the tanker aircraft has two prom-

inent marks equally spaced about the centerline of the drogue line in the
spanwise direction.
4-17 is recommended.

A HUD configuration such as that shown in Figure
This horizontal angular subtense of the deviation

bar is made equal to the subtense of the two marks on the wind when the
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Figure 4-17

HIUD Configuration for Air-to-Air Reofueling

helicopter is
tanker.

in its correct longitudinal position with respect to the

The deviation bar is

also space stabilized at a fixed eleva-

tion angle with respect to the horizon line.

The elevation angle cor-

responds to the desired position of the halicopter in the vertical
pod.

Therefore,

the single deviation bar is

sufficient to provide an

accurate approach to the tanker, as well as to permit accurate station
keeping.

When the helicopter first approaches the tanker from behind

at the approximate altitude, the deviation image is

high above the wing,

and its lateral subtense will be greater than the angular separation of
The angular separation between the wing markers in-

the wing markers.

creases as the helicopter approaches the tanker until it is equal to the
subtense of the deviation bar at the correct range.

The pilot must ad-

just his altitude during this approach until the deviation bar overlays
the elevatic• taiLet when the helicopter is at the correct range.

The

pilot can execute these maneuvers with the HUD without diverting his

visual attention from the drogue, which is in the same viewing region.
Both enga&ement and station ':eeping are effected with the same set of
visual cues on the tanKer.

This provides an optimal transition between

the two critical stages in the operation.

G.* MINE COUNTERMEASURES
Mine sweeping is an oreration in which the helicopter flies in the

pattern of successive parallel paths, reversing direction in each pass
(Figure 4-18), at low altitude and speed.

The helicopter tows a soeeper

and cutter rig that frees moored mines, which subsequently float to thu
surface so that they may be detected cna destroyea.

The helicopter is

in a distinct nose- down attitude due ct the large rocor thrust in

the

forward direction required to overcome ttj drag of the trailing rig in
the water.

In the RH-3 aircraft, for example,

degrees nose-down, which is

the pitch is 12 to 15

distinctly uncomfortable for the pilots.
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Figure 4-18
Grid Pattern for Mine Sweeping Operation
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In the RH-53 aircraft, these nose-down att-'tudes are reduced to 7 to 8
degrees. Precise navigation is r~quired unde': these demanding flight
conditions in close proximity to/the water, !.f the area is to be cleared
effectively. Pilots consider these operat!.ons more difficult than an
ASW hover on the water at one

pot.

Mine sweeping is a daylight, visual contact operation.

The accuracy

of the weeps currently depends on the skill and experience of the pilot
in visually orienting the a rcraft in relation to buoys which are
strategically positioned f r guidance, as well as any landmarks that may
be available in the area./ The tracks are 1 to 2 miles long in a field
sweep, and about 1800 fe~t of line are being towed.

Speed control is

maintained by monitorin7 cable tension, which can be read out from a.

V

cockpit indicator. Thb cable tension is determined by the drag of the
7is a function of the towing speed. Altitude is
rig in the water, whii
controlled automaticlly at about 50 feet, with altitude sensing accomplished by a radar aitimeter.

The pilot monitors this altitude by exter-

nal visual referencA to maintain a high level of safety in the operation.
The HUD can be used to increase the precision with which the pilot
can sweep an are4 and to lower his workload in this demanding series of
maneuvers.

Ref~rring Lo Figure 4-18, assume that it is desired to sweep

the area defined by the rectangular dimension w and R. Consider four
buoys positioed laterally at the extremities of the area to be swept,
and longitultnally at distance (2) from the ends of the tracks. Assume
further thit the distance (9) is selected so that the angles (t and 6)
are smallifor all positions on all legs of the sweep. Each leg is defined by the lateral dimension (a) and the leg length (R).

Considering

any point on a particular leg at a distance (r) from the buoy base, the
geometry Indicates that:

a a r tan
(W- a) - r tan 8

for small angles

t)4-18
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6

Eliminating r from these equations yields:

"Wa -

a)

Therefore, the ratio of the two angles (6 and •} is a constant for a
particular leg, independent cf the longitudinal position of the aircraft
on the leg.

The start of a particular track occurs at a value of r equal

to (R + 1), and the initial settings for the angles (

and 6) are deter-

mined for this value of R.
Assume that the HUD has two images space stabilized with respect to
the desired track heading angle, or the reference heading associated with
this ground track.

These images are presented as the two vertical index

markers below the horizon line in Figure 4-19.
at the initial values of

r

The markers are oriented

and 6, and the total angle between them exceeds

the angular subtense of the two buoys before the aircraft reaches the
starting range (r - R + 9) for each leg of the grid.

When the aircraft

reaches the starting range and is correctly oriented laterally, the two
markers overlay the buoys.

The lateral displacement between the markers

and the buoys indicates the lateral deviation of the aircraft from the
desired track.

The total angle ( + 6) is increased continually as an

inverse function of range (r), determined by Doppler or inertial navigation data, keeping the ratio 6/f constant.

On this basis, lateral devi-

ation of the aircraft is indicated by a displacement of markers with
respect to the buoys throughout the entire track over the distance (R).
If the navigation data is not available, the pilot can periodically adjust the total angle (r+ 6) manually to agree with the angular subtense
of the buoys and obtain essentially the same guidance information.
Speed control for towing ti

maintained with the HUD through the use

of the cable tension circle in the display (Figure 4-19).

This Image is

oriented in the vertical plane of the reference heading, and its position
-•ve the horizon represents a deficiency in tension in the cable, while
"osition of the circle below the horizon represents excessive tension,
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This sensing has been selected to make the direction of motion of the
cable tension image agree with the nose of the aircraft as the tension
is

adjusted to its correct value.

tension Is
zon.

The nose of the aircraft goes down as

increased, so that the circle is also moving down to the hori-

A similar relationship exists as tension is

value.

Altitude is

reduced to the desired

monitored by means of the readout of the altitude

index on the scale on the right side of the display.

The boresight image

(cross) and the .supplementary pitch lines at ±5 degrees complete the mine
countermeasure display.

H.

AIR-TO-GROUND FI1RE COntROL1.

Discussion of Helicopter Weapon Delivery Systems
Currently, helicopter and STOL weapon delivery systems consist

almost exclusively of the firing of guns and rockets onto ground targets.
This applies to all such operational vehicles including the AH-1I/•r-1
series gunships, Hi-2/HH-3/•1H-53 series armed search and rescue helicopters, and the OV-IO STOL observation aircraft.

The principal excep-

tion to this form of weapon delivery relates to the dropping of depth
bombs by SH-3A, D helicopters against visually detected submarines close
to the water surface. However. this method of submarine attack is rarely
employed because the opportunities encountered for such an attack are
quite limited.

Boning torpedoes rematn the primary weapon employed by

ASW helicopters.

If visual depth bomb delivery were ever adopted as a

primary ASV attack doctrine by the Navy, a IIUD would likely be required.
Some of the ramifications of such a system, Including CE? performance
and submarine velocity sensing requirements, are discussed in Appendix go
A number of special weapon delivery concepts, proposed or
planned for helicopters, are presented In Appendix 1. Perhaps the mot
mtworthy of these concept* is the high speed delivery of special bomb

*tot*

(e.8., IA,

MPM,

napalm, enti-peroomel) currently under study at
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NATC, Patuxent, Maryland.

Other concepts uncovered include recoilless

rifle fire support, air-to-air intruder attack, and a system enabling a
more accurate, pin-point drop of electronic personnel detectors at speed.
All of these operations as presently conceived would use a HUD.

t

However,

no display analyses were made on these applications because of the preliminary, largely undefined or proprietary nature of the system requirements.

Accordingly, the emphasis in display design was placed on air-

to-ground fire control - still

the primary helicopter weapon delivery

mode.
the study.

Moving as well as fixed targets were considered in

Since certain land and water targets can assume speeds of up to 40
knots, this reflects a kinematic lead (i.e., allowance for target motion
during projectile time of flight) that cannot be neglected.

Since hell-

copters are not equipped with attack and MTI radars, sensing of target
speed or relative aircraft-to-target speed must be accomplished visually.
In most impact-point delivery system , this Is achieved by a simple eatimation of target speed where the pilot anticipates future target motion
by aiming the reticle ahead of the target.

In fire control system that

compute kinematic lead as part of a total lead solutiol,

target tracking

is employed to derive relative angular velocity, and range is estimated.
used primarily

This approach$ which is

termed "lead computing sight", ti

in air-to-air gunnery.

This system, and others such as vector rate sight,

which requires absolute tariet velocity data, are dacribed In Reference
3 together with their mathematical relationships.

(Discrete visual ac-

quisition techniques cannot be effectively employed in deriving target
velocity.)

However,

the value in

implemonting total-lead-solution aye-

temsin helicopters is highly questionable, both because of the errors
Incurred in estimating or computing target range or velocity and the unikelihood that high speed moving targets would be encountered in hellcopter mission.

Tie data deficiency noted is particularly adverse in

boreesigt weapon attacks where a lwarg range closure. xate is *esparencedb
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The only exception to this conclusion relates to the firing of offboresight gun turrets by SAR vehicles against water surface craft.
In this situation, whether the helicopter is hovering or at speed,
range can be accurately and continuously computed from sensed radar
altitude, and relative velocity derived from LOS tracking.

The LOS

angular tracking rate would normally be sufficiently large in offboresight firing to yield an accurate solution.
Actually, the specific airborne fire control systems and &asociated trajectory equations that may be provided in any helicopter io
beyond the scope of this study.

Of interest in this study is the in-

pact of the weapon delivery system on the display processing and format design.

Except for new concepts such as the Honeryell Hotline

System, little or no difference exists io the display format between
an Impact-point solution and one extended to include a kinematic lead
for moving targets.

In both cases, the pilot controls the eight or

aircraft path to overlay a suitable Image (e.g., ali

circle) over the

target.

the developuent

of

Also of interest in a study of this type t

tmarget acquisitions and ranging concepts whichb:
9 Are essentially Independent of the fire control
equations.
o Specifiatly aske uwe of MM optical projector and
digital cmouter elements.
0 Alleviate the need for pilot estimation of rang.

Such coeepto as

deribed In Section ZIU of this report.

"ArediISO
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all of which at the presnt tims atr
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A

from airspeed and estimated range data to account for the effects of
aircraft motion and ballistic deflection.
2. Current Operational Techniques and Problem
In order to gain a first hand understanding of the operational

techniques and problem associated with air-to-ground fire control, a

K.number of Interviews were held with Marine and Army helicopter pilot.

with Vietnam combat experience. Among the aH-tim-i gunship pilots,
there was unanimous agreement that the vulnerability of the helicopter
to snemy fire is of compelling and overriding concern to them. Consequotly *vryeffort i. made to attack the snow imediately and
rapidly to minimize exposure.
There was general acceptance of the two- and three-axis diacrete acquisition techniques, for target ranging described In Subsections
111.3.3 and 111.3.4. Even in situations requiring en unplanned fast
attack, it was felt that at least the copilot/sunner could execute the
two acquisitions required prior to the weapon release. However. other
targeting techniques that unduly expose the helicopter such as target
overflight or station-keep tracking of a moving tenet to derive target
speed were deemed unacceptable.
A straight-in dive attack with boresight veaposa is the oet
effective and, therefore,* the primary weapon delivery mode. This to&bility is currently provided 'inthe AN-t CJ*and WN-i5 gunship and
OV-I0 observattion aircraft. Armed SMt vehicles (operational snd developmeant)are pirovided only with. chin- or bally-emouted gun turrets for
ptotective fire support. A typical dive attack profile is doesribed a
fioflowsa for the AM-10 Cobra. thise gunahip esafte the dive toward the
"Mate
slowly during which a produermmeAbd aPued/divo magle coafiguratton

I

~

gave shall
~

attack is ofiten used to allow mrel

Atdin
~
%eed of tout 104

asei
Opcas

to

tiring time 04 she target.

t thefoO
Cobra, which Coumels

The pilot

to about 60 to 100 knots for the earlier model UH-1B gunship.

has complete control In the firing of the 2.75-inch MARS rockets; the
copilot can only control the firing of the minigun turret.

A "canned"

solution is used by the pilot in boresight gun and rocket fire control
by mens of a manually depressed reticle on the fixed gunsight.

Rocket

release altitude is typically 1500 to 2000 feet depending on the dive
angle and consistent with the 2100 ueter burnout range of this arnmaent.
Ninit-

These release conditions allow about 15 to 20 seconds of firing.

gun firing comences, smomhat later in the dive since its maxita range
Is 750 weters.

During a turning breakaay, the gun turret is used by the

copilot for suppressive fire support.

Such off-boresight fire control

whether conducted during breakaway, or suddenly at targets of opportunity,
usually takes one of tioo forem.

One involves area suppression it wbich

the firing is dispersed to cover a finite area.

The other reflects a

firing pattern that rings a specific target point. Continuous, pin-point
ati8n8 at a target is seldom attempted for reasnsu presented later to
•.•..
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Helicopter pilots,

Uowever, do sometimes walk-in a rocket

line of fire, but invariably for area coverage only.

A number of pilots

bave also Indicated that if confronted s 1 th a fast moving land or sea
target, they might employ a strafing vn rather than ate and fire continuously ahead of the target as indtcaced in Subsection IV.H.I.
The opinions of each pilot/gunner ivatervlewd were solicited a
to the problem

and limitattons thea exist in current heltcopter fire

control system.
The followlng represents a coarootte of the principal
problema, an which opinion was virtually umnamuon.
9 Gun Calibre - The 7.62-millimeter calibre of the run
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deemed ineffective.

Guners went a gwn

Calibre large emouh to literally "chop dam trees".
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* Night Combat Operations

-

Aided-visual approaches,

(IR/LLLTV) are being introduced !.n several helicopters to extend both close sup,< rt a .&.armed SAR
operations to dusk and ý'ght conditions.

The move-

able optical aimsight constitutes one candidate
means for acconmodating the display and orientation
control of these sensors.
The Army AH-56 Cheyenne with its rather sophisticated avionic system was
designed to overcome some of these problems.

The system Includes an In-

ertial reference set and a laser ranger.
3.

t:

Target Orientation/Ranging Techniques

"Anumber of kinematically derived target orientation and ranging
techniques are described in Section III.

Specific recommendations for

these techniques and other undescribed targeting methods for each known
operational attack c:-.de are presented in the following paragraphs.
* Boreýight Weapon Delivery

ode No.

-

1

For low altitude situations requiring an immediate
attack on targets of opportunity.
(1)

Off-boresight, two-point discrete acquisition
by copilot followed by computation and storage
of target position.

(2)

Continuous computation of target bearing/range/
altitude while aircraft maneuvers for straightin attack.

(3)

Target designated on pilot's HUD for reacquisition (update) if necessary and impact

*

point continuously computed.

4

.-

2

J

(4)

During pull-up and turn, copilot/gunner provides
off-boresight suppressive fire support. RanSe
data used in this fire control mode can be either
that continuously derived in item (2) above, or
data independently derived using continuous
angular rate sensing method.

. Boresight Weapon Delivery

-

Mode No. 2

For situations Involving dive attacks on known targets

from relatively high attitudes.
(1)

On-boresight,

two-point discrete acquisition by

pilot along flight velocity plane followed by
computation and storage of target pos.tion.
N

(2)

Continuous computation of target range used for
impact point solution.

o Off-Boresight Weapon Delivery
For situations requiring immediate suppressive fire
support (e.g., sudden appearance of target).
(1)

Continuous angular rate sensing method used for
target impact point solution.

Another method of targeting over land makes use of filtered radar
and barometric altitude data, the equations for which are presented in
Subsection III.E. The method is analogous to that presented in Subsection III.H.7, covering the special case of flight over water.

Slant

range is computed, typically by means of a divide servo, from smoothed
absolute altitude and depression angle of the sighted target. This
ranging approach represents a low cost, though less precise backup than

......

.......
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Sthe

approaches outlined for each aforementioned attack mode.

It's

use

is envisioned in situations where:
* Insufficient time exists for two discrete acquisitions
• Magnitude of relative bearing angle rate too small to
enable sufficiently accurate' computations of range
a Digital computer is

unavailable or has malfunctioned

thereby obviating kinematic ranging solutions
* Terrain along approach path to target is reasonably
smooth
Still another target ranging method is

one similar in principle

to the hunter/killer weapon delivery systems recently developed by the
Air Force.

The concept advanced herein is

a simplified version of these

systems intended to improve gunship fire control performance under
day/VFR conditions with a minimum of additional avionic hardware over
the present complement.

This concept is

compatible with the coordinated

operations of Forward Air Controllers (VAC),
and attacking guuships.

flying observation aircraft

In current Vietnam operations,

the FAC informs

the gunships either visually or by radio of the location of a detected
target.

In the system conceived,

voice communication would be extended

to include two key tactical parameters; namely, altitude of target above
standard sea level and average wind velocity.
shown in Figure 4-20.
whereas, the gunship is

The system concept is

The observations aircraft is heavily instrumented;
rather simply equipped with:

* HUD (replaces existing fixed gunsight)
* AMRS (replaces existing VG/DG's)
* True Airspeed (TAS)

sensor'

o Keyboard data entry panel
* Calibrated pressure altitude sensor
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The observation aircraft would typically be equipped as indicated
in Figure 4-20.

Other avionic system complements are possible to obtain

the desired tactical data.

The laser range and optical HUD projector is

used, by means of discrete acquisition, to derive altitude above the target (hT 1).

Acquisition accuracy is enhanced by the availability of

precise altitude data from the inertial platform.

At the instant of ac-

also sampled enabling the subsequent

quisition, pressure altitude (hb1 ) is

calculation of target altitude above sea level (hTsL).
reference set provides ground velocity data, which,
true airspeed,

The inertial

together with sensed

enables the calculation of wind speed and direction.

Suitable filtering of the velocity data is
readout of wind data.

required to provide an average

The calculations associated with the aforementioned

functions are relatively simple and would logically be accommodated in a
single computer.

Such a computer could also be shared with the HUD pro-

ceasing functions.
The targeting vehicle can be represented by many fixed and rotarywing aircraft,

including the OV-10.

It

is not inconceivable that the

flight leader gunship itself could be appropriately equipped to perform
the targeting function either in a primary role or as a backup to an observation aircraft.
The copilot/gunner of the attacking gunsight enters the received
data into the lead computer via a keyboard control panel.
get is visually spotted, the attack can then commence.

When the tar-

The wind data

together with the on-board sensed true airspeed is used In the calculation
of predicted ballistic deflection.

A calibrated pressure altitude sensor,s

Identical to that installed on the observation craft. enabisa the continuous computation of altitude above the target (hT ).

(Low cost, pro-

duction pressure altitude sensors accurate to ±15 feet at sea level, are
known to exiLt In the Air Force inventory.)

Slant range is

then derived

for use in impact point solution, through the method described in SubSection 111M.60, in which the aim circle on the HUD Is continuously
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overlayed on the target.

also used in

Pressure altitude is

conjunction

with a relatively low-performance, body-mounted accelerometer (Z-axis)
in the computation of broadband vertical velocity - a parameter also re-.
Finally, an AHRS provides altitude

quired for impact point solution.

data of moderate precision for use in earth stabilization of displayed
As in the case for the observadata and in fire control computation.
tion vehicle, it is reasonable to assume that a single computer can
accommodate all the calculations noted above and the necessary HUD symbol generation and other processing functions.
This two-aircraft ranging system, if

implemented, would likely

require that a backup means of weapon delivery be provided on each of
the attack gunships in

the event the lead observation aircraft is disThe low cost,

abled or a malfunction occurs in the avionic system.

filtered radar and barometric altitude approach described earlier in
this paragraph is deemed appropriate for this purpose.
4.

On-Boresight Fire Control Display
The design and operation of a HUD symbol format recommended for

helicopter air-to-ground fire control with boresight weapons are doscribed in this subsection.

The design, which is predicated on an

impact-point solution of the fire control problem, includes a target
acquisition capability for use just prior to the weapon release period.
The configuration is applicable for presentation on a fixed-projection
unit only.
Since the acquisition and attack functions,

in

the recommended

display, are both executed during a single pass over the targets operational simplicity is of utmost importance.
display design is

The acquisition mode of the

in accordance with the kinematic targeting method

presented in Subsection II.*.3, involving two discrete visual "pickhiugs" of the target.

The display for the various phases of a dive

attack is shown in Figure 4-21.

In the acquisition display submodes,
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the cues consist of a path marker, azimuth velocity plane line, aim
circle, horizon line and pitch scale. The velocity plane line, aim
circle and path marker are all tied together and positioned laterally
from boresisht by drift angle augmented by high frequency heading data
for the purpose of stabilizing the images to the real world. Early
in the pass, the pilot heads in toward the target by aligning the
•

path on
velocity
line onto with
the target.
the lateral
and simplifies
current Maintaining
attack procedures
the targetplane
is consistent
the acquisition task considerably; to do otherwise, results in an increasing relative bearing angle where the target rapidly moves away
laterally in the display field.

It

is rather difficult to accurately

acquire such a target while in a banked turn.

The pilot is required

to continuously maintain his lateral flight path on the target between
the two acquisition points in order to minimize lateral deviations from
an ideal stralghtline path established in the computer targeting solution.

Although this flight situation Implies an essentially wings-

level condition, the pilot is permitted to establish small roll attitudes even at the points of acquisition to correct for path deviations.
With respect to the vertical plane, the pilot is not constrained to any
path and resulting altitudes between the two acquisition points.

Prior to the first acquisition, the aim circle appears on the
horizon line.

When the helicopter has been maneuvered so that the ve-

locity plane line overlays the target, the pilot manually ulews the ain
circle dovward to capture and "pickle" the real-world target.

This

direction of slov is preferred since the targot is also moving downward
in the field.

As an alternate approach,

tLe pilot can slaw the alm

circle to a position just below the target and N'alk-Ln" the then fixedcircle cue to the targit for acquisition.
) and other angles, sho
seated in Figure 3-S.

Tbe acquired depression angle

In Figure 4-21 are the saw as that pre-

All of the angles shown for both acquisitions

are measured in a vertical plane perpendicular to the earth's local

horizontal.

This Is effected by appwopriate pitch and roll stabilization
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of the velocity line and aim circle so that the velocity line is always
perpendicular to the horizon line. The velocity line tied to the path
marker facilitates the acquisition task and the lateral path control
requirement previously stipulated.

f

Immediately upon execution of the first acquisition, the aim
circle is automatically repositioned downward in the field by a predetermined number of degrees.

This enables the pilot as he continues his

flight to "walk-in" the aim circle to the target for the second acquisition.

The magnitude of this differential depression angle (identified

"as "7"in Figure 4-21) should be sufficiently large to a&sure an acceptable systematic accuracy in the solution of the oblique triangle geometry
equations derived in Appendix B.
simplest design approach.

A fixed value of 7 would constitute the

However, further analysis my indicate that a

variable 7 is warranted where this angle would be computed as an adaptive
function of the sighted deprossion angle (a
at the point of first acquisition.

and

moothed radar altitude

The objective in this latter, more

sophisticated approach is to ensure, irreapective of the attack conditions
established by the pilot, that adequate target distance (and hence time)
exists at the second acquisition point for the firing of weapons during

the attack phase.
Upon completion of the two acquisitions, the attacL format ahown
in Figure 4-21 1t presented on the display.

In this submade, the symbols

simply of a path marker, horizon line/attitude scale, ais circle,

ioneist

and a pull•up or breakway cue.

The asi

matically positioned ti elevation an

circle in this case is auto-

asdiuth from computed lead aflle

data representing the predicted point of projectile impac.t at all tlms.
Dutang the attack phaae, the pilot controls the airmr•ft path to contiouously overlay the ate circle outo the visual target.
indicated by a sudden toe

are pliaed on the aim circle to eamhan

.

devtic•o

•-U

is

se to the esIe of the ala circle, which is

effected with the receipt of as -tlngrm*# discrete.
__e-_ts

Ueaprn relea*

from

•arth-stabiliaed fins

the ability of the pilot it proth

eta

t

Y asistin

his

in his steering task for target overlay.

Since gun and rocket projec-

tiles are not free-fall devices like bombs,

the display of a

vertical

trajectory (impact) line is an invalid proposition. The path marker
Incorporated in the display is not a controlling elemnt; rather, It is
presented for flight status purposes only.

The pull-up cue moves up

from the bottom of the display field as the helicopter closes in on the

target.
marker.

+

Breatkamay Is commanded when the pull-up cue arrives at the path
toIadvanced weapon delivery sysems for tactical aircraft, the

pull-up command to computed as a function of several flight pairameters
to ensure a safe breakaway maneuver.
1.

SUMW AND RESCU

"

1. General SM KMission and Systems
Search and rescue is oue of the most important and difficult

f

missions assigned to helicopters.

Increasingly, high mission performanceI.

goals are being established by the Navy and Air Force for combat rescue

operations -under all weather conditions. Ia addition. to providing wore
effective-location-finding ceommuications system, Major emphasis is
being directed. toward providing full night/Ifl low level capability with
appropriate detection, terrain avoidance,) and automatic approach and
hover control systems. Of particular importance and interest is the Air
force's current development (PAVESTAR) of a full night remo vehicle.
Ceilings and visibility play in imprtdat part to the excuttiod of an SM
mission as it is accomplished today in Vietnam. tlithout full night capabilityo unles, the SAX holieopteu cto safll *earth vith viawl Moernace
to the tertain, the mission is dalayed until mart favorable twndition.
""loit.
Otean esarthee tan be accomplished lia poot wathter or night coin*ditimmehoev ve~r, as to oeracttaw over laaad vtsual detmtticos and
identificAtigm ot the rescue imat bo made for recw*try. the pohtttv*

ttion. doctrimie that mat always be satisfied beta"r the h~lelioget io
tommitted to a final deasct to hovri.
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In analyzing the SAR mission profile, it is clear, as is the
case with most tactical missions, that the critical terminal phase represents the greatest potential for HlUD applicability.
cable to current

Although appli-

MR operations, the need for head-up flight control is

deemed met compelling for the advanced limited and full night rescue

system where the pilot is required to simultaneously perform the followSin

functions:
9 Basic flight control
* Terminal approach navigation (both vertical and lateral
steering)
* Low altitude terrain avoidance
* Visual detection of rescuet

It Is, of course, possible to appropriately divide these functions vith
a two-pilot crew using appropriate head-down Instruintation.
recomended to Subsection
these functions in the coaun

What is

MV.1.2, tw-ovsr, is a concept that integrateo
d pilot's MWD to satisfy the pilot's twnat*

desire to look out the windshield during low altitude, low visibility
flight ad to aupentt the copilot's primary task of detection achieved

vLth panel-mounted Instrumntation.
A seawralLaed SAl flight profile io shown in Figure 4-22.
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is known that the' reucuee is in the vicinity of a river, a contour
search to Initiated. Upon locating the general area, a rapid spiral de&cent to about 2000 to'3000 feet io executed. Generally, at this point
the helicopter crew has established voice contact with the rescues..
The task unow Is to pinpoint the position. This Is achieved by homing
to on the reacusee's personal survival radio signals ('beeper"), in which
the helicopter flies over the survivor during the first pass. The location 14 not*#;
the AD? Instrument needle swing. Invariably. io such
rescue operations over enavy-held territory (especially the rough,, densej
terrain of Vietnam) radio hosing is the only wans available for localistion, since the rescuse is either difficult to detect or he cannot
freely expose himself for a sustained period of tine. It Is because of
this adversity in deftection, especially under linited visibility condi-.
tions, that man
wa for acquisition and storage of the airmawls position
be provided upon the Initial sighting.
*

t

It io desirabl* that the initial overpass be made at as low an
altitude as possible, since AD? portable radio trasmaittes are not very.
useful at high elevation augles. Mence, a radar-directed, terrainavoidaw-esystem -ituder active constderation. Ourtib oam or sore ovesr
flights, visual or aided-visual detectiou is attemptedi bhamn Visual
detection Occurs* comjAtcatioe is agtato established (or identification
and approach guidance purposes via voice and ekectroaic hosing (ands astiame flare and 300E flasher light guidante). After assessing. the
tatical Oituatloo io torus of terrain, windi ea*W threat, act,, the
ftmal, appoath course and descant &anl coaditions are selected4, umd the
rescuis eo
ffected at a 1W0 to 200-fet hover.
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descent and a single approach to hover can be accomplished.

To meet the

desired mission goals, a more sophisticated avionics system is conceived;
this system ti

comprised of more extensive and improved communication and

navigation, terrain-avoidance, and detection elements.

For example,

In

the area of UHF direction finding where UHF voice transceivers (e.&.,
portable ground transmitter PRC-90) and ADF (e.g., ARA-25 or ARA-50) provide voice comunications and identification and homing bearing signals,
recent developments are being considered to provide range finding a

well.

Although these radio systems provide some degree of capability in locating
a survivor without visual contact, both the Navy and Air Force still insist on visual contact before a final eomittumnt is made to go into a
rescue hover - especially in a known defensive environment.

Visual con-

tact to indispensible for the rescues who does not possess a locating aid.
Where enemy action is not a factor in a night rescue, the use of flares
In hostile territory,
or overt and covert lights is the obvious a•swer.
the use of image intensifierst either direct-view or via LLLTV with covert
illumination (Infrared or ultraviolet), is dictated and hca
poreted in the Air Force PAVESTAR program.

been incor-

Those devices, both forward

looking for approach and downward looking for hover, enable aided-visual
detection and acquisition, only, and do not solve the comunication and
identification problem.
The detection problte,
..

when coupled with critical low altitude

nouworial and approach 11 Lot under duek Or night condnteb11shas a8 Laqortaut.11 not ceatp*11ing need for a MUD. The need for head-

up flight control by the coirnd pilot is accentuated when enemy defensive
In the following paragraphs, to which the otaeeeftire to encountered.
tmaed d~play to described, a concept is defined for an interchangBe of
deafdpt~ed position dato bacuw
pilot mad adade-v

direct head-up eyebat

l dltection by the

nlOU
detection by the copilot on the panl-uacted IV

pIobability of Initial detection is moat certainty eahacead
It Owe remid pilot is coabtrotltg thtough the wicdshitld, satto his

meltoer.

visut

t

f&dlt i

......

wa idlerably grester than that pw vided by a pointed TV

".....

0

camera.
In addition, under certain dusk and moonlight conditions,
earlier detection through direct visual contact may be effected beciuse
of the superior resolution characteristics of the eyeball to that of
525-line TV system.

Dýrect visual detection of lights is

also superior

to that of LLLTV under relatively dark conditions because of the higher
viewing contrast.
2.

Radio Homing Search and Acquisition Display
The HUD format recommended for low altitude homing search and

acquisition flight at night is

shown in Figure 4-23.

This format em-

bodies all the symbols comprising the terrain-following display of
Figure 4-12 and, in addition, includes a constant bearing line and aim
circle.

The range-gated,

peak-elevation data used to generate the cer-

rain carpet lies along an earth-stabilized vertical plane passing
through the ground velocity vector.
This data generally can be extracted as one azimuth segment from the terrain-avoidance radar, providing wider azimuth coverage.

Prior to the terminal phase of a homing

operation. where lateral maneuvers are required in low altitude search

and holding patterns, the pilot relies on his primary terrain-avoidance
display (i.e., forward-looking shades-of-gray or TCPPI panel-mounted
presentation).

However,

during homing at close distances, strai*ht-

ahead flight is normally conducted
following display.

I

l

-

hence,

the selection of a terrain-

A radar terrain-avoidance system has been specified to provide

Sthe night VFR/IFRweather capability desired in SAR operation.
VFRoperation,
deactivated,

it

is

In day

likely that the terrain-avoidance system will be

thus blanking the terrain caxpet and director images from

the display,
nhen communications have been initially established and homing
signals are being received,
the transmitter location.

S4-37-&

the helicopter immediately heads-in toward
To enable vieval head-up homing control, a
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Radio Homing Search and Acquisition
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vertical bearing line image, which is

a true representation of constant

bearing in the real world for all elevation angles, is

provided.

Lateral

steering guidance is effected by flying the path marker to overlay the
bearing line.

The bearing line and connected earth-stabilized aim circle

shown in Figure 4-23 also serve to assist in the task of detection and
acquisition.

The line localizes the region to which the controlling pilot

should devote his attention for finding the survivor.

If

a detection is

made at a sufficiently large distance, acquisition of the position for
subsequent designations is -negotiated in

the following manner.

The bear-

ing signals that normally position the line are deactivated from the display, and the bearing line is locked coincident with the path marker by
a pilot-activated discrete.

The pilot then proceeds to effect two dis-

crete acquisitions at different points in the flight in much the same
manner as that described for air-to-ground fire control in Subsection
IV.H.4.

The bearing line is

continuously superimposed on the rescUee in

azimuth by the control of lateral path.

The aim circle is

elevation until a total two-axis capture is

achieved.

then slewed in

The pilot may elect

to quickly execute the second acquisition by the slewing process rather
than the walk-in technique described in Subsection IV.H.4,

if he is

con-

cerned about losing sight of the survivor (or light) because of terrain
Aircraft path control is

or visibility conditions.

used for lateral

-alignment of the aim circle because acquisition via two-axis slew control
of the circle is deemed too difficult for the controlling pilot.
Alternate methods of detection and acquisition are available, reflecting either redundant or substitute means to the technique described
above.

Time line analyses and simulation may prove night SAR acquisi-

tion using HUD to be unsatisfactory or too formidable a task for the controlling pilot, active and concerned as he is in basic flight control,
navigation,

terrain avoidance,

defensive fire.

voice communication and possible enemy

One obvious method of acquisition, although not very

accurate and lacking the necessary positive detection,

is to "pickle"

the geographic coordinates of the ground transmitter during the point of
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overflight.

Another is to assist the copilot in aided-visual detection

by rapidly slewing the aim circle in elevation to the approximate position of the detected or suspected survivor position and designating this
location to the copilot's LLLTV display for a more positive detection
and accurate cursor acquisition.

Designation would logically be accom-

plished by automatic positioning of the cursor and/or reorienting the
camera look angle in elevation.

Similarly, during the homing and detec-

ting phase, when the copilot is viewing the TV monitor, he may designate
a suspected position on the pilot's

HUD

for confirmation purposes.

The

designated image would appropriately comprise a synthetic symbol such as
a square, although a TV raster encompassing a small circular or square
field of 3 degrees in size properly superimposed - 1:1 onto the real
world has been conceived.

The objective in all these and any other ar-

rangenents of data interchange between head-up and head-down electronic
displays, is

to extract the greatest benefit in combined visual and

aided-visualcapability to improve the odds of detection.
To summarize,

the HUD recommended for day and night homing search

operations encompasses the information necessary for basic flight control,
terrain avoidance* lateral terminal navigation, and detection and acquisition.

After detection, identification and acquisition have been affected,

the pilot would then either immediately proceed with the final letdown
approach or maneuver around for a new approach at perhaps a new course.
The display shown in Figure 4-8 would be presented on the HUD for an IFR
instrument approach where the aim point is designated from the stored
acquisition data.

Without approach landing guidance,

however,

indica-

tions are that a panel-mounted VSD prusenting LLLTV with superimposed
flight situation symbol data will be the primary control/display mode.
The HUD, if

incorporated$ would represent a backup.

The display of

terrain-avoidance radar data, either head-up or head-down, would be of

little value in the last 1/4 mile of the approach because of the blind
radar return envelope associated with such radars.
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When the vehicle

finally enters into a hover, the HUD reverts to the configuration of
Figure 4-10.

It is likely that a HUD hover display will be relegated

to a backup status, since a downward looking TV and automatic hover
system is planned for horizontal position control and stabilization
during night/In operations.

.
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SECTION V

OPTICAL PROJECTOR DESIGN STUDIES

Experience has clearly demonstrated that the optical projection unit
represents the most difficult tradeoff problem in the specification of a
HUD.

An appreciable effort was expended in this area leading to the syn-

thesis of specific projector configurations, optimally designed for hellcopter applications.
A.

INITIAL DESIGN ANALYSES
Early in the study program, Sperry contracted the Farrand Optical

Company for consultative engineering and design series on the critical
projector element.

The overall purpose in contracting this support was

to ensure that the optical designs recommended for helicopters repre-

sented not only practical, realizable solutions, but the latest advancemunts in the state of the art as well.
Farrand's first task consisted of preliminary design analyses on
three candidate optical system approaches to HUD application in
hellcopters:
9 On-axis refractive (with Internal folding mirror)
* On-axis reflective
* Off-aperture reflective
As

Wat of the Initial effort, larrand was encouraged to seek naw design

conceprw so as to yield substantial Increases In field of view over that

,

.-

s-

previously attained for an equivalent set of size, weight, performance
and cost characteristics.

(This toal was established early in the pro-

gram as an anticipatory requirement for helicopter HUD.) Emphasis, in
the design studies, was directed at achieving reductions in weliht from
that associated with current state-of-the-art designs.
The results of this effort are contained in the Task I report submitted by Farrand (Appendix C).

The report presents a summary of ?.he

tradeoff analyses and comparative evaluations conducted on each of the
three optical projection configurations, where the major advantages and
disadvantages of each approach are discussed.

The designs analyzed and

subsequently established for each of these configurations reflect two
important innovations.

The first makes use of curved CRT faceplates as

a powerful tool in maintaining good parallax correction over wide fields,
thereby enabling the extension of rapped fields to at least 35 degrees
and beyond with acceptable parallax errors.

Actuall.y, computer ray trace

analyses indicate that in certain optical system designs, mapped fields
of 40 to 50 degrees with acceptable performance may be possible with the
curved faceplate approach.

These faceplates are all of spherical curva-

ture shape for compatibility with the Ions dev.gn.

The curvature is

concave for the on-axis refractive and off-aperture reflective systems
and convex in the case of the on-axis reflective sy!item.

The use *f a

concave Image plan# surface for the refractive and off-aperture reflective system also yields as A by-product advantage the elimination of the
first two lens elements iweediately adjacent to the CRT image surface.
There ti

no essential difference, other than a tonstant of proportion-

ality, in the transfer function of CRT beawt dellection to yoke current
between flat-face and cured-face ýubes.
The only potential problem concerns the need for. a dynamic focusinA
arrangement vith the c-acave faceplate to alter the beam focus as a
function of deflection angle and thereby maintain acceptable spot size.
However, based on preliminary investiRations and discussions with CRT
VV

manufacturers, this problem doesn't appear' to be serious and can-be satisfactorily solved with relatively low cost circuit implementation. one
1A

positive method of eliminating the need for dynamic focusing with concave
face and the required concave outer surface.

5

Such a faceplate, which

allows for independent curvature on both the front and rear surfaces,
might also be used to advantage in correcting mapping errors. The fiber
optic approach, however, is quite expensive and results in some sacrificie
in brightness.

As an interrelated and essential adjunct to the curved faceplate concept, a second innovation was developed by Parrand, which, with the aid
of programed computer ray trace solutions, optimizes the mapping match
between the CRT and optics to significantly reduce distortion errors.
Although the process (and associated equations) conceived as applicable
to both flat and curved faceplate CRT 'so It is especially Important io
L

~the desiga~ of wida field optical systems of 35 degrees and larger. io

which relatively lat&* distortions (Lo.e,
are usuaLly Incurred.

Image position mapping errors)

Essentially, the new mapping formulation recommnaded, involves changIng the sexisma beams deflection &en) In order to alter the mapping function previously employed by Sperry and Parrand on past 25-degree field
lAI developments. (Refor to the and of Task I report In Appendix C for
equations describing this earlier function.) Although largely developed
during the Task I efftort* the nov mapping toncept to described undar the
Farraud Task 1.1 report also. contained in Appendix C. The rather spvctacular reductions io mapping errocs achieved at the extremities of 35degree field system art shomn by the acpompr-generated data tabulated
in Figure 4-of the Task It report.
Each of the thre Candidate NMedl s"stem were error opriatsed for
maood fields or to 3$ degrsees and the three principal geometric- CR?
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-parameters of axial length (K), diameter (2P), and maximum deflection
angle
were established. The basic CRT and optics mapping equations remain unchanged from those previously employed; only the. tube
geometry noted above and deflection sensitivity as represented by the
constant-C are altered.
The second phase of Farrand's ef fort involved a comprehensive effort
in quantifying the principal physical and performance design parsaeters
for each of the three selected optical system types analyzed during the
Task I phase. In each of the three system types, data was developed in
family-drawing foreat covering a wide range of overall system characteristics and goals relating th. aperture, field of view, pupil size and
weight.

All of the optical designs reflect the innovations distussed

earlier In this section and a number of other atate-of-the-art advances
toward simplification and reduced weight. As a supplemsntally assigned
task, design analyses wer* conducted on the use of plastic lena elements
In HUDJprojectors. Based on a qualifying risk assessment involving
accuracy and environmntal restrictionsl, estimiates of weight savings
over conventional glass element designs are. tabulated for each of the
quantified optical designs.
Thebdesign data Is contained In Parrand'a Task It report. The putpose tn undertaking this quantification ef fort was to assist Sperry tn
subsequent design specifIcation tradeoffs, Involving specific helicopter

installations, leading to the defituition and receemeudation of final

to& type fat tme. gives, intalatioa. This tradeaf C selection t
primarily affected by cost, Weight, accuracy, trausaission efficiency

afetn

uie

Img
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brgto)
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yw
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~latter factor, pupil-field reference drawingis (D1rawing No. 137151 and

137152) are provided In Appendix C; these drawings will assist the 1evout designer io determining the monocular and bimonocular fields over a
variety of head positions sand eye distances, for any selected projector
conf iguration.
Upon selection of the basic optical system type. a second. lower
level tradeoff to conducted In which a specific projector Is synthesized
through more refined tradeoffs between welitht. alsio, fields of view,
apertures and CIUT or serv reticle size. In this case. an interpolation
process is used.in extracting trial sets of dosign parameters from the
tabulated family data, until an optimal set is yielded. The number and
assortment of optical models for which data wase generated is quite suEficleut to permit such intervolation with reasonable accuracy.I
A concluding cowmat ts In order con.cerninx the effort undertaken
togenerate the afortenmtinned NO~ opticial design date. This effort, has
very Wetly resulted In the most extensive compilation of documoEted.
publshed dsta of this type. In addition,. the data to reasonably pro[.ciao,
since it reflects considerable computer-aided roy trace solutions
of optical models, which are largely predicated on successful prior
developmaent by Farraud. Acordtngly, it is believed that this data can
be of substantial benefit to avionic display systems enginees supplemantiag the value derived from its use in this particular stud oproram.
Otruttiomal aielnx sights waero also tnvestigated durinst the initial
dostom analysts phase. An evaluation was conducted oa the relative
werits of advanced, helmet-eausted sights as a class atainst the more
icOaVOntiomal hand'vtriped, swtvablt aim sights'of th* type pftasl t
-stalled to the MI-10, J sad 1W-2C beltcoptrae The evaluatie o neit"cstartly of a liatted qualitative *&aur# beause time did4a P
pnot
anet
c
Inmdepth study at the Mmulitudo of easistia heltt oisht deatiges At
leoot nime compasies &Mad
one wermmt contor are km... to have beae
essaxed to helmet suit development over the recent Post,

j

I

The evaluation is based on Sperry and Farrarn1 'a familiarity with
helmet sights derived from past In-house designi studies and developments.
augmented by literature reviews and interviews with helicopter systems
engineers and pilots in which their experiences and/or opinions regarding
helmet sights were solicited. A discussion of the advantages end disadv~mages of helmet sights as conceived by Farrand is presented In the
Task I report of Appendix C. A comparison between helmet sights and
head-gripped almaights performed 'by Sperry is suwasrizd In Table 5-1.
Two Image sources are considered for aach eight* avnaley reticl4 and CRT.
Ulectro-optic position sensing Is assumed for the bteixat sight radarr
than a mechanical head-tracker.

to any evaluation of this kind,, any one factor can often dictate the

[

selection. For example, for a single-place, fixed-wingt aircraft,, a
helmat sight is obviously the .ulv practical approach. On Ote other
eandl, If extremely hiab accuracy io required, a rigdid supported and
.precisely boresighted conventional aimeight may be dictated. However,
based on critique of Table 5-1 a sinle aimeight choice for two-place,
helicoptiers is not obvious. 'For a simple, unatabIlized reticle design,
the Welet sight is prefierred, particularly where target range to
stnsed by a pointed laser. Nosra a stabilized reticle. io specified for
d tracking accuracy, the hand-held ainsigtt is preferred beeause
impW
of its substantially lower cost than ahelmet siijhtICRT comblastion.
(The CIT. Is the'only, practical method know of displaclat an atim circle
igtoA required for
image in a helmet sight.) Whev. 4 CtT dittecionaslo
00Peetto
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A layout drawing of the atmight assntly is provided in Figure 5-1A two-element on-axis reflective system is used to project an illuminated
Image.

Simple de servos are used to position the reticle in elevation

and yw.

The 2-3/8-inch diameter aperture. t5-1i?-deLae

range of

reticle motion and 3-1/2-inch focal length are a result of tradeoffs Involving field of view, size and weight considerations. Since the aperture permits only one eye viewing, an unsyummtrical band-grip arransmuent

I

is preferred as shown In FPlure 5-1.

An inastallation layout of this aimight on the copilot's side of the
1-33 cockpit to shmn in Figure 5-2.

Two four-bar linkesus are used in

the overbed moating to provide the necesuarv 2 traralacional degrees
votary support is used on top for rotation in
rttow
of freedom ft
astJuth, The .study coafitrd the feasibility of thi•s installation,
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to ensure that.each projector configuration synthesized reflects

c physical and performance characteristics,
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"etailed1optic

t

fThe
tradeoffmand installation design studies conducted Are e

"withe generation of optimal projectoriconfiguration
s

iion.

thepdetailed optical

designsdata developed by Farrand earlier in the program in family drawing
formatwas
range of costc

The candidate projectors encompass atyp

lused (Subsection V.A).

and complexity levels relating to both the optical system

and image source types.

In addition, a range of field, of view (i~e..,.-:

.Aperture) is established, from a minimum acceptable to a max-*ium practi-

pal, consistent with size and weight constraints.

This provides the air-

craft system designer with A useful, substantive range of options from

which he can proceed in formulating a .linai specification for a.HUD pro-.
Jector to be actually-developed.""
1.

Considerations and Tradeoffs
Two levels of tradeoffs are outlined in Subsection V.A as typi-

cal of procedures often employed in the design specification of HUD
projectors,

The'-irst or higher level tradeoff establishes the basic

optical design and image generation approaches.
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The second tradeoff

"-_

Sleads

to a definition of specific performance and physical design parameters for the installation of intereet.
that in
the

It

is

acknowledged,

however,

the final analysis, realities dictate cost and weight as perhaps

aost paramount factors, consistent with the achievement of at least

minimm:acceptable performance.

A discussion of the higher level trade-

.. off as related to HUD application in helicopters is- presented in
f ollowing paragraphs.''
:'

the

a.. ,-.Iustallatior. Considerations:

""With

the-exception of-•-the rear::cockplt seat in the AR-i and

Ma-l!O vehiicles, ýpanel mount~i-.

of optical projectors in helicopters Is

atical'becadse of limited-spAe behind -the panel and light mounting
structures.- Therefore, the install-ation of an optical projector is re-

-m

Sstricted to overhead mounting-

The size and shape of the projector when

installed must be such that an 8ý-inch (preferably. 10-inch) spherical
clearance from the normal eye -position is yielded in accordance with
military standards governing such installations.

Special mounting pro-

visions and structura:'reinforcement may. be necessary due to the severe
vibration en,ironment of the helicopter..

The severe vibration also

dictates that the weight of the projector be minimized so as to produce
resonant frequencies higher than the natural frequencies of vibration.
'For the single rotor H-3 helicopter, recorded data indicates a fundsmental (1/REV)

vibration frequency of about 4 to 4.5 Hz (0.20g) with a

short period (5/REV)"frequency of about 20 to 22 Hz (0.25g).

It

is

"estimated that with adequate structural reinforcement, a projector weight
of 25 pounds will provide a resonant frequency of.at least 30 Hz.

Any

projector mount .must be designed to clamp the unit-rigidly, but still
permit ease of installation and removal.

Finally, any projector design

and installation layout must consider the helicopter cockpit
MIL-STD-33574,

-33575,

and -33576,

to the extent of their applicability

as imposed by the systems manager.

-- 10i!

.

...

!,
b.

I

Field of View
Large instantaneous and mapped fields of view, although often

desired, are invariably limited in practice by weight, size and cost
limitations. New concepts must continually be sought to effectively increase Field Of .View (FOV) performance without the corresponding increases
in projector size, weight and inaccuracies usually incurred.

This is

potentially important in helicopters because of the wide range of angle of
attack and sideslip angles associated with this class of vehicle.

Fixed-

wing attack aircraft also require expanded vertical field coverage for
delivery of high drag bombs-

a requirement strikingly similar to the need

for large downward field coverage in helicopters during steep descents.
Two design features were adopted for the HUD projectors synthesized in this study.

In owe of these features,

a moveable combiner

in systems of small-to-intermediate instantaneous fields of view is

used

to satisfy the conflicting display field locations of various flight modes
in

the vertical plane.

This approach,

termed "remapping",

represents a

powerful tool for reducing the instantaneous FOV requirements,
the aperture of the system.

and hence

In fact, with this feature, an instantaneous

monocular FOV as small as 10 to 12 degrees (depending upon combiner positiUn) is provided with one of the candidate projector designs established
below.
The moveable combiner can be designed for operation in two or more
discrete positions (e.g.,

HUD design for the A-7 airplane),

or as 4 part

of a continuous positioning arrangement, controlled either manually or
automatically based on some tracking variable such as the velocity vector.

A key feature reflected in all the moveable combiner arrangements presented ensures that for each combiner position, the central
optical axis is

always oriented to pass through the normal eye position

thereby obviating any need for pilot head motion to view the entire instantaneous field.

This was achieved by simultaneously rotating and

translating the combiner based on kinematic functions derived to yield
the desired result.

Although,

the same principle can theoretically be
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applied to reorient the instantaneous field laterally, it is a much more
difficult matter.

Ideally, for overhead installations, the entire pro-

jector would be manually rotated on a suitable track rotated about the
operator's normal eye position.

However, structural obstructions exist

in all helicopters examined that obviate this approach.

A less imposing

approach is to manually swivel the projector about its own mounting
typically as a function of average drift angle.

This technique was

successfully implemented by Sperry in an NASC-spondored HUD flight test
program on an F-8 airplane.

However, this approach is also largely im-

practical in that existing structural members limit the swing of the
project to about t5 degrees.

In addition, excessive lateral head motion

is required for display viewing.
In the second field expansion feature adopted in the projectors evolved in this study, curved faceplate CRT designs and new CRT/
optics mapping relationships developed in the initial design analysis
(Subsection V.A) are used. This feature, which enables an efficient
increase in the total field of view mapped (i.e., 35 degrees) is incorporated in candidate projectors of somewhat larger apertures providing
compatible instantaneous fields of view of about 18 to 20 degrees.
c. Optical Configurations
Three basic optical system types or configurations were investigated for helicopter application in the initial analyses (Subsection
V.A).

The first is the on-axis refractive system which collimates light

images by refraction through various lens elements.

The principal ad-

vantages of this system are high accuracy* high light transmission efficiency and shorter focal lengths, which enables use of smaller sized
image surfaces.

This approach suffers the disadvantages of relatively

higher cost and weight than an on-axis reflective system.

This latter,

second system collimates the light by reflection off a spherical mirror.
Although the inherently simple nature of its design results in the lowest

X1
\,
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weight and cost of all known schemes of collimated projection, the onaxis reflection system is

somewhat less accurate and yields relatively

poor light transmission efficiency.
use of high intensity reticles.

This low efficiency dictates the

In addition, the physical layout

characteristics of the on-axis reflective system do not allow the use
of short focal lengths.

Consequently, larger reticles are required with

a corresponding increase in projector size.
The third optical configuration considered is the offaperture reflective system, comprising a more complex refractive lens
arrangement for projection and a spherical combiner where final image
collimation is achieved (Appendix D).
This system was originally developed by Farrand for NASC as a panel-mounted instrument. When configured for overhead mounting, however, the offset between the combiner
axis and the axis of the overhead projection optics section Is insufficient to allow for adequate head clearance.

Any attempt to increase

the offset causes rapid increases in sitze and weight, making the system
impractical for overhead mounting.
Based on these considerations, a number of rules can be
established concerning the selection of an optical system.

The display

symbol requirements largely determine the type of image source to be
provided (as discussed in the following paragraphs).

Relatively complex

symbol formats would preclude the use of reticles and favor a CRT.

The

CRT, in turn, with its limited brightness and/or requirement for high
accuracy performance, would dictate the specification of a refractive
optical system.

Conversely, relatively simple display formats would

logically be best accomodated by an on-axis reflective optics and
reticle match.
d.

Image Soirces
Two basic Image generation techniques are available to the

hUD designer; namely, the CRT and electromechanically driven reticles.
The greatest flexibility for image formtting and position control it
5-13
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provided by the CRT.

Symbols may be overlapped and easily changed to

satisfy the conflicting requirements of multiple flight modes.

The CRT,

however, cannot be used with an on-axis reflective optical projector
because of its limited brightness (6000 foot-lamberts typical for 3-inch
usable diameter).

Additionally, the CRT and its associated driving cir-

cuits and power supply reflect a heavy initial investment in cost,
weight and power.
Electromechanically driven reticles, on the other hand, provide low cost and weight advantages for systems with relatively simple
display formats.

There is virtually no flexibility in altering the for-

mat design, and the number of symbols that can be accoumodated is
limited.

Care must be exercised in the display format design to avoid

overlapping of images because of the inherent mechanical constraints;
nevertheless, some symbol overlapping can be accommodated through optical mixing of images by means of beamsplitters.

With the addition of

each optical input channel, however, light transmission efficiency is
significantly reduced necessitating ultra-high brightness reticles.
Fortunately, small, low power lamps are available, which in conjunction
with the current fibre-optic technology, can satisfy this high brightness performance in two or three input channel projection systems.
To assist in image source selection, a preliminary tradeoff
analysis was made to establish a selection crossover point between CRT
and reticle drive complexity.

It was concluded that this point is repro-

seated by four positional servos plus two meter mechanisms as the driving
elements in a hypothetical electromechanical projector model.

The

principal selection tradeoff factors considered were unit cost, weight,
reliability, ease of maintenance and space limitations as related to an
overhead cockpit installation.
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2.

Synthesis of Candidate Designs

A number of candidate projector designs, reflecting the
multitude of design tradeoff considerations previously discussed, are
described in this subsection.

Practical spectrums of cost/complexity

and field-of-view perforaunce, in accordance

uith the objective of

providing the avionic system designer with such options as a point of
departure in his specification task, are encompassed by the designs.
Two basic classes of projectors are covered; namely,
9 Electuoechanical reticle and on-axis reflective
configurations associated with the lower end of
cost/coeplexity/fIeld-of-viev spectrum. The
specific designs recommended tee best suited to
accommodate a limited number of the simpler dieplay formats established in Section IV, eitheI
Individually or in combinational "nto.
9 CIT and on-axis refractive configurations largely,
but not necessarily, associated with the upper end
of the co0t/complexity/field-of-view spectrum,
and all of the display formats,

Any

yOV and other func-

tional requiremnts of Section IV are satisfied
with the relatively wide-field version of this class
of projector.

"acconmodattin

Narrower field versions, capable of
a somewhat fewer number of these die-

play modest including those that can be satisfied
by the electr.mtchanical type of projector &re also
presented.
a.

IlecteoeaChatncal Projectors

Usticle-imeged Sansights constitute the simplest, firstapplied form of tUD. Wmeever, as conceptuwl development of MUD was

eapamded to the contact analog with ever tncreasin

eophitic•ton of

application in fixed-wing aircraft, the simpler reticle devices were
quickly replaced by CRT's.

The nature of the helicopter situation, how

ever, dictates reconsideration of the projected reticle approach for
certain helicopter applications.

A simpler reticle approach to HUD de-

sign way very likely be favored over CRT versions for those helicopters
that reflect a limited number of non-critical operations, a low total
cost of procurement and comership and a minimam of on-board avionic
instrumentation.
An effort was undertaken, therefore, to evolve a series of
low cost projectors, making use of reticles and simple reflecting optics.
An evolutionary process was employed, beginning with a simple attitude/
airspeed display as an aid In basic flight orientation and progressively
Increasing the functional complexity to soae practical limit as established by the reticle and CiT cost tradeoffs and physical limitations in
packaging reticle devices.

In this building block approach, symbols ware

successively added one by one in order of importance.

As a result, two

projector designs were developed; the display requirements of the basic
flight #ad*& established in Section IV are satisfied by the Nore complex
design.

A third candidate design was hypothesized, but Is only condi-

tionalty recommended in this roport pending the results of future feasibility layout studies and cost-effectiveness analyses.

This third design

would functionally extend the second system to effectively accomodate
the established display requiremunts for visual Sun and rocket fire control (Impact point solutions) and radio hoMing and acquisition during
visual search apd rescue.
The first two projector deigns are schematically showe as
Systes "0, and -"'

ti

figure 3-3.

System "A", established as the mW-

al level, comprises two optical input chnnls; System Or Includes
three such chammsl.
of two position

In Systt "et', the recicle driving elements consistj

ervosad one
msLw motors whith, in conjunction with

certain other fined reticle#, enables the display of an attitude scals,

bore

t. airsped mmeric ad daviatlcultpch referee bar symbols.
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In such a system, the servos wovild typically operate from pitch and rall
synchro signals Inputted from a remote vertical gyro or h)IRS; no other
signals ate required. In addition, there are no processing requirements;
hencea the prcjector Is the only MUD unit to be provided.
System "B" expands on System "V through the addition of one
servo and two meter mechanisms for reticle positioning. Thus, this con-

figuration closely approximates the four-servo/two-meter configuration
established In earlier tradeoffs assa crossover point between CRT and
reticle drive cost versus complexity. The symbols added in this system
consist of a path marker and altitude scale. The deviation reference:

bar and associated slaw motor are deleted.I
The salient physical and performance characteris tics of each
of these relatively small field projector designs are tabulated In
figure S34. The designs were predicated on a rather ted ious and somewhat difficult desigo tradc-off in which the geometry and coastraints
associated with CH-53 cockpit installations were a major-factor. The
physical configoAation of the two projectorm to shown in the CH-53 Installation layout ofFgre54 As ohowtn In Figures 5-) end S-4, an

istevertical plane Inprovided. Wei has teaffect of shiftingth
central optical axis said associated instantaneous field. Ilben th* Cosbluer Is switched betwee positions. the mapped-field to also repositioned electrically thereby preserving the #toper relationship of i1mage
to real Worid Viewing angles.
The up-poettiou. to best sui ted for display operatioa during
bigh spee flight A"d hover modes. for the B-536 orientation of the
optical centetllte 2.0 degmae above the wihict. M&is Vrecome14Ad.
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The lower or down-position would be selected during descents to enable
viewing the field of interest.

In this case, a 10.5-degree depression

of the optical centerline below the RFL is recomended.

The selected

positions reflect a judicious compromise of many conflicting MOV criteria so as to provide optimum display field covetrage among the various
flight wmdes of operation.
The major elements of System. "A" and "B" are described to
the following paragraphs.

Multicolor display capability is afforded by

maltiple reticle projectors; bowever, the selection sad allocation of
color to each of the images outlined below was not atteipted In this

study.
*
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- System "A" and "W"are on-axis reflective type

projectors,, t

which a 4-inch dtameter (effective aperture) spherical

mirror Is USe

In conjunction with a selected 6-3/4-inch focal length.

A beam splitter is located
(often referred to a

meldiately below the spherical reflector

a Mangin mirror) as shown in Figre 5-3.

Ligh
ht

from, the rticles Is partially ref lacted off the beam splitte.r and istIo
colllmted by the spherical reflector
The collimated light then p4ases
through the beam splitter and io partially reflected off the combiner
to the pilot's eye.

£ dichroic-coaud bwe

splitter was 8lecte4 with

equal 45-peacent reflectante and transmission properties.

st costed to Yield *0-percent refleeitocano
In System WAW. optical mixi
bem slittr

cube w

three LtA

channls.

coated surfacst

e chabnel

is achieved

to System IV, howeiver, a special

conclied .to enable the mining of light rays of

Tht cmncept, ts which two OrthOpilly Oriented,

incotporatd within the cbef, vs isvteigaced wthb

at

optca#
l asfacturere
practical is ter

n *p-ercent tranemassion.

of thle wte-in

by a convetional beam splitter cube.

The combiner

to be both talhecally viable a

il
aOd dtem

of coat.

O etrane
Msie of approxl~anel
spitercube

NMee,

this bea

splitter cuibhas a light

onebuif that ofsh
doceto

l beam
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The focal plane of the Mangin mirror is a spherical Surface with a radius of 6-3/4 inches.

Due to physical limitations, the

moveable reticles are designed with spherical image planes of 2-1/4inch radii.

Therefore, a field flattener with the appropriate negative

power is required to optically increase the radius of the spherical
Imege plane to minimize the optical errors.
a Attitude Scale and Deviation Bar Symbols - A spherical

configuration, similar to that co monly employed In conventional Attitude
Director Indicator (AI) Instruments, has been selected in the design of
the attitude scale reticle asseably for b.stems "A" avd "B".

actually a thin-walled section of a 4-1/2-inch diameter

fIiguratou ti

with 2 degrees of freedom.

Ssphere

it

This con-

the attitude reticle Itself.

configuration I

The surface of this spherical section
The reticle (i.e., projected symbol)

shown in F•iure 5-5.

"ECh of the symbol segment$ is

Interconected as a pack&*e to one of several miniature lamps through a
fibre-optic bundle.

In this particular design, the use of fibre-optics

Is weessitated to compensate for the low transmu

optics to ensure adequate display brightness.
efficiency in tight traission

sion efficiency of the

had on the increased

afforded by tibia-optics, the design

synthestiad rmults in 45,000 foot-lamberts at the reticle surface Ure
relatively low pwr, low heat disslpating lamp. are used.

to system 0A0, the center of the spherical section to cut
dat'ao that a sepArt, sector containing the devitatio

bar reticle may

be ladepdsatly posltioned-vertically relative to the attitude bars.
teoitl~mAn

of the devisaton bat is accmplitshd by a smaMll de ale

sator, coatoled by the pilot via a
witch.
ust

The p

t visu

eveoieuntly located, rats eslo

py seu the position of the devation bar

the pJejected attitude sCQaLV 1A the display fiel.

A smIler,

"nebsical shaft arraftement with a messly operted Mob *and dial tsa~d
out 1#" n~idered hut rejected tot weg reasesl Te aehmbsial Cost ismtatt" to prvideu the require differeatia evenw without interfering
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w1th L--) motion freedom of the sphere in pitch and roll is rather awkward
and complex; display operability would be adversely affected by requiring
the pilot to reach above his head and direct his vision onto the rear of
the projector.
DC motors are used by the pitch and role positioning servos

to reduce gearing and power requirements.

These servos are shown in

Figure 5-6. The pitch axis, which is on the inside, is driven by a
direct-coupled, dc torque motor. The optical reticle light packagee are
mounted within the spherical section. The feedback synchro element is
mounted opposite the rt ticle to help balance the assembly.

The entire

reticle end pitch servo assembly is rotated about the roll axis by the
roll dc servo motor via a single gear pass.

This assembly rotates opti-

cally about the aircraft boresight when the combiner is in the up-position; hence,

the display is

properly correlated to the real world.

*

However, when the combiner is in the down-position, the reticle optical
roll axis is no longer the aircraft boresight; therefore, in this case,
the attitude scale cannot be displayed. Actually, this doesn't pose any

N

disadvantage in that when the display field is depressed to accommodate
viewing of the velocity vector and aim point, attitude cannot be read
out since the boresight is

beyond the total mapped display field.

The error effects of improper rolling of the deviation bar
Since this symbol
is another matter and, therefore, must be compensated.
is formatted as a dotted horizontal bar and only vertical deviation

guidance is provided, errors introduced in the lateral positioning of
this symbol are unimportant. However, errors in the vertical axis must
be compensated so that the deviation bar is correctly oriented vertically relative to the real world aim point of interest,

pensation function required is shown in Figure 5-7.

The error com-

When the combiner

is rotated to the down-position, the optical boresight and all the images
(In the figure shown, the
are displayed downward by some angle (V).
deviation bar is assumed to overlay the real world aim point.)
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Mechanical Layout of Attitude Sphere
Reticle Assembly
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By constructing the line (V') parallel and equal to V, a right triangle is
formed, one leg (C) of which is the required vertical compensation in a
bank angle of •.

Solving this triangle,

C

-V cos

A simple, proven implementation scheme for this compensation function is
shown in Figure 5-8. Lead-lag networks are used for servo stabilization
instead of tachometers, in order to minimize cost, weight, power and heat
dissipation.

* Boresight and Airspeed Numeric Symbols - The boresight and
numerical airspeed images are injected in the second optical input channel. A field flattener is not required since these image-generating
devices are small and each may be placed within the image plane independently.

The boresight symbol is displayed in

the combiner up-position

only and is extinguished when the combiner is down.
is

The boresight symbol

a separate fibre-optic light package.
* Altitude Scale Symbol

provided in System "B",

only, is

-

The altitude scale image generator,

incorporated in

the second optical input

channel on a side opposite that of the airspeed numeric.

The assembly is

comprised of a fibre-optic light package potted in a drum which is
1.25-inch diameter by 0.4-inch wide. The drum is driven by a meter
movement that is of a high torque, closed-loop type in which a separate
coil is

provided for feedback to the driving amplifier.

altitude scale configuration (Figure 5-9),

The recommended

which covers a range of 0 to

1000 feet, has a scale factor break at 100 feet for increased readout
resolution below this altitude.
* Path Marker SMbol
reticle assembly is
input channel.

-

In System "B",

a flight path marker

incorporated for projection through a third optical

The reticle is configured as a hollow sector of a 4-1/2-

inch diameter sphere.

It has 2 degrees of freedom with a total range of
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±9 degrees of real-world-related motion in each axis.

The reticle, with

its fibre-optic light package, is rotated in elevation by a special high
torque meter mechanism. The reticle assembly and associated meter mechanisn are rotated in azimuth by a dc servo, in which an integrated, cornpact dc torquer-potentiometer unit is used. A simplified sketch of the
entire flight path marker reticle assembly is provided in Figure 5-10.
A field flattener, identical to that used for the attitude sphere, is
required to minimize optical distortions.
A third electromechanical projector systen, noted earlier,
has been conceived, but not investigated for feasibility and cost effectiveness.

The design comprises five positioning servos and two meters a level of complexity just above the four-servo/two-neter level
hypothesized as equivalent to that of a CRT design.

In this concept,

System "W" is used essentially as described, and two servos are added

within the attiwude sphere,

The display reticle configuration of the

.

sphere is also altered to provide a center sector that Is independently
driven in the vertical axis similar to that provided in System "A" for
the deviation bar. The display reticle in this center section comprises
an a&i

circle Image connected above and below by a straight line extend-

ing over the entire mapped field and representing a vertical plane perpendicular to the earth's local horizontal. Thus, one of two added
servos would rotate this composite aim circle image (and the entire
sphere itself) In azimuth; the other servo would position the aim circle
vertically independent of the attitude scale. The objective here is to
position the aim circle in response to appropriately computed lateral and
elevation comnands to satisfy any one or more of the following operational
functions under day/Vn conditions only:
Ladtng

-

Two-axis deviation or director to be

selected (If simple deviation Is selected, the
aim circle would supplant the deviation bar incorporated in System "A0.)
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Figure 5-10

Flight Path Marker Reticle Assembly

too 17 4b

Gun and Rocket Fire Control

-Tvo-axis

acquisition followed by computed Impact
point
SSrand Rescue

-

7wo-axis acquisition

followed by two-axis director for terminal
steering and final approach
Wbors a deviation mode is used In landing or during the acquisition
phase of fire control. and homing search operations, the ne vertical
"ati servo would revert to a slew waed for manual positioning of the
&Is circle. Operation under good visibility conditions only has beess
stipulated for this display because a designated target ay~ol cannot
be acceemodated. The display of a designated ground target or eai
point under limited or zero visibility conditions is deemed essential.
b. Cathode lay Tubs Projectors
Two overhead-mounted, CRT projectors were synthesixed as
candidates for the H1-53 helicopter. On-axis refractive optics with
Internal folding mirrors are used io these projectors. The mirrors bend

*
*

the central axis so that the included angle is approximately 102 degree.
For the 11-53 Installation, the 4-1/4- &:W 5-1/2-Inch aperture sliss
selected represent practical limits yielding a minimam acceptable Instantansoom MO on the one hand, and on the other hand, a maximam realisable
~Instantaneous field that satisfies the requirement for clearance outside
an S-inch spherical radius from the normal eye position. The system
~designers can select en aperture site* anywhere In between these limits,
uing the family drawing data of Appendix C to establish the principal
design specifications.
The installation geometry, projector configuratioss, sod
mousting design are shown in Figures 5.-11 and 5-12. to both cases, a
moveable co~iner arrangement has been designed to effectively extend the
vertical field by reorienting the position of the central optical axis in
5-23-C
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the forward field of view.

In the 4-1/4-inch aperture design of Fligure

5-11, a napped field of 25 degrees to provided on a 2.55-inch unable
dismter, flat-faced CRT. This sapped field Is compatible with the
average Instantaneous fields of 14 degrees saaacular and 23 degrees
binocular provided, in terms of the bead action required to view the
extremties of the mapped field,. The design philosophy established In
both projector designs in to scale the total sapped field to the Instantaneous fields so that only reasonable head notion to required to
view any edge, of the mapped field. Certainly, very little would be
Waised tn providing a 35-degree total sappsed field with the A-1/4'4ach
aPerture projectoro
to the 4-1/4-inch aperture design, a continuous votion cowbWar schaniw.. wAich enables the positiouing of the optical field
'Anywbere from 12 degrees below to 4 degrees above the IRL of the
rn-536 hs been developed. Although the desil" cean be adapted for simple,
manual positioning control, greatest operational benefit would be dotrived if a
serve were wse to automatically position the coobiftr, typically as tu function of a suitably computd mad movothed osal*-of-aizaok
sIPAl definiftg the vertical velocity Vector of the vehiCle. IW-Urtaaift

LCester

t

value with decreasing aperture, site io assumod in the servoed #.oehiner
eoncept. The 4-114-isch aperture Projector, In additton to mrviding a
euisum acceptable inaftantaneous field of 12.$ deares (*t the mtiwma
80b-poaitlorn of the comblear), essntially tatistles the toktnch sphorteal radius leatance poal recently aerablisbed vu~ applicAble military
otaadar
(rip"r S 11),
to the larger S 1/24n~ch "Onortu
dosign of ittgurt S-12" a
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Swhich

the optical center is oriented either 10.5 degrees below, or 2.0

degrees above, the vehicle boresight is recomended. The 5-1/2-inch
aperture design essent
satisfies the 8-inch spherical radius
sly
clearance goal, which existed prior to the recent change to a 10-inch

radius.
c.

Compatibility of li-53 Projectors for l-3 and U-46
Installation
Th. results of installation studies conducted to test the

compatibility of the candidate 8-53 projectors to the U-3 and H-46

series helicopters are presented ti

the following paragraphs.

* I-4 Series siio~ter - Gecerally. to accoeodate any of
the projectors, sm. of the panels on the overhead console mst be re-

-

located aft to reduce the lateral span of the console.

In addition, the

structural overhead mounting desgn for any of the projectors Is facilitated by the proximity of the primary rotor support structure. The
4-1/4-inch aperture CRt projector fits within the cockpit sad provide
1O-iuch clearance from normal eye position.

go structural reinforcement

Uhs S-I/2-tach aperture CRT projector also fits within the
cockpit and provides 9-lnch eye clearance. Hoever, some reinforcamnt
osrequired.

of the aircraft st:rcture io probably required.
B;
oth of the elecvrovech~utc*1 proj~tetos (A and 6J)can be
accoemodt#

Uithout AMd for structural reaiforcammnt.

ftojector-A

"proVides so S-inch eye clearaceWhen ista .lledon the pilot's side and
"about t-1t2 teae of such clerance on the copilot's Waide.
'rojecto-S
.:provides

* •-it-tacAh cleaac

onk either aids.

* V-314) 46rtsal6cote,

Stor

The #-I/4-inih apepture CT projn-

is rteadly a
nww"ted tI te H-)3 with W
etrutural reitor4nent
requited adwith a IO-inh eye clearance yielded. 1hU S-l2-iLch set-

hart niut tea al

be laisle

but with onily an &'inc eye clearane.

L4

Lv•'

=•' ••:,•i'.,:;:,.••,. ••-....,.:,.:.• •..%..... .. ... 7,•.•
'.

Additionally, extensive structural modifications are required, including

the removal of a major lateral frame of the airframe structure. Both
electromechanical projectors can easily be accommoilated, providing a 9inch eye clearance withot..t need of any structural reinforcem~ent.
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SECTION VI

ELECTRONIC PROCESSOR DESIGN STUDIES

A.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The design of a HUD electronic processor for helicopter applications

is based on much the same specificaticn criteria as those comionly considered in previous HUD developments for fixed-wing aircraft. The more
important of these criteria are as follows:
* Data Inputs (except roll angle)
Number of Inputted Variables
Analog or Digital Format
* Roll Input
Synchro or Digital Format
* Number and Types of Symbols Required
SNumber of Symbols Rolled
* Complexity of Calculations Required
* Required Accuracies
The impact of these design considerations on the processor design
approach to be selected for any given application Is discussed in
following subsection.
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the

$

B.CANDIDATE PROCESSOR DESIGN APPROACHES
The selection of the two basic classes of HUD processors is directly
related to the type of image generation source incorporated in
jector unit.

the pro-

The first class comprises an analog computer (not unlike
computers)

the relatively simple flight-director, flight-path-angle,

etc,

used in conjunction with conventional panel instruments.

Such a pro-

cessor would logically be used with projectors of the electromechanically
The second processor type is

driven reticle type.

essentially of a

digital nature, primarily used for generating symbols on a CRT image
source.

The digital processor is

also favored,

either as an alternate

or auxiliary function to that of symbol generation, to implement the processing requirements for kinematic targeting associated with the use of
a stabilized aimsight projector.

In examining various digital processors,

calligraphic or stroke writing methods of generating symbols was assumed.
Dot generation techniques,

in which a television raster scan is

used to

construct symbol images, were not considered in this study.
1. Analog Processor
Because of its low cost, an analog computer type of processor is
recommended for operation with HUD projectors of the electromechanically
driven reticle type (e.g.,
Characteristically,

projectors described in Subsection V.C.2.a).

this type of HUD processor would operate on a largely

analog data interface to .-xnmpute the necessary reticle positioning signals; symbol generation circuits are not required.

Although analog inputs

are supplemented by digital format signals in certain of the helicopter
applications examined,

any avionic system supplying an extensive digital

interface to the HUD would tend to favor a digital approach to the processor design.

Because of the limited number of symbols that can be

practically accommcdated by electromechanical reticle projectors, complexity of an analog processor is

rather minimal.

Based on the applica-

tions studied, relatively simple processing requirements can be expected
to an extent indicated in Figure 3-5.

'
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Computation complexity much beyond

this level would tend to make the analog processor too costly and impractical relative to a digital computer approach.
Recent strides in product development of linear microcircuits
and analog circuit modules for multiply, divide and other arithmetic
functions have enhanced the competitiveness of simple analog computers.
In addition, low voltage power supply requirements are not particularly
demanding.

There appears to be no need to perform roll angle coordinate

transformations of symbol positions in the processor itself.
display design developed in this study, this function is

For the

mechanized

within the projector by means of a positioning servo operating from
three-wire synchro roll angle data.

The principal disadvantage of the

analog processor when compared to a digital processor is a lower accuracy in the derived symbol positioning data.
2.

Digital Processor
A digital processor is recommended for HUD systems in which a

CRT is used for image generation.

Actually,

two classes of such pro-

cessors have been selected as candidates for helicopter applications:
* Logic Controlled
* Computer Controlled
The logic-controlled processor reflects a straightforward design
approach in which hard-wired logic or Read-Only-Memory (ROM)

circuits

are used to control the sequence of all events including symbol stroke
generation.
hardware.

As with a computer,

there is

little

or no time sharing of

In addition, data processing can be either of a digital or

hybrid nature.

This type of processor is

recommended for HUD systems

in which CRT symbol generation functions only are primarily involved.
Computations are typically limited to either analog additions and/or
multiplications or simple digital addition.
processor, which is

The design of a hard-wired

special to any given application,

is largely depend-

ent on the input interface format and display output requirements.
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The programmable,

time-shared nature of the computer-controlled

digital processor allows data processing and sequence control of all
operations.

This design is most cost effective for display systems re-

quiring a relatively extensive symbol format repertoire and/or complex
symbol positioning calculations.
is

In addition,

the programmable processor

most appropriate for executing the complex arithmetic operations asso-

ciated with the various acquisition and kinematic targeting functions
described in this report.

As conceived,

a HUD system could be extended

beyond its normal display function to include these additional arithmetic
functions, where an existing on-board digital computer with adequate time
and memory space capacity is unavailable in the vehicle.
Significant advantages of the programmable,
processor is
potential.

k

computer-controlled

its flexibility in system design and change and in growth
Changes in input data format, quantity and scaling as well as

changes in display symbology can readily be accomplished with minimal
hardware modifications.

This is of particular value to the weapon system

manager in that it enables display modifications,

if necessary, as a re-

sult of experiences gained in flight test and actual operations.
The optimum design of a display computer as principally reflected
in its structure, instruction repertoire, and memory/logic circuit elements is based not only on the specific display requirements but also on
the status of a rapidly advancing state of the art in microcircuit technology.

In the preliminary programming analyses conducted on various

kinematic targeting functions (Appendix D),

various small scale computer

models reflecting a range of processing speeds were considered.
* Sperry Gyroscope - Earlier Production Core Stack Model
* Sperry Gyroscope - Advanced Developmental Core Stack Model
* Teledyne - ASN-77,78 Computer for SCNS

* Univac - 1819 Computer
e Sperry Gyroscope

-

Solid-State Memory Display Computer
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This latter computer, which is a special-purpose machine designed by
Sperry specifically for synthetic symbol displays, is described together
with the input/output interface in Subsection VI.C.

This computer re-

flects a number of efficient approaches to hardware and time utilization.
Any selection between a hard-wired logic and computer approach
to HUD digital processor design will be mainly based on two factors
affecting cost; namely,
9 Complexity of Symbol Format
. Complexity of Arithmetic Operations
Extensive arithmetic operations would likely compel a programmable coupputer solution independent of symbol reauirements.

In terms of symbol

format, however, cost analyses conducted by Sperry in the past on fixedwing HUD's did not yield such an obvious conclusion.

Generally speaking,

the results indicated that for displays of relatively simple formats the
straightforward, logic-controlled design is considerably less costly:
whereas, for functionally more complex displays the computer-controlled
design rapidly achieved cost equivalence with the straight logic design,
and in the case of the A-7D HUD, actually reflected a slightly lower
unit cost.

In the latter case, the selection of the computer approach

is favored not so much by any minimal cost advantages, but by the other
inherent advantages of lower development risk, higher accuracy, greater
flexibility for display change and potential for growth.
Another, less important cost factor influencing the basic digital
processor design is the input interface.

For example, an exclusive ana-

log interface would favor a straightforward logic-controlled approach in
which analog circuits are used in generating symbol positioning signals.
Costly analog-to-digital conversion circuits and variable, read/write
digital memory that would otherwise be required with a computer-controlled
processor are avoided'with this approach.
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Of special interest in all HUD processor designs is
4

mentation of the roll angle coordinate conversion functions.

the impleTypically,

these functions Include the rolling of both the position and orientation

of real-world-related symbols and usually reflect a substantial part of
the processing specified for a HUD.

Although it

is

conceivable that, on

a cost basis, the various mechanization schemes noted below could influence the selection of the processor design approach, past analyses have
shown the influence not to be decisive.

Rather,

the question usually

faced by the display system designer is how to most efficiently impleaent the roll coordinate transformation function given a selected processor design approach.
input roll data; i.e.,

The answer largely depends on the form of the
three-wire synchro, digital angle, or digital

sine/cosine of the angle.

Based on relative cost and weight analyses

conducted by Sperry, recommended techniques of implementing roll angle
coordinate conversion for each combination of processor type and roll
data format are presented in

Figure 6-1.

A total of four mechanization

techniques are recommended:
s Analog servo
e Digital servo
* Electronic hardware
e Programmed computer solutions
The characteristic transformation equations for rolling symbol position
coordinates are:

xA

YA "

XE cos'- Y. sin

sin

+ YE coso

whart
0Y
y
'Al

angular displacements in earth axes

YA = angular displacemants in aircraft axes
n* aircraft roll angle
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In addition, rotation of symbol line segments with roll angle is required.

Where these lines are normally vertical or horizontal on the

display at zero roll angle, sine/cosine 1 data is used directly to
stroke the line properly; no arithmetic operations are required. However, where a symbol line segment is normally oblique to the CRT axes at
zero roll angle, much the same set of equations presented above for symbol position rotation must be solved for each symbol line.
Considering the computer-controlled processor, if adequate time
exists a computer solution is preferred for any roll input format.

Ex-

perience has shown a reasonable computer time allocation for a HUD systen to be 40 percent for input/output, 40 percent for processing other
k

than roll coordinate conversion, and 20 percent for roll conversion.
Assuming a symbol update rate of 50 Hz, this would limit the allocated

Stime

for roll conversion to 20 percent of 20 milliseconds or 4 milliseconds.

the number of roll conversions

Based on these assumptions,

possible is easily derived as shown below for two of the computer models
considered in this study.

Time per Conversion
(microseconds)

Univac
1819 Computer

Sperry
Special Purpose

144

126

28

32

Number of Conversions
(in 4 milliseconds)

The calculated time per conversion is based on ten add-times and four
multiply-times required to roll a single point or oblique line stroke.
If insufficient computer time exists to execute the required
roll transformations, then additional exterual hardware uset be provided
for this purpose.

If the roll input Is in three-wire synchro format, an

analog followup servo is recommnded in which a driven sine/cosine potentiomter ts used to resolve the roll angle and perform the toquired
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71ý
multiplication functions.

This servo,

sine/cosine potentiometer drivers,

together with the associated

is estimated to cost about $2000 in

moderate production quantities and weigh about 3.0 pounds.
angle or digital sine/cosine data is

inputted to the HUD,

If

digital

then an ex-

clusive electronic design is deemed optimum in which four digital-toanalog (D/A) converters enable the necessary multiplication functions.
(If

digital angle is

transmitted, the computer is used to derive the

sine/cosine data for application to the D/A converters.)
hardware,

The total

including the four D/A converters (10 bit), D/A drivers,

in-

verting amplifiers, electronic switches, and four D/A registers, is
estimated to cost about $4000 in production and weigh about 0.8 pound.
In the case of the logic-controlled processor, both the analog
servo and electronic hardware coordinate converters described above are
recommended in accordance with Figure 6-1.

However, where roll angle is

received in digital format, a digital servo with a shaft encoder feedback element and a sine/cosine potentiometer output device, is judged
to be the most efficient mechanization approach.

C.

DIGITAL PROCESSOR WITH SPECIAL-PURPOSE COMPUTER
1. Background and Features
The computer-controlled digital processor described in this sub-

section is

largely based on design studies conducted by Sperry prior to

this program.

The initial model was especially designed for operation

with synthetic-symbol, avionic displays to yield maximum efficiency in
cost and time execution.

The processor described below, however, has

been extended into a somewhat more powerful machine to accommodate the
more complex arithmetic i'oerations associated with aimsight stabilizetion and various kinematic targeting techniques.

As such, it

represents

a promising candidate design for a HUD processor that can be used as a
starting point in the actual development of a HUD system for helicopters.

*
4
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The key features of the special purpose computer portion of the
processor are as follows:
* State-of-the-art corponents and design techniques
& Medium-Scale Integrated (MSI) and Large-Scale
Integrated (LSI) elements employed
e Solid-state ROM and read/write meuories
* Direct memory access input
* Direct parallel memory readout witt display program
counter control of readout data
e Design lends itself to high efficient input/output
data rates
2.

Functional Des•cription
The digital processor is comprised of the following major

sections:
* Input Interface
e Slecial-Purpose Computer
s Display Interface
A block diagram of the processor is shown In Figure 6-2.

The input

interface secti n receives all the signal inputs from the various se&nor
and computer sources.

This data (analog,

digital and discrete) is ap-

propriately formatted. temporarily stored, and inputted to the 4pecialpurpose computer.

The computer prccesse" the input data and oktputs

symbol data and control signals to the display interface.

This output

interface, in turn, generates the deflection and 2-uwblanking signals
required for the CRT electronics.
a.

Input Interface
The input interface section receives all the variable and

discrete Inputs to the processor.

the interface effectively handles the

data to provide full compatibility between the asynchronous operation of

6-9

the computer and the inputted data.

For those helicopter applications

where the processor is interfaced with SCNS,

it is assumed that Teledyne

-eceiver nodules will be incorporated to receive the digital input data.
The essential functione of the input interface are:
• Recognition, acceptance,
Input data

and conditioning of

aTemporary storage of data

• Tim interlaclX
o
of distitl data and discretAs
for display computerinputting
i

Address 8tructurinA for direct comuter memory

,o.

access of all input data

:.:
i

The Input interface Informs the computer that Input date to

available by means of an input-data-availsble sitral.
seaut to the computer after nw data to Inserted ti

This eipal to

the input data

rts-

ter and the appropriate input data address Is presented to the computer.
S€ompuJter., upon receipt and recognition of a m•w-data-available sig-

"I•. employs the input address to tranafer the input data into memry.
The circuits that would be required for operating on
data are not shmw In the input interface.

nalost

Since vide veriationa ptr-

veil in the analog sitaol formats between various helicopters, specLally
designed analog Interfaces are equlred (to each application.
exmination of existting helicopter avionics, the analeo

Fros an

ioterface in-

cl•des a wide complem•nt of dc-to-de and at-to-de conditioiott cirfuits.
de-todigical conversion, and syrchro-to-digitcl (S. tang#eat ) convetSUon circuits alont vith the associated sample and hold elements.

b.

Special-reupose Computer
The computer was epectially designed to fulfill the specifit

reqarartWs~
hbb

Iiijly

•

I

of high display refresh rates,
M

cEah uttiou tat"

offictt

often Iamposed onf
-

iMb input data rates ard
ltc display preowt

,.

input/output data tates are afforded by the tapabilities
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of direct parallel memory access data Input and direct paralel mory
data display readout under display program control. All computer fune-

tions are performed using a parallel inforuatior transfer format.
masic characteristics of the cvmputer are as follows:

The

e16-Bit Instruction Format
* 12-Bit Data Word
a ROM - Solid State, Random Access, 2.0-microsecond
Cycle Time
aRead/Vrite Neowry -ý Solid State, Randm Access,
1 0-mterosecond Cycle Time

e 4-microsecond add
9 14.5-microsetcond mualtiply

9 Twos complement: arithmetic
0 T"m priority interrupts
Input data available
Display data requet
oleament

to addition to the "Wry elements noted above*, Hsi aMW Lst
wre extensively used in the losic desijan.
(1) nat& toput

1Ue tOWuter has tht capabiltty Of WittnA data directly
tatoimewy. Iis ta done by esployteS. the extemnl input data address
as the readwrite siawry addroe. afablifts tr~anfer of the input laterWee date to tde skiry aMW the omectitoft of a Vtite operand sem~t cycle,
Mret to writig in new input data, availblilty oust be rec""tisd by
the comp-ter Data availability totbekdW toese du agl evry toopte'r
"sOtt cycle (a -I.add) Ond After the coopleiod of thme *oteand aftbry
evel" of a lawR comuter cycle (*,It., maltiply).
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(2)

Display Data Output
All display data readouts from the computer are con-

trolled by the display program counter.

When a display data request is

received from the display interface and recognized by the computer, the
computer disables the calculation program counter and enables the display program counter to address the program memory (ROM).

The computer

remains in the display program control mode until all the quantities
required to paint the next symbol or symbol part have been transmitted
to the display interface.

After the display interf&ce has generated the

appropriate deflection and Z-axis signals to the CRT for the presently
received data, the display interface sends another display data request
to the computer.
The display quantities that are read out of the computer are as follows:
* X-position
0 Y-position

* Stroke time (length)
* Numeric symbol to be generated
*Circle

(plus size)

The parallel readouts can be either from the output of the program
memoty (constants) or from the ROM (variables).

In general,

the only

outputs that are variable quantities are symbol positions and rolled
stroke magnitudes.
Since the display program contains all the symbols required in all the various display modes,
dance with the selected system mode.

it

mast be modified in accor-

During the display program, symbol

or display mode words are interrogated to determine which display data

6-12

readouts are to be omitted.
counter is

To inhibit a readout,

the display program

set to an advanced starting location given in

the output of

the RO11 memory.
(3)

Arithmetic Operations
The computer is

capable of performing arithmetic opera-

tions employing either the output of the program memory (ROM)
operand memory.

or the

The program memory is used when an arithmetic operation

is performed using a constant quantity (e.g., add a constant or multiply
by a constant),

The read/write operand memory is

operations involving variables.

used for arithmetic

When a constant quantity is

an arithmetic operation, only a program memory cycle is
technique, which saves the operand memory cycle time, is

involved in

required.

This

made possible

by the availability of bits in the 16-bit instruction format that was
chosen to satisfy the requirements of both the display data readout and
computer operation addressing schemes.
(4)

Computer Instruction Repertoire
The computer Instruction complement and programmed sub-

routines are listed below.

The programmed subroutines are included for

implementing the aimsight stabilization and/or kinematic targeting functions as delineated in this report.
INSTRUCTION COMPLEMENT
General

Readout

Clear + Add

Read to X-Position

Add

Read to Y-Position

Subtract

Read to X-Stroke

Multiply

Read to Y-Stroke

Left Shift

Read to Stroke Time

Extract

Read to Numeric Generator
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INSTRUCTION COMPLMENT (cor1)

t.~v

Readout

General

Read to Circle Generator

Store Accumulator
Store M-Register
Jump (To Return Address)
Jump (If

Zero)

Jump (If

One)

PROGRAMMED SUBROUTINES

F

Grey to Binary

"Sin/Cos
Tan- 1
Sin

1

Divide
Square Root

"c.

Display Interface
The display interface receives data from the computer in

word-serial,

bit-parallel format.

which, when received,

In addition, identity gating signals,

are used to channel the associated data to the

appropriate register, are outputted.

After all the quantities required

to generate a symbol, or portion thereof, have been received, the deflection and Z-unblanking signals for the CRT display are generated by
the display interface.
Upon completion of the writing of a symbol and
symbol part, a display data request is

fed to the computer requesting

new data.
The display interface would typically comprise the following symbol generation circuits for most conceived helicopter HUD applications employing a CRT.
* X- and Y-position circuits to establish an Xand Y-CRT beam position from which the symbol
is referenced and written

6-14
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* Stroke generation circuits to generate straightline segments
* Circle generator to generate circles of different
sizes
o Numeric generator to generate the stroke patterns
and Z-unblanking required for writing a numeric
symbol as identified by a coded 4-bit word received from the computer. Rolled numeric symbols
can also be generated.
In order to generate line strokes, direction and length
parameters are required.

The stroke direction is established by the

normalized magnitudes of the inputs applied to X- and Y-stroke integrators.

These inputs, as received from the computer, are termed X-

rate (X) and Y-rate (Y): they are equivalent to the cosine and sine of
the stroke angle,

respectively.

For a constant-write-speed system, the

vector sum of X and Y must be constant.

Stroke length is

a function of*

the time the stroke integrators are enabled, hence, use of the term
"stroke time".
Stroke time data is obtained either from the computer
or is

generated within the numeric generator.

stroke integrators is

Start/stop control of the

achieved by presetting the stroke time word into a

counter and counting down to zero at a fixed rate.
3.

Physical Characteristics
The estimated hardware characteristics of the special, computer-

controlled processor are as follows.
o Input Interface - 1 Card
o Display (Output) Interface

-

6 Cards

o Computer
Logic (5-1/2 Cards)
Memory Interface (1 Card)
Program Moswry (1-1/2 Cards)

Read/Write Memory (2 Cards)

It
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* Total Processor Volume
890 cu in.
6 in. X 9 in.

X 16-1/2 in.

* Total Processor Weight - 26.8 lb
This estimated data is supplied for planning purposes only and
is based on the following factors and assumptions.
* For the input interface estimate, it is assumed that pitch
and roll are received in a digital format as is the case
in the SCNS (ASQ-104 or ASQ-105).
The one-card estimate
is only for the SCNS-transmitted, digital data anticipated
for a relatively extensive HUD format and related kinematic
targeting processing operations. Estimates for analog signal conditioning and conversion are not included.
4

Low voltage power supplies are included.

* All cards are 3-inch x 7-inch multilayer boards.
* TTL logic is employed.
* A memory size of approximately 3000 words of 16 bits each
and the use of 2048 bit MOS ROH microcircuits is assumed
in the program memory estimates.
* A memory size of approximately 200 words of 12 bits each
and the use of 128 bit TTL read/write microcircuits is
assumed in the read/write memory estimate.
* It is assumed in the volume and weight estimate that the
processor chassis includes a cold wall.
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SECTION VII

CANDIDATE HEADUP DISPLAY SYSTEMS

A.

SYNTHESIS OF SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
Candidate HUD systems for application to current and future Navy

helicopter and STOL aircraft are presented in this s9ction.

These sys-

term were established based on Sperry's best engineering judgment and
consideration of the multitude of factors affecting this formulation.
As such, this effort brings together in sharper focus all the operational and design tradeoff analyses conducted in
The HUD systems are defined in

this study.

terms of principal equipment con-

figurations reflecting the individual projector and processor equipment

"candidates established in Sections V and VI.

The rationale as to what

constitutes reasonable combinations of such equipment is
treated throughout this report.

For example,

effectively

if one or two fixed

electromechanical projectors were to be epecified, a simple analog processor would logically be selected as pac C;f t;e system.
example, if

As 3n added

a stabilized aimsight were assumed to be required, a

computer-controlled,

digital processor would best complement this opti-

cal unit assuming that an existing on-board computer could not accommdate the required aimsaiht functions.

As a final example, it

is

felt

that systems comprising dual installations of fixed, CRT projectors cannot be justified because of the associated high cost and weight and have,
therefore, been ruled out.

in
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Opt of the literally hundreds of system permutations possible,
headup display systems have been established as candidates.
tems are defined in Figure 7-1.

12

These sys-

The HUD systems recomiended in Section

VIII for each of the vehicles and missions considered in

this study have

been selected from these twelve.
The display configurations established represent a first level of
system definition.

This study was not intended to prepare detailed sys-

tem and equipment specifications to be recommended.
For any actual
application, considerably more in-depth analysis by the system manager
would be required, involving more substantive cost-effectiveness evaluations and the establishment of specific operations and display
requirements.

B.

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR HUD SYSTEMS
,he specific HUD system recommendations presented in Section VIII are

baiad on an overall, composite consideration of many selection criteria
for each of the vehicle and mission applications studied.

These selec-

tion criteria are as follows;
* Allocation of crew duties
* Display requirements
Operational modes
Complexity of display formats
Complexity of data processing
Field of view
* Requirement for acquisition aimaight
* Need for dual cockpit instrumentation
* Cost and weight factors
9 Cockpit confituration and space constraints
9 Existing on board sensors
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* Additions/modifications to existing sensor complement
Availability of programmable on-board digital computer

with sufficient spare time and memory capabity
Each of these criteria was assessed both objectively in terms of
established facts and requirements developed in this study, and where
required, subjectively in the form of assumptions and judgments.

Ex-

asples of the latter include the weighting applied to cost and weight
factors and the likelihood that desirable additions and/or modifica-

I

tions to an existing helicopter sensor complement would be approved by
the Navy.

1-
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SECTION VIII

I
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The HUD will, to varying degrees, improve the effectiveness of all
military helicopter systems.

As such, It warrants serious considera-

tion in future avionic system development relating to both new and
existing vehicles.

In fact, compelling needs fo- a HUD heve been as-

tablished for a number of critical applications, which, it is bellentd,
will be substantiated by more thorough cost-effective".*** evaluations.
In assessing the value and role of HUD for the gamut of existing heli-

copters and associated missions analyzed in this study, generalized
conclusions ore not viable, and a single, universal design ti

I

Invalid.

Rather, a complex of different system configurations, reflecting a
wide range of cost and complexityo is involved in both the retlufit
decision and design specification process. In additioa, in retrofit
applications, the SUD can be considered either simply as an individual
element, or as part of a somewhat larger integrated avionic package,
depending on the specific use intended for the display and the objec..
tives established for improved wpon system perforgmace and cap&bilities eanbled by such a display.
At the present time, the most compelling used* established for MMU
relate to the close support attack (Sun and rocket fits control),
cal evacuation ad assult traspott (tensrt

odi-

area landing), and SAlk

A

missions.

The major problems associated writh these missions, which can

be ameliorated by a properly designed HUD are as follows:
* Control difficulties during rapid,

steep VFR approaches as

may be necessitated by enemy gunfire, rough and dense terrain, etc.
* Loss of ground target (after initial sighting) under adverse

2

detection conditions due to lack of acquisition and continuous orientation capability
9 Approaches under poor visibility conditions
a Inadequate gun and rocket fire control performance

A.

URE

IDED MUD SYSTEMS

Twelve HUD system configurations are established in Section VII as
candidates for helicopter and STOL applicaticn,

These systems reflect
various combinations of equipment design. selected from among five optical projector and three electronic processor designs presented to
Sections V and VI of thic report.

'he

IWO)syst"s recomanded below for

each aircraft and mission application studied were selected from aaoug
the aforementioned 12 candidate. based on criteria outlined tn Section
VKI.

These recotmandations are based on the sentor and computer avi-

ontes presently exisating on board each vehicle.

Significant additions

or modifications to an avionic complsant vould probably dictate a change
to the BUD recomandations for that vehicle. Most nocweorthy in this
regard are the AM-IJ and OVf-10 aircraft, which are presently simply
equipped in avionics.

if any of the re~endeat iors presented In Sub-

section V111.3 relating to Improved visual fire control were to be
adopted, a (IT projector and dital pocesor would be the preferred
cfhotce
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B.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED VISUAL FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
ON AH-1J GUNSHIP
It is

urged that serious consideration be given to updating the

AH-IG, J gunship fire control system for improved performance with a low
cost avionics package, oriented about a head-up display.
*•

The operational,

display, and target acquisition concepts developed in this study (Subsection IV.H) are suggested as a baseline for such studies.

There are

two key functional considerations affecting system design and complexity.
*

The first concerns the basic type of projectile trajectory prediction
method to be employed.

The two best known candidates are the impact

point and hotline solutions.

The second relates to the problem of pro-

viding the sensed data necessary for computing the trajectory solution.
The two recommended approaches that follow reflect a low cost, low weight
philosophy,

i.e.,

a system that qualitatively is one step above the cur-

rent AH-1 avionics, but considerably below the level of sophistication
*. •designed

for the Army AH-56 (AAFSS).

The lowest cost, and thus pre-

ferred, system retrofit concept Is one where the flight leader or observation aircraft relays target altitude and wind velocity data to the

gunship squadron (refer to Subsection IV.H.4).

This enables the deriva-

tion of range and flight velocity on board each attack helicopter to
satisfy the fire control solution requirements.

Other than a HUD symbol

geaeration computer, which is shared for the fire control solution, very
little in the way of additional equipment is required.
sive sensor retrofit required would be an AHRS,

The most expen-

preferably of advanced

high performance design, to replace the existing VG and DG.
The second system alternate reflects a self-contained means for kinek •matic

ranging and deriving flight velocity and wind.

The added equipment

would essentially comprise the following':
A relatively low cost Doppler radar specifically designed

for velocity sensing in the high speed regimes, and with
no navigation computer function
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* Pressure altitude sensor

* True airspeed sensor
* AHRS (to replace VG/DG)
S* HUD

(with digital computer processor)

The apparent higher priority assigned to providing night combat capability to gunships over improving visual weapon delivery performance is
easily appreciated.

However,

a case can probably be made for the latter

objective as well when the question is

The Cobra presently carries 76 rockets, each weighing 21

ing hypothesis.
It

pounds.

is

considered in terms of the follow-

reasonable to assume that by eliminating, say ten rockets,

to acconnodate additional avioni, weight,

this weight tradeoff may result

Similarly, it

in improved mission effectiveness.

can be reasoned that

the cost ,..n,,lty incurred with added avionics would be at leask partially
offset by che fewer armament stores to be expended over the expected life
of each gunship.

C.

FUTURE STUDIES RECOMMENDED
It

is

recommended that additional studies be pursued on several of

the concepts developed during this program. Specifically, accuracy
analysis and flight simulation are required on the various kinematic
targeting techniques advanced in

this study to establish feasibility in

terms of performance and operability.

The two-angle acquisition during

a straight-in approach, in particular, warrants ground-based simulation
to test both acquisition performance and time adequacy.

In addition, a

rigorous sampled data stability analysis of the stabilized aimsight
loop design developed in this study is recommended. This effort should
yield the exact digital computer compensating functions required for
optimum visual tracking performance.

No equipment developments are

recommended at this time since most of the equipment designs advanced
in this report are within the state of the art

.I
. ..

h.;,

-

either proven or of a

low development risk nature.

The curved CRT faceplate concept for

achieving wide fields of view is perhaps the most deserving candidate
for development.

However, it is Sperry's opinion that any equipment

developments and flight test programs should be deferred until the
studies outlined above are conducted and the results substantiate the
effectiveness of these techniques.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF -AIMSIGHT STABILIZATION EQUATIONS TO COMPENSATE
FOR THE EFFECTS OF ATTITUDE MOTION

I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In the development of a manually rotatable aiming sight for

helienptc.

tracking tasks (i.e., weapons delivery),

encountered is
yaw.

reticle jitter

J

one of the problems

due to oscillations in pitch, roll and

Tracking errors are introduced and the tracking task is

aggra-

tuted from a human fictor's standpoint by oscillations at frequencies
greater thar thie operator's ability to correct.

The need exists, there-

fore, to automatieally stabilize the aim reticle in the presence of high
frequency,

low amplitud& oscillations in pitch, roll and yaw.

The de-

velopment of the equations necessary to implement aim reticle stabilization is

presented in this appendix.

"A-1
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2.

DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS
AIRCRAFT AXES AND POLARITY CONVENTIONS (FIGURE A-i)
POSITIVE Z

positive

Roll right is

S(YAW)

Pitch up is

POSITIVE X

positive

Yaw right is positive

-

These aircraft axes (not the
earth's axes) are the frame

CG

Z(ROLL)

of reference for this

(PICH)

problem.

POSITIVE Y
700-17-61

Figure A-I

THE AIMING RETICLE CAN BE POSITIONED IN YAW AND PITCH

(OR ELEVATION) RELATIVE TO THE AIRCRAFT AXES.
The reticle is positioned by first rotating the sight through a yaw
angle (A),

and then rotating it

The position of the sight is

through a pitch (or elevation) angle (I).

thus de-

A

scribed by the angles (A and E) as shown
in Figure A-2.

The vector 0 is

tical line of sight.

assumption is

the op-

The origin of the

aircraft reference frame is
center of gravity.

x

the aircraft

One simplifying

that the optical axis (0)

is pivoting around the cg.

I

The corn-

pl*xity of the mathematics ti significartly reduced by this assumption.

A-2

I
-

-

a cogAos
crsmIN

,
coser. siN
Ie
7o044

Figure A-2

Another coordinate system of interest is
This system is
0 is

the optical reference frame.

simply the aircraft system rotated through A and E.

the X'-axis, and the Y'/Z'-plane is

which the aim reticle is viewed.

the two-dimensional field in

Therefore,

the problem is - How do air-

craft oscillations affect the motion of O in the YI/Z'-plane?
confusing since 1 is
it

this way.

optical sight.

This seems

and remains the origin of the Y'/Z'-plane.

There are really two
This axis is

1's.

Thus

One is

Think of

the physical axis of the

positioned relative to the aircraft axes by

the gunner, so when the aircraft axes move, the axis moves, too.

It

fol-

lows every aircraft and gunner-induced movement, high and low frequencies.
A second axis is

the axis of the reticle that is displayed on the coa-

biner by the optics.

This axis is

smarter than the other.

It

knows that

low frequency motions are either caused by the gunner, or can be handled
by the gunner, so it

goes along with them.

On the other hand, it

does

not respond to high frequency oscillations, but remains where the gunner
put it.

Since the not-so-smart V number 1 wants to got back where it

longs, where in Y*/ZI
so we'll let it

number I is u number 2?

figure out where I went; then it

nation and give it

to 1.

What more can be done?
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'

number 2 is

be-

the smartest,

can reverse the infor-

I

3.

SYMBOL PEFINITIONS

E

Gunner-induced
G
pitch rotations of the optical sight

A - Gunner-induced yaw rotations of the optical sight

M•- Small, high frequency rotations of the aircraft about
its Y-axis (nitch)
a

Small, high frequency rotations of the aircraft about
its X-axis (roll)

a

Small, high frequency rotations of the aircraft about
its Z-axis (yaw)

Small Rotations
High Frequency

a

Less than 10 degrees

'

Greater than I Ha

X-Y-Z - Coordinate axes of the aircraft

X'-Y'-Z' - Coordinate axes of the optical 8ystsa
0-- a4•

Direction angle (in X-Y-Z) of the subscript
(i.e., &XO$ D,,"
7X9 are the direction angles of V')

a-b-c - Direction cosines of the subscript
0

6

axie of the optical sight in vector form
*adius

of the roll circle

4 - An•ge between 04 plane and X-1 plane
0
V-

ARdius

of the roll circle

ASnle betwmen 0- plae amW X-Y plame

A-4

S.......

Coordinate of a vector (VO)

No y, z#

describing the roll

motion of 0 (X, Y, Z)
xe' Yet ze

-

Coordinates of a vector (V0 ) describing the pitch

motion of 0 (X, Y, Z)
xis y, :$-

N,. Y, t. in X'. Yt'Z' coordinates (-V)

Y4

xe' Yq, *0 in X',

ye

z-

',

Z' coordinates (V,)

0x' Oy - Motion of the reticle due to
x *y
Motion of the reticle due to •
*

a

Motion of the reticle due to

y
* The sign of sine A (roll)
0 The sign of cosine A (pitch)
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4.

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
DIRECTION COSINES OF X'-Y'-Z'

The direction cosines of a vector are the cosines of the angles the
vector' makes with the X-Y-Z axes.
e
The'direction cosines of Vin
,:

av - cosa•
by - COS v

•

cv micos 7V

Figure A-3a
V]
The direction cosines of Xt, Y', and Zt are of particular itrs.:
They are:

- V

a Direction Cosines of X' (Figure A-4)
ax, osZ
- coo A coC
bx, - sinACosine
coo soX'(iueA4
E
Dieto
NoTE

Figure A-3

A
iosO~tEopiaA

-

axis
b

sFigAreoo-E

j :
...

•

.

...

.

..

. ...

. .

.

.

.

............

lo

*-.

.~

* Direction Cosines of Y' (Figure A-5)
ay,
by-

-sin

A

z

cos A

s 0

-X

Figure A-5
* Direction Cosines of Z' (Figure A-6)
aZ,

-sin

E cos A

bZ,

-sin E sin A

cz,

Cos E

g

-x

Figure A-6

AA-7

'a

I

4

,

*L

*

s -2,.

!

.

.
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TRANSFORMATION OF COORDINATES FROM X-Y-Z TO X'-Y'-Z'
Given the direction cosines (ax,, bxr,
C,,) of the XV-axis,

cyi),

(ay,, by,,

cy,),

(azt, bz#,

'-axis and Z'-axis, respectively, of the optical co-

ordinate system with respect to the aircraft coordinate system and given any
vector V

-

xi + yj + zk in the aircraft system, V can be transformed into

optical coordinates (V - x'i + ytj + z'k) by the following equations*:
X

~x+ b ty + c 1z

Ia

y' =ayX

zI

+ byxy + cy.z

az x + b ly + cZ

This transformation is a basic tool in the development of the equations in
Paragraph 6 of this appendix.

The most significant items are y' and z' since

these are the coordinates in the plane of the sight picture of the new location
of 0 if,

in fact, the motion of 0 is described by V.

A

*CRC - Standard Mathematical Tables., ,6th Edition, The Chemical Rubber
Company, 1967, Page 334.

•-
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5.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

Consider 0, the vector from the aircraft cg to the aim reticle image on
the combiner, as being of unit length. If the aircraft were fied in space
(this is valid since we are trying to compensate for high frequency oscillations, not solve the basic tracking problem) and rotated through 360 degrees
in pitch, roll and yaw,

the tip of 0 would describe a sphere about the eg.

An incremental (small amplitude) motion of 0 can be approximated as a motion
useut toe

along the

the

direction ot uotion.
Cnsthe

re

0 Roll
We will develop independent expressions for pitch, roll and yaw
and superiapose the results. Consider the curve described on
the sphere by a 360-degree roll regardless of the position of
the sight.

A circle, the radius of which is

E, is described by the tip of 0.
tip of 0 is

a function of A and

The direction of motion of the

tangent to the circle and, at

any instant,

s prpon-

dicular to the plane defined
In
by 0 and the X-axis.
fLtron
Flgure A-?, the view s
the cg out the X-axis.

I

II

Q#
on,

The

projection of 0 is seen on Z-Y;
butth

V

vector, V

isthe

fullsi

describing the

motion of 0 subjected to a
small roll, AV The moveaent
of 0 in ate unner'e field of
vie tis

described by the proj-

jectio

of VO onto Y1-'

(usiag the crasfonrtaon

"equation.

.....

...
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4
FLiure A-711

The following calculations must be made:
(1) Determine the radius (6) of the inscribed circle in
terms of A and E (thus the magnitude of V*).
(2)

Determine the argle (e) the O-X plane makes with X-Y
plane (thus the direction of V,).

(3)

Trawuform V

(4)

Convert

into X'-Y'-Z' coordinates.

'a nd zinto directions for

number I by

reversing the signs.

0 Pitch
The cose of pitch is the same as that described for roll.
"magine that in Figure A-7 the view Is out the pitch axle
instead of the roll axis.
Is P, and the anle

The radluo of the pitch circle

the O-Y pl4aesak

vith the X-Y pl•u

is&
* Yaw
The case of yao

is siatlar to that described fcr pitch, bWt

sinpler.

Regardless of A &ad E, the tavgent to the yav circie is 4e1o the Y'-axit of the optictl eytto. MWd the radius
of the circle is *iaply csite E.
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6.

CALCULATIONS
.

MAGNITUDE OF THE MOTCON OF

* Pitch (Figure A-8)
Given
E*O

-Z

A ~A

1)ecription of Figure A-$:

of0
OB iinal position

LPe-

Figuir

A
i ma&d i

"L~EA

A#-a

ior cltity)
frv

C- ~Po3jtiof ot Ab alag Chv rddiua of the Ctrclprojtctiock of AD~ aiioos

Ce

tho t~anget of the c,.xdel

Galculettoo of Ca aud 4%;"•
OF
CS

*X

A

£E&- cos L&O• - cos A

( U.) sin L-MS," co* A sina
(leeml €case)

P
p

traduis of AS)

(Special case) " 6 sift

Since AP < 10 degrees a rea•woble approximation

Therefore. CS * ps.
•.

A- I

to
si

&
V

CB is the magn-tua-. ',f motion of 0 along the tangent to the
inscribed circle.
AC

FA

Since EB = EA, AC

""

approximation of
conclusion is

EA

-EC

BB cos

EB (1 - cos LW).
0, cos 40

I.

Using the small angle

Therefore, AC - 0. The

that for pitch rotations,

the motion of 0 is

along the tangent to the inscribed circle and is of magnitude

P40,

or

0I
9 Roll (Figure A-9)
z
Given

A

x

A

E..

40k < 10 degrees
The situation is
to pitch.

4Tc

A,

identical

/

/

Therefore

/

./

0

/
700.1 7-69

and acts in a direction

Figure A-9

perpendicular to tbŽ O-X
plane.

A-1 2

A1

*Yaw (Figure A-0)z

Given

A

A

0

E~ E

~40 < 10 degrees
situation is similar

*This

to pitch and roll; except
that the radius of the
circle is always

it~inscribed

700-17-60

Cos E. Therefore
Figure A-10
=

cos E)

4

MAGNITUDE OF RADII OF INSCRIBED CIRCLES
*Magnitude of P (Figure A-11)
z

OC =cos E
OB = sin A (00) -sinA cos E
Therefore
p

AB-

+

2 Acos2 EA
1sin

or

A

P Cossin' [sin A cos

.
A

0

700-17-61

Figure A-11

A-13

aI
Al4

* Magnitude of 6 (Figure A-12)
OC = cos E
OB = cos A (OC)

cos E cos A

Therefore
8=AB=

-cos

2

E cos2

A

or
(cos E cos A)

sin-

6cos

X

A

A?

E

7OO.17-62

Figure A-12

DIRECTIONS OF THE MOTION OF 0
* Direction of V0 (Figure A-11)
The path of 0,

when pitching, is

pitch (Y) axis; cherefore,

y0

in a plane perpendicular to the
0.

The tangent to the pitch circle makes an angle (P) with the Y-Z
plane.

From Figure A-11:

ACm sin E, OC

cos E, BC -OC

cos A

cos E cos A

Therefore
=tan-

(A&C)

tan-(

sin E

A)
5,

The direction of V0 is
V

A

-

(-sin vi + cos vk) a

A-14

A-.i4

:'I,•'•_

...

.....

.........

.•

,•. <,\, . •;;•k •V~i'•.• , • :11

.5"

Therefore

Vo
where

ais

a2 P,60 (-sin PT + cos vk)

the sign of cosine A.

e Direction of V

(Figure A-12)

The path of 0, when rolling, is in a plane perpendicular to the
roll (X) axis; therefore, x. - 0.
The tangent to the roll circle makes an angle (e) with the X-Z

lt;-

plane.

From Figure A-12:

AC - sin E, OC= cos E, BC

OC sin A- cos E sin A

Therefore
Ae

tan-'

tn BC,

sin

cos E sin A

The direction of V is

V

(-sin ej + cos ek) a

Therefore

V

where 01 is

k

•"

(sin ej

cos e

the sign of sine A.

A1

~A-15

,

* Direction of V

(Figure A-13)
z

The path of 0, when yawing, is

x

in a plane perpendicular to the

4.

0.

yaw (Z) axis; therefore, zThe tangent to the yaw circle

makes an angle (A) with the Z-Z
plane. The direction of V4 is

-

plane

E

A

-sin Ai + cos Aj

V

Figure A-13
V

- cos E (bP)(-sin Ai + cos AJ)

TRANSFORMATION OF V TO X'-Y'-Z'

, Transformation of
S()o

+ b eye + cX'y
- [(co

A cou E) (-P&V si n)

+ (s•h

A coo E)(0) +

+ (siu 0)(pOW cos V) U 2
E sin v + P
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APPENDIX B

OF OFFSET,
KINE2ATIC
TARGETING
EQUATIONS
DERIVATION
(DISCRETE
VISUAL
ACQUISITION
METHOD)

1. DERIVATION OF OFFSET, THREE-AXIS EQUATIONS
a.

Statement of the Problem
Due to the errors that accumulate in aircraft navigation systems,

it

is desirable to periodically update the position coordinates of the

vehicle.

This can be done by passing over a known position and inserting

the known coordinate into the system at that instant.

However,

is

since it

not always convenient to pass directly over the known point, a need exists
for updating the navigation system from a known position, which is viewable
The rotatable aimsight can be used to

and offset from the ground track.

perform this memory-point update with a very simple cockpit procedure and
straightforward computer operations.
Since geographical points are located in earth coordinates,

it

is

necessary to convert all angle and distance information into earth axes,
and then perform the geometrical calculations to determine the aircraft
present position.
As a further extension of this application,

it

is possible to pin-

point the geographical position uf any sighted object, using the same basic
equations developed for own-aircraft position updating and assuming the
own-aircraft position is known,

by means of au on-board navigation system.

If a self-contained navigation system is not available,
entation can still

be achieved in terms of range and bearing quantities
B-1

'V

such target ori-

B-,

.................

that are first calculated to yield geographic coordinates.

In this latter

case, some suitable flight velocity sensing and computation would be required to continuously update range and bearing to the target.
The functions noted above are termed own-aircraft orientation and
target orientation,

respectively.

In both cases, vertical position is also

derived either as aircraft altitude above target or target pressure altitude above standard sea level.
b.

Definitions and Conventions

In this figure,
Aircraft and earth axes are shown in Figure B-i.
all rotations shown except the aimsight elevation (E) are positive. The
symbols and conventions used are:
Symbol

Definition
Aircraft pitch (earth
coordinate)

Nose up

roll (aircraft
coordinate)

Right wing down

Aircraft azimuLh (earth
coord inate)

Clockwise

Azimuth of line of sight
(aircraft coor'dinate)

Clockwise

Elevation of line of sight
(aircraft coordinate)

Above aircraft
horizontal

of lwua of sight
(earth coordinatre)

Above eArth
horizontal

Relative bearing ot line of
sight (earth coordinate)
Points in time

Clockwise

Latitude and lon2itude of

Depends on the

target

heuisphere

aircraft at t

hemisphere

tAircraft
A

-A

00Elevation

ýOR
t1

I.

_

_

•

Positive Direction

l -Z? ,

LOCAL EART04
VERTICAL

(

AN(~E Of LINE 0F $lIj)4
ANGLE Of LINE OF SIG64T
ELEV.
.

*AIM

AINCRA'
AXES

YAWI
AXIS

AIRCRAFT PITCH ANGLE

AXES

AIRCRAFT AjIMUTH

ant.A

Vm0*

kwactoA*

1'a

Not

AMI10
M
uaSr~to

e-oty

C&riie

i

~ ~

~

t

Stbl

AEarthAf

A xI "I~Ie~

kitat

Definition

Symbol

t

R2

Positive Direction

Ground distance from O\2, L2 )
~~~to N
T

2

Positive only

RL

Latitudinal and longitudinal

See p

0,ORRelative
1OI•O2

comp~onents or R
bearing of target
(earth coordinate) at tI, t2

Clockwise

R?

F

drift angle at tI, t 2

2Aircraft

**1,

2

D

S, T. U. V

No* right of track

Aircraft atimath at t 1 , t 2

Clockwise

Distance travelled from t 1 to

Positive only

t

*0 V'02

B-9

(assumed straight line)

Surin to trget at tl$ t 2

Clockwise

Angle at target subten4e4 by D
(earth coord inste)

Positive only

Designations of point* In

pigure 9•-7

C. Coordinate -TtAsnfOrsAtIont !g~IOf&tto
The equations for coordinate transfomation of the aslwith &ad
elevation alsight angles trom aircraft to stable earth ax" are derived
beloiM

These eqaatLOOS are developed a4 follows:
W fine the line of sight as a unit veator described it
aiteraft coordinates by Utdo angle. (A and Q)
SCalcuilate the x-y-Iz cO"tos (aircraft 4is#) of OW
unit vec tot

s Calculate the X-Y-4 couapoOto (oArth axes) of (a, y, 4)

'5.

a-3

{

* Sum the x-components of (x, y, z).

Similarly the

y- and Z-components.
Calculate the two angles
C

80

in earth coordi-

nates that describe the unit vector.
(1) The unit vector described by A and E is

shown in Figure B-2.

A and E are positive.

(2) The coordinate
components (aircraft axes) of

"V

NkT VECTOR

the unit vector are:
X

Cos A Cos K

y

Sin A Cos E

(3)

The coordinate

components (earth axes) of

-b-.
\
AIRCRAFT CtOROPt'ATts-

X, Y and z are slwvn in

4

Figurvs 4-3, U-4 -and U~-5; the

?igurv B~-2

in Table U-1.

CNodu~ts are suuie

TAULt 0- 1
PROJECTION Of X, y"
W.0,o TtIE X Y-Z AXES

totI
X

x CoV

tY

0

0

yU i
V-o

a in___oaC__o

os
s

I
I

in
0 $

sin¢

0

zz

EART

COORDINATES

EA

700 1766'
700 17-67
Y

B-4

zFigure

Figure B-3

c'ARTH COORDINATES

100-1768s

N'

Figure B-5

...........
...................

-O

,5

.

unit vector is

Therefore tl"

(4)

resolved into the following

components (earth coordinaites).
X-comp-

z cos8

x cos 0 + y sin• sin 0-

sin 0

Y-comp =y cos • + y sin
Z-comp -x

sin

0

-

y sin

Substituting the values of x, y,

(

cos A cos E cos

Y-comp

sin A cos E cos ++

cos 0

z from (1)
E cos

sin 0

cos 0 + sin E cos

cos 0

ain 0 -sin

+ sin A cos E sin

X-comp,

sin E sin

Z-comp =cos A cos E sin 0 -sin

C..

+ z cos

cos

A cos E sin

or in matrix form:

XoamplCos- 0 sino sin 0

t

0L

Y-comp

sin 0

Z-comp,

Cos

sin

~
cos 0

-sin

sin

-cos

cos

01

~

cosA cos

E

x sin Acos E

cos 0

sin E

J.$..
(5)

OR and 0

ýOR

sin-

00

0

are shown in Figure B-6 (earth coordinate).
z

(Z-comp)

EARTH COORINATL

v=Otan

Z-comp
\•

Z-COMP

'IZ

XL~Uj

UL'.~P

Figure B-6

*

'

~ ~

I 3

.

\ 3

B-5

;-3

VI,,33
433M3P~
C33

A3'3M

3

Therefore

•'

00

sin-

OR

ant=

(cos A cos E sin 0

cos 0 + sin E cos ( cos 0)

sin A cos E cos 0 + sin E sin
cos A cos E cos 0 + sin A cos E.sin( sinO - sin E cos

1

sin

(6)
If operating procedures are such that 0 and
are small
((10 degrees), the matrix is reduced by the approximations sine a
a,

cosine a

1 to:

X-comp

1

VY-comp

z

Z-comp
4.

sin A cos E sin

-

L

and

•I• tan-l(

NOTE:

0
SIf

1

(

-0

1

x

(

sin A cos E
sin E
.i

cos A cos E -

sin A cos E + sin E)

sin A cos E +

sin E

cos A cos E + 00 sin A cos E -

t

will probably be <-,0 degrees.

0

'OR is

cos A cos E

..

80
sin

ýOR

-0

0

sin E

need not be <90 degrees.

OR ne

o

e<0dges

expected to reach angles such that IOR > 90 degrees,

there must be some scheme to define the quadrant
information is

available in

denominator (X-coordinate)

T OR

is in.

The

the numerator (Y-coordinate) and
of the tangent

expression.

These expressions can be used to transform a sighting taken
with an aimsight (with the aircraft in any attitude) into angles measured

in earth coordinates.

This basic information can be applied to various

flight requirements; some of these applications are discussed in4 the subsequent paragraphs.
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d.

Own-Aircraft Orientation (Includes Position Update)
One of the most obvious applications of a rotatable sight is

position updating when in sight of a known checkpoint.
shown in Figure B-7.

All information is

for

The geometry is

referenced in earth coordinates,

as transformed by the previously derived equations.

The geometry illus-

trated is a plan view of the ground plane as reflected by latitude (),
longitude (L), and relative bearing (%R) which are all measured in the
X-Y plane.
CALCULATION OF HORIZONTAL RANGE AND BEARING
Applying the law of sines to triangle STU of Figure B-7
R

sinD

sin

2R

D sin

+OR

+1
NR
sin

1

Since
6

=+

•Ihn=(ýOR

{[

+1

j

+

2 + P2)-(OOR'

[W

(%R

2

+#2)

+ P I

Then

RP,)

D sin (2

and
bearing

[(OR~ P2
+
'
22
R

'OR

+A

+

(Typically D is obtained by time integrating sensed ground speed at a
2 per second rate.)

B5-7-0.

IF

1z

RL1

iIM
IlVo

O1

I,

RX

t*

Fiur

at1-

t

11-

CALCULATION OF ALTITUDE ABOVE TARGET
is
at the instant of
ie rcraft altitude above the
e
derived from the simple trigonometric relationship of Pi$ure B-.

SIOE VIEW AT

'2

SCRAFT0
FROM

-

TARGT

t

T -

-"

-..

---

-

figure

•i

-

and distance R

The elevatioa angle G0
Thereforej,

have pre~vously beeu coiputod.

T2 - 2 can 0
CAWJLIATION OF &RC.RAFT
Basic Latudei.

stanc

I a

Lac - I

LATITUDE AND LOMGIT1DE
Relationnhip
ain of are (A)

Therefore
I sin of arc

(axin

.North of
equator,"

the equator,

3 &in of arc latitude
latitude increase* corthward.

South of the

tlatude inreases eouthwrd.

V.

]

a Basic Longitude/Distarice Relationship
I nm iong.-

(cos• )min

Therefore

(Rl

n

/)(keos
I, in

of arc (lozl.)

d
a • l rs r
cog a n of art
RL

of loarcng.
nm
Xk

East of O-degree longitude, longitude increases eastward.

West of 0-

4, Sree longitude, longitude increases vestwv•.
* Calculation of Distantes Along Meridian mad Parallel
From triangle TUV in Figure B-7
R),

+ north "at

*1R 2 Cos 10.

2

1

and

South at
1004.
+ eaet

-4e•ast long.

" '

*to

f2+"00a
"+D)It:**
+ north,
+

$+-

east Ion.

South)Westlong.

anod

,,I

ILL

j~[('1012 +D2) (1*0&
v+ $to ( 009

4+north

(

(j

+

1

-1)]f

Soth

eastleft.

,"t'

West 10095.

A
I

-

1
Final Expression of Aircraft Latitude/Longitude
The target latitude isXT' Applying P- and the latitude
conversion:
A/C lat) X

•

2

+north

-

T

A

T
_Tn[("042 + 2

The target longitude is LT

(OR+

I

Ultiud

Applying RL and the longitude

conkversionf:

A/C lon L2 -L

"'

These equations are based on the assumption that
the horizontal

-OTE:

flight path from t1 to tis approximately a straight line along

a course (

If the ground track Is not a straight line,
but the interconnecting straight line azaimth (OT)
and distance
(D) from the aircraft position at t to the aircraft
position at
t can be detemined (as is possible with doppler navigators),
the
solution is not appreciably more difficult.

(% 0)are replaced by (0i. -

+T"p

I

Expressions

where (0- O)is an

equivalent drift angle replacingP.
There 1s no restriction iraposed by this solution on the vertical flight path,
i.e., altitude
at t and t 2 may be different.

B--,0

4

L

i

N
e.

Target Orientation
The equations for geographic target location are the same as for

aircraft position updating, except for a simple interchange of the known
and unknown latitude and longitude quantities.

g asin
r(

1

sin~ 0(oR

target long.

T

L2 +
L

L2 t
L

..

+1i)
Po 1o. (",.+ ,OR,)

0jl~

+1 2-(+

2IL

[(oR

i+ north latitude

south latitude

+

+ )

+ east longitude

(~R

Refer to Figure B-8 for the following discussion.
angle ( 0 02) and the distance (R 2 ) have been computed.

The elevation

Therefore, altitude

of target above sea level reference is
hTSL

*hb2
u hT2

where

hT2

R2 tan 0 0

and hb 2 is aircraft pressure altitude sampled at instant t 2 .

(Computed

hTSL is based on existing barometric pressure conditions at time of
acquisition.)

I"

f.

Summary of Equations
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

8

0

sin

ORcos

(cosAcosEsin

-sinAcosEsin

cos 0

s+iln E cos

(CORAC0an-O8+silnA cos Ecosi + sin E sin
o
s
A cos E cos0 + sin A cos E sin
sin
- sin E cos

With small angle approximations:

0

sin 1

(0 cos A cos
1

ýOR

an

-

sin A cos E + sin E)

sin A cos E +.
sin E
A cos E
cos A cos E + 0sin

sin E

POSITION UPDATE (OWN-AIRCRAFT ORIENTATION)
- north lat

2

XT

X-AXT

(Rt 2Cos *0 2 )

2

kT

T

south lat

-West

where

~+
and
D si(nOR1 +
R2

[(OOR

21

+L0-12)

B-12

...........

+ east long'

'Oa,+

long.

cos

sin 0

)

""ARGET LOCATION (TARGET ORIENTATION)

XT -

2 + RA-x

2

R22Rcos %02

{+
2

-X- L 1 SR.2 .cos.
L L-+CoPIL2
2
where 00

-

2

south lat

4+

Cos

east long.
- west long.

and R2 are the same as above.

hb2"

hTSL

8.

north lat

R2 tan

002
0

Relative Aircraft and Target Orientation in Range, Bearing
and Altitude
Situations may exist where relative orientation of an aircraft to

a sighted target is desired, where neither the target nor the aircraft
geographic position is known.

An example would be a close support attack

mission where a target of opportunity exists and the gunship is equipped

Swith

a Doppler radar for flight velocity sensing,

navigation system including the computer.

What is

but not a complete
required in this case

is atcontinuous update of rang•,

bearing and altitude to the target after

the point of sensed acquisition.

This data, of course, would be stored

and typically used for such purposes as display designation,

feneration

of steering guidance, and calculation of slant range to target for gun/
rocket fire control.
Updated target range and bearing are derived In Figure b-9.
aircraft is
tion at t.

The

not constrained to any flight path after the *eased acquisiSensing seans (e.g.. Doppler radar and AM•S), by which the

V

-3

tA

4

Tt

WROJhA
40%fK

ae

.42

rATng--

-

-

)

-

t

--4 -(&)4D
-o-c--P

A
tan I

2t0

2
Wart&18

7hat*

Ee

gn

a
e

Updated altitude above the target is

simply obtained from

Figure B-8 as follows:
hTx

hT2

(bb 2

hbX)

where hT 2 was pceviously computed and hb2 and hb are aircraft pressure
altitude sampled at time t 2 and tx, respectively.

Slant tense.

if required,

is obtained from:

(R) 2

Re

2.

DERIVATIONI OF OFFSET, TWO-AXIS EQUATIONS
The derivation of equations representing 4 trigonometric solution of

an oblique trtiagle louted tu a vertical plane perpeadicular to the
earthfs local
tvissx1e is

roiztontal is presented in

the following pMragraphs.

This

kiotatica-lly ettablis.td in flight by Wo abritrary line-

of-sight acquisitions of u suatioaary tarcet,*

The aathumatical solution

and order of excution decribed blow is only oce of several Possible
approach".

The optisus solution would depend upon the ctoauter mmdel

"seecte-d (ieInstrucciao repertoire, arithoecic hardware, etc) wherei
saory and proessor hardwlictiZ

is usually of paramount

tiOrtanc*.
fthe 4ZutaauisitL~o geoatry' to shown Wn pir4urv- 0-10. At the Instant of
vitual acuu(.itition at potot

I ad

. t6he 'olloutng variables are

saVled and storedý-

e krefri,

alttitua

abepr#Asint
NOTE:

taijie

-

-

hkb

oil- I

These angles are obtained by .ibtracttog aircraft pitch
angle trot the actually sensed an&gle subte•nidg the aircraft

-atxs asd the lice of sight.

j

j

j

'11

17"I4

ItI

"SA

LIVIL #"$SUf

RE
HEOC
f,, RE

Tuo-xitt K&tt~utic TUrgting G~eouery

h11

Unless noted otherwise,

the operations that follow are executed only

once in the computer upon completion of the second acquisition.

No time

problem is anticipated in accommodating these one-shot processing func-

tions within any current, high speed digital comput-er that may be incorporated into the helicopter avionic system.

This is

because of the

relatively long time (typically 1.0 second) that can be .ilocated for
this purpose.

=ft 2
(1) Da

Vg dt.

=

NOTE:

This function to be executed as estimated 2 per

second frequency between acquisitions at points
1 and 2 where Vg is also sampled at 2 per second
rate.
(2)
S(3)

4h uhb
Z

•

(4)

1

-hb

2

2

Cfi (ah))2 +(D

)2

TanX = D

a

(5)

fitan

Aa

i

(6)

7i e 2 -e

(7)

Derive sin 7

(8)

Derive sin e 2 , cos e 2

(9)

a = e 1 -X•

(10)

1

Derive sin a
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22i
Z s in ce

8

=

(1)
0

RS

(12)

hT 2 - Rs 2i sin e 2

(12)

D

-Rs

2

(14)* hT

=hT

csie

22

22

-(hb

2

Y

2

-hb)
.tx

tx

DbVgt

•:•(15)*

2ti

2
()DT =D

'-dr

J,

x

•:(17)*

(17)*R
Rs

NOTE:

-T

-(D)
(D2T

-

(h )22

Rs
In items (14) and (17), h,SO(x

are the desired end variables.

In the above equations,
Vg - aircraft ground speed
hb', hb 2

hb

x

= pressure altitudes

e,, e 2 = target depression angles from local horizontal

D,

Db, D2 , DTx
Rsl,

Rs2 , Rs.
hI,

hT

horizontal distances
slant ranges to target
altitudes above target

*Calculation is to be performed at 5 per second rate after
acquisition at point 2.
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1.

HEADS UP DISPLAY SYSTEMS

1.

DISCUSSION
Task Item I
I

Four optical concepts have been studied in
phase of the program.

the preliminary

These were:

A)

On-Axis Refractive System

B)

On-Axis Reflective System

C)

Off-Aperture Reflective System

D)

Helmet Sight

All but the helmet sight concept are being studied in the quantification
and trade-off investigation of Task Item II.
A general discussion of the optical principles involved in
head up displays as well as comparisons and evaluations of the on axis
refractive and off-aperture reflective approaches is
Farrand brochure which is

included in the

attached for convenience.*

Concep ts
A)

On-Axis Refractive System
This approach is based on the gunsight collimator but vith a

significant extension of the field and aperture sizes.

It

is

the

most straiqht-forward approach and is very often the easiest to install.

A very good compromise of many performance factors can be

effected vith this approach,

e.g. 25" field. 6" aperture and 15 lb.

weight for the 2 Input RF4C unit.

*Sporty note:

This brochure is

Very high optical accuracies are

not included in this appendix.
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obtained with flat faceplate CRT tubes.

The f/1.3 optics are a

good reference compromise between geometric speed and good correction for parallax and mapping accuracies,

A fast geometric speed

is advantageous to obtain smaller image formats.

For example, if

an f/0.95 optical system could be used instead of f/1.3, a 3.6 inch
dia. image format could be reduced to 2.63 inches. Although higher
line brightnesses could be obtained this way, problem occur with
optical correction for large fields and loss of field and aperture
due to insufficient space for an internal folding mirror.
To gain a preliminary look at the problem of handling a 35*
total field with the refractive system approach,
system was reevaluated for this field size.

the RF4C optical

Whereas at the 12.5'

semi field angle 2 mils of parallax occur, at 17.5%. 10 mils are
present over about one inch of head motion.

Some experience with

similar designs at 16* semi field angle indicated that not much improvement could be expected.

However, the redesign effort consid-

ering a concave CRT faceplate allows excellent performance levels
over the entire 35' field with two less glass elements than the
RF4C unit. This promising development will be used as the basis
for the Task II refractive system approach and as part of the offaperture reflective system approach,

The performance vill be dis-

cussed in detail in Task I1 but can be characterized as at least
as good as the RF4C.

This approach also offers the highest

transmissivity.
B)

On-Axis Reflective System
This concept has been explored in a previous proprietary
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program using catadioptric system designs developed by Farrand and
optimizing for a HUD application by altering the configuration,
pupil location, vignetting, correction, etc. Figure 1 shows this
concept in an overhead configuration but it can also be mounted in
an instrument panel similar to the RF4C.
The concept has significant advantages in weight, cost,
simplicity and geometric speed compared to the on-axis refractive
system although the vertical pupil would be limited to about f/1.0
because of the Internal beamasplitter. A convex CRT faceplate is
required for large field systems but this would present little
difficulty.
One potential major drawback of the approach is the relatively poor transmission compared to the on-axis refractive approach.
This is due to the inclusion of the internal beamsplitter which is
used at 502 reflection and 502 transmission to give a total transmission of 251 (neglecting the combiner) of the refractive system.
This reduction is ameliorated somewhat by the fact that
1. No apparent brightness is lost because of color
aberrations (es. 52).
2,

Fever optical elements are used (est. 52).

3.

A shorter focal length optical system can be used,
thereby requiring proportionately smaller line
widths for the CRT. If we assume the gain to be
inversely proportional to the focal length and
that the focal length is reduced by the ratio of
f no*.
.8 .)the
gain can be estimated as 60Z.
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The effective system brightness will thus be about 44% of
that of the reference refractive system.
One problem uncovered in the preliminary analysis is the
mapping error levels referred to the given Sperry mapping function.*
For fields up to 25%, the errors are reasonable but for 353 systems,
the function would produce errors of 2 mils around 7.5" semi field
angle up to 7 mils at the edge. The quantification and suggested
corrections for this problem will be given in the Task II
documentation.
C)

Off-Aperture Reflective System
This arrangement is relatively complicated compared to the

on axis systems and therefore is less desirable from a weight and
cost standpoint.

Some mild aspheric surfaces are also required

which have significant effect on cost and perhaps manufacturing reproducibility.

Although opticrl accuracies are quite good from a
design standpoint, the finis'ied item wil probably not meet theoretical predictions by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0 in terms of parallax.
These errors would result in approximately a 2 mil parallax error
in the central field region over a 5 inch wide pupil.

Mapping

accuracies can be brouRht under excellent control with a 46" total
deflection angle CRT (this will be further documented in Task II)
and is less sensitive to manufacturing and assembly error than the
parallax situation,

*Sperry note: This mapping function is supplied as a reference at the
end of this Task I Report by Parrand.
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Physically, the concept can present difficulties because of
the folding mirror location.
With the previous commentary on the associated problems, one
say wonder whether the concept has any real advantages and of course
it docs.

It allows an enormous instantaneous field with reasonable

weight and accuracies for its purpose.

With its pupil designed to

be imaged at the pilot alert eyepoint, the entire field is visible
at one time. And since the combiner "eyepiece" is optically closer
to the eye than with the normal on-axis system which requires a
separate folding beamsplitter, the combiner is smaller than the
aperture of the equivalent instantaneous field on-axis syctes.
(See the attached technical brochure for further discussion on the
concept.)*
Sam work has been done previously on reducing the weight by
reshaping the pupil, thinning elements and using less dense glasses.
It has been estimated that a 35" system with a 3" x 5" pupil would
weigh 30 pounds and this valu, will be used wheu comparing systems.
Preliminary analyses show the system very amenable to adaptstion from the previous 25* design to 35"*

The colliastor portion

would utilize trwe on-axis refractive design with a concave faceplate
for best results.

ASperry note:

This brochure is not included in this appendix.
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Sunnry of Optical System Concepts

On Axis Refractive

On Axis Reflective

Stemn.
lito

Off Aperture
Reflective

Major Advantages
Cost, accuracy, configuraa tion for moderate apertures

Major Disadvantages
Weight goes up draetically for large

and eye relief distances.
system,
aperture choice
for asmll
Obvious

apertures.

Transmission effecCost and configuration site
tively only 302 to 402
for moderate to large &perture8. Weight approx. 2/3
of On axis refractive
of On axis refractive syssystem. Vertical field
CRT six* minimized due not as large as hortwoutl, for system
f 1.0 or faster design.
Color correction optimum.

f 1.0 or farer.

Very large instantaneous
fields with moderate weight,
lost suitable for large
fieldssad
long eye relief.
Transmission almost as high
as On &axsrefractive

Overall weight higher
than other concepts
(although such lighter
than others with equivag
lent apertures).
Coat approx. U on axis

systea.

refractive

120 to 16" apertures quite
practical,

Foldiag mirror hinde
coofIturatica.

system.

In general all of the systm studied have inherently roest
Sttvely high optical accuracies for head u applications. They are
based on proven designs and have already been through the optimum
weight vs. accuracy trade-off to isortan): in the initial Concept.
No sinifIcant veliht savina& can be applied vithotut a drastic
loss of accuracy.

. -
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D) Helmet Mounted Display Units
General Set Up
COUJUAIMANG
LENSES

DSLY

CTDSA

IMAGE

t0

iur

+
.1. The basic advaotages of the belmet muo~nted display units are

as followe.;
Conservs prime inetruwat panel space.

-Pa)
Ell

ae

ie

~~~~b)Vida ntuatwtaneoms and total fieldsofveorpsibe
c)

Ned moiton can be used to aim weapons.

"WTh basic

eiadvanrAget0 art?*

a)

The veight and inertim of head nmmttcd gear is fatiguing.

b)

Adequate resolution Is moro difficult to obtain.

C) Hitgh voltalg. Insulation at high *1titUdes "ast be sa"*
safe.
4)

Ithe wsensin
ftsquit

1tkAAR

loop to control the 41aplay inputs

s cons iderably mote bardvsre,

e)Helmet most be remawed or disconaetted before ejectioc.
f)

High 0&1

cause aditional neck strain unit"s eose fairly
complex e4Lxmt~tbalavc1,* linlwge o xtv"A to oise

3.

Variations of helmet mounted display units.
a)

If the combiner is made opaque in order to obtain more

j

display brightness, there is difficulty in properly
fusing the images from both eyes in the horizontal
direction.
b)

If the fairly complex sensing linkage and loop is ellainated, there vll

be no visual correlation between the

outer world and the display.

The display then becomes

merely an Instrument panel display mounted on the head.
c)

The mechanical sensing linkage could be converted to an
optical sensing linkaes by means of nltrroý:.s photo diodes.
and laser beaus between the helmet and aircraft structure.

4.

Conclualons
a)

Extensive development work in any areas yill be needed
to produce a satisfactory henlet mounted eight unit.

b)

Generally the purpose and environr-,%t of a sight unit vill
vary the significance of the advantages and disadvantagti
of various approaches.

Under some conditioan

an advantagte

of one approach may heavily outwigh one or more of ite
dt#advantaAas.
There is in teneral no all-purpoee ettht
unit. The purpose and environmeat should first be *peeltied then a most satisfattory unit can be tailored to suit
the c•oit ios.
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CRT HAPPING FUNCTION
The following information is not part of the report submitted
by Farrand.

It is

supplied as a reference.

C.1C.1
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The basis for a typical CRT mapping function to be incorporated in
the optics design is provided below.

The following parameters should be

taken Into account as described:
a Images are developed on the interior phosphor surface of
a CRT having a maximum useable circular area of P

MAX

radius.

a The certer of deflection of the yoke results in the electron
beam having an apparent origin at a distance (K) from the
phosphor screen.
is
i)

- The sine of the electron beam deflection angle (sine

proportional to the current passing through the yoke winding.
a At the maximum perceived field angle (0 max) the CRT image
should be at the edge of the usable area
-

It

is required to have the perceived field angle (0),

proportional to the current (I)

in the yoke.

The parameters involved are shown in the following figure.
:

~CRT

•

COLLIMATING
SYSTEM
~LENS

YOKE

1'

~

el-l

700.1776

"MAMAX4'

•

1

The following equation has been developed relating the various
parameters:

l++

Substituting values for a typical CRT and field of view results in the
*

following equation:

P

~-1.8
K

IS

in. for OM

-5.1515

-12.5

deg

in.

then

a- 37.8953de
1+- 5.15152
P
NOTE:
-

The values selected for P
and K yield a CRT total deflection
MAX
angle (i.e., 20) of approximately 40 degrees.
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1.1

1.

INTRODUCTION
The major purpose of Task II

is

to quantify an assortment of optical

systems useful for installation in a helicopter.

The number of system

being studied permits interpolation of most of the desirable parameters
for a wide range of system goals.

Trade-offs between weight, configura-

tion, fields, apertures and CRT size characteristics can readily be made
using the reference drawings and tables.
should prove most helpful in

this regard.

C.-
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The master matrix Figure No. 6

p
2.

2.

COMPARISON OF OPTICAL SYSTEM TYPES
Each of the 3 classifications of optical systems studies has cer-

tain peculiarities that prevent clear cut comparisons in all categories.
An example would be a comparison of eye relief.

The off-aperture system

uses a combiner that can be considered an aperture stop for the system,
while the on-axis refractive system has a tilted combiner ahead of the
aperture stop.

In the first case, a folding mirror represents the nearest

physical obstruction to the pilot while in the second,
is the nearest element.

the tilted combiner

Each system might thus be more favorable for a

particular installation configuration even with very similar specifications.

For this reason,

it

is strongly recommended that use by made of

the family drawings in preparing layouts to be used in conjunction with
the pupil-field reference drawings supplied.

Using the master matrix for

trade-off analysis along with the layout study should lead to fairly clear
trade-off decisions.

.41
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Family Drawings

A family drawing vas made for each of the subsystem types to
aid in making layouts for installation studies.

Pertinent physical di-

menslons, weight and faceplate diameters are included.

Optical charac-

teristics are included in the master matrix sumary drawing.
The general comments about each system type as discussed in
the task I report still

apply.

In all cases, however,

the data generated

for the master matrix summary drawing will supercede or quality prior
statements.
Each family drawing contains the following date:
1.

System item no. for identification purposes.

2.

Aperture refers to free (clear) aperture of outer
lens element.

3.

Total field is the maximum circular field available

"with head motion if necessary.
4.

Usable CRT faceplate diameter is expressed as a
chordal minimum dimension in

inches for each system.

Faceplates are flat except where an asterisk denotes
the requirement of a curved faceplate important in
maintaining good parallax correction over the entire

4

field.
5.

Alphabetic designations refer to physical dimensions
including pupil dimensions in
case.

the off-aperture system

Dimension "D" in the on-axis refractive system

and "C" in the on-axis reflective system are given
only approximately because of the dependence

C.2-3

4.

on the variables of cockpit configuration, combiner
tilt

angle, pilot eyepoint and instantaneous field.

All dimensions are in inches.
6.

The approximate weights are given in pounds for systems with all glass optics, aluminum structures and
a single CRT input only but do not include the weight
of the CRT and associated electronics.

C.2-4
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2.2

Optical Parameters

2.2.1

Instantaneous Monocular and Binocular Fields
The instantaneous monocular field refers to the field sub-

tended by one eye placed at a given eye distance along the optical axis
and is normally given by 2

2aperture

-). When viewing with both

eyes, the horizontal instantaneous field is normally increased because

of the interpupillary distance.
arctan

This would increase the field to 21

aperture +2.5
2 sye diet.

4

The above equations apply to the on-axis systems whose
apertures act like "portholes", i.e. the closer you get, the more instantaneous field is available and if you move left you can see more field
toward the right.

Tabulations of the instantaneous fields for 18" and

24" eye to lens distances are included in the master matrix summary
drawing.
In the off-aperture system case, the situation is not as
simple.
g/

Here, the "porthole" is moved 18" or 24" from the combiner

(aperture) so as to place it at the pilot eyepoint. The "porthole" size
and shape is that of the pupil, 2"x4" or 3x35". If the pilot moves both
eyes out of this pupil, no field is seen while if both eyes are anywhere
within the pupil, the entire field is visible binocularly. Unless the
field is limited by the combiner width, the total horizontal field Is
available instantaneously.

The vertical field Is normally somewhat re-

stricted by the combiner height and folding mirror vertical dimension.
All of this data is tabulated in the master matrix suiary drawing.
S:14
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6.

To aid in determining the actual monocular and binocular
fields over a variety of head positions and eye distances for layout
studies, a series of full scale field of view versus pupil drawings
were prepared and are included in this study as separate drawings
(137151,

3 sheets and 137152, 3 sheets).

By placing a full size layout

combiner over these reference drawings, actual physical clearances can
be established as well as head motion vs. field trade off data.

For

drawing 137151 Lhe off-aperture combiner should be placed either 18" or
24" to the left of tha pupil (the combiner radius can be assumed to also
be 18" or 24").

For drawings 137152,

the outside lens aperture should

be placed at the pupil near the left edge of the drawing.
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vs IteadI motloo for 5-laoch pupil

Drawing No. 137152 (Sheet 1 of 3)
On-Axis Refractive or Reflective
HUD-Field vs Head Motion for 2-lrnch
Aperture
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Drawing No. 137152 (Sheet 2 of 3)
On-Axis Refractive or Reflective
HUD-Field vs; Head Motion for 6-Inch

Aperture

200S

Drawing No. 137152 (Sheet 3 of 3)
HUD-Field vs head Motion for 8-Inch
Aperture
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2.2.2

Optical Accuracy

Each design form was developee to a point where assurance of
a high accuracy system was obtained. Designs were optimized for minimum
parallax over a 6" wide head motion envelope and for an 18" to 24" eye
relief distance. If a specific head motion envelope, eye relief ..nd to:-1

field were to be specified, the optical accuracy coule be slightly fmiproved during the final design stage.
The optical accuracy is best analyzed by considering separately
the two major parameters:
1. Distortion (or system mapping including CRT)
1
2.
Sq1.

Parallax (swimming of image with head motion)

Distortion
Each system type was compared for distortion "match" with the CRT
equation supplied by Sperry. The following analysis was made of the relation between the deflection angle of the CRT and the optical system mapping
function.
Optimizing the mapping match between CRT and optics
It is important to minimize the mapping errors resulting from the
mismatch of CRT mapping functions and optical system mapping functions.
These errors should not be confused with the parallax errors resulting from aberrations in the optics which cause images to "swim" with head
motion.
The uncorrected mapping errors would result in image position errors
only. One method of correction is to include electronic compensation by

C.2-7

A

alteration of position signals.
IB

A second method involves changing the

maximum bean deflection angle in order to alter the mapping function.
Whilt this approach may add some difficulty in beam focussing and power
requirements in the case of larger deflection angles and greater tube
length in the case of smaller deflection angles, the approach is

rela-

tively simple and powerful in obtaining good accuracy.
An analysis was made of mapping function errors of the reference
optical systems and how the CRT beam deflection angle affects these
errors.
A method has been worked out so that the optimum maximum deflection can be selected for each optical system.
The results appear in Figure 4.
The symbols K, C, and 0 are given in the following reference
relationships:
P is

the cathode ray tube chordal height on the phosphor

Sis

the semi deflection angle of the CRT

0 is

the real world semi field angle at the pilot eyepoint

K
K an

sin

0-

C
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W

Each system was first evaluated for the original max-deflection
angle of 19*16'.

The off-aperture system was modified from the original

Farrand design to accomodate a larger field and concave CRT face.

The

reflecting system design is a scaled version of a previous Farrand design and requires a convex tube face.
Conclusions
1.

Refractive design "6"
Considerable improvement is evident by reducing the deflection
angle to 14*11' where the mapping error is less than .5 mils over
the central 25' and approx 2 mils at the edge of the 35* total
field.

2.

Reflective design
This system with the original 19*16' deflection angle has only
moderate mapping accuracy when used as a 350 total field although
when used for 25* systems it is amenable to excellent compensation.
Reducing the deflection angle to 10

improves the mapping by almost

a factor of 2, but this requires a long tube.

The tube size may be

acceptable however, because this system is capable of much greater
horizontal pupil sizes for the same parallax correction and focal
length compared to the refractive system.
3. Off-Aperture design
This system has quite poor mapping for the original 19*16'
flection angle but when 23*46'

de-

is used, a spectacular improvement

is obtained, resulting in less than 0.5 mils error over the ettire

C.2-10
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field.

Since the parallax errors are also well controlled for the'

components of this system, it appears that this system can provide
even greater field than heretofore studied.
It appears that altering the max deflection angle of the CRT beam
is a useful tool in obtaining high mapping accuracy from any of the
system approaches being studied with the exception of off-aperture
system #4 which has 6 mils error at the field edge as noted in the
master matrix summary drawing.
2.

Parallax
In considering parallax errors, as noted earlier, we should estab-

lish firm ground rules on how a given system is used, e.g. head motion,
eye relief so that the best design for the purpose can be obtained.

We

can however, assume that the highest accuracy is necessary at the field
center and that the field edges of the larger field systems are used
primarily for symbology not requiring as high a positional accuracy.

All

of the system types studies meet this criteria and some appear to offer
almost as high accuracy over the entire field as at the center.
The high correction generally exhibited does not represent a significant "variable" that can easily be traded off for example to obtain
a faster system (smaller CRT) or more compact physical arrangement.

Each

system type has previously gone through an optimizing process for weight
vs. optical performance so that the results of this study can be conaidered very realistic and representative of final designs.
A tabulated estimate of parallax errors is given in the master
matrix summary table.
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12.

SECONDARY RETICLE INPUT
A second input of large field could be incorporated as a simul-

taneous or independent alternate by using the internal folding mirror in
the On-axis refractive system or Off-aperture reflective system.

The

mirror could rotate (as in the RF4C 6" aperture unit) to bring in the
input, or could be made a beamsplitter for simultaneous
Ssecond viewing
(as in the prototype off-aperture system).

The optical arrangement of

the on-axis reflective system precludes the use of the internal beamsplitter in this manner.
In the case of a small 20 second input used independently, a different approach is

probably desirable from a weight,

efficiency standpoint.

configuration and

A fixed reticle package containing the reticle,

fiber optics light pipe and lens assembly could be brought in as shown
in

figure 5.

The small field lens acts to project the reticle to a

virtual image optically coincident with the CRT phosphor surface.

Of

course this assembly must be rotated or slid into position only as an
alternate input.

The mechanical structural supports can also provide

the motion corresponding to depression angle inputs.
in this regard should be noted:
reticle is depressed,
CRT (concave)

it

One complication

In order to maintain collimation as the

must be moved in an arc,

curving away from the

for the on-axis refractive and off-aperture reflective

system, and curving toward the CRT (convex) for the on-axis reflective
system.
The curved depression motion might be avoided if

i

located between the CRT and the negative field lens.

the device can be
Some degradation

of CRT system accuracy at the field edges would result from the necessary
increase in the air gap, while the reticle accuracy would be maximized
because the small field lens could probably be eliminated,

?t
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8A
In any case, this general approach to the problem is advantageous
from a weight, configuration and transmission consideration and is applicable to all of the systems under study.
The additional weight should be approximately 1 pound for any of
the 6 or 8 inch aperture on-scale systems or all of the off-aperture
systems.

C.2-13
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4.0

PLASTIC OPTICS AND WEIGHT ANALYSIS
Plastic optical elements offer the potential of significant weight

savings compared to glass optical elements.
where aspherics are concerned,

In some cases, particularly

manufacturing costs can be significantly

lowered and reproducibility enhanced.
Serious potential problems exist with respect to temperature versus
lens stability and environmental exposure so that it

is

felt that inclu-

sion of plastic elements should be considered in a weight reducing experimental program after a prototype design is

fully proved with glass optics.

Other problems involving surface utwformity, manufacturing methods,
necessary edge thicknesses, steep curves and coating methods suggest that
abandonment of the straightforward development )f glass systems is

risky.

The most effective place to use a plastic would be for the counbiner element in the off-aperture systems.

However, since this element

is

used in a reflecting mode where surface shape is

is

also vulnerably located, its use here does not appear practical.

very sensitive and

F

Plastic elements can be used to replace both crown and flint elements in a given optical design but the plastic "flint" imposes more of
an optical design constraint because of its low index of refraction.
Whben an equipment installation envelope is

tight,

the plastic "crowns"

also represent physical limitations relative to using high index glass
elements in a more compact design.
glass systems.

Plastic systems must be larger than

Internal "folding" problems will also be more difficult.

The approximate weight of the systems studied using plastic elements for
all internal glass refracting elements Is as follows:

•
~i
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On Axis Refractive
Systems_....
Item No.

Aperture

Weight (pounds)
Total Field

12"

2

150

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2"
2"
6t1
6"1
6"
8"
8"

25"
350
150
25"
35"
25"
350

Glass Optics
.7
1.7
1.7
13
14
14.5
29
29.5

On Axis Reflecting
Systems
Item No.
1
2
3
4
5

Aperture
2"
2"
2"
6"
6"

S6"
S7

8"

8"

8

1
2
3
4
5
6

13
16
13
13
16
20

If

1.4
1.4
10.4
11.2
11.6
23.2
23.6

Total Field

Glass Optic'

Plastic Optics

15'
25"
35s
15"
25'
35'
25"
35s

1.5
1.5
1.5
11
11
11
20
20

1.3
1.3
1.3
10
10
10
18

18
(-ounds)

__,_____eesWeight

Combiner Width

1.4

Weight (pounds)

Off Aperture Reflective
Item No.

Plastic Optics

Total Field

Glass Optice

25"
350
250
25'
250
35"

31
33
21
13.5
38
40

Plastic

tics

26.6
28.6
18.6
12.3
33
35

the outside lens element of each system were also *ade of plastic,

the folloving additional savings could be sadet
On axis refractive system 6" aperture

I pound

On axis reflective system 6" aperture

.5 pound

Off aperture reflective system it

.6 pound

All of the above vqight studies were based on using aluminum structune and no reticle input. CRT or electronics.
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APPENDIX Dt

COPUE

PROGRAM4MING ANALYSIS

The results of preliminary programming analysis associated with the
computer solution of various kinematic targeting and aimsight reticle
stabilization equations are presented in this appendix.

Five real-time,

avionic computers were selected as representative models in this analysis.

These machines reflect various memory types (magnetic core,

plated wire, solid state) and encompass a broad spectrum of processing
For purposes of this analysis, fixed-point arithmetic operation

speeds.

was assumed; actually, very little

advantage,

if any, is gained with a

floating-point, arithmetic unit because the equations are comprised
almost exclusively of trigonometic functions requiring very little
scaling.
The essential output of the analysis consists of estimated time and
memory space requirements,
computer,

applicably expressed for any real-time avionic

including the five machines considered herein.

This data is

separately presented for each of the principal targeting and aimsight
stabilization functions analyzed.

Thus, by appropriately adding time and

memory values for any selected combination of functions,

the feasibility

of employing any candidate computer model can be established.

This

applies to new, independent computers such as may conceivably be provided
in a HUD system, as well as any existing computer with spare capacity,
such as the AN/APN-77,
SCIS.

I
,57+• .......

• • .m
....

•....m mD-Im

-78 units provided as part of the CH-46F,

CH-53D

To simplify the analysis, a basic instruction repetoire commnly
incorporated in aircraft digited computers was assumed. The principal
distinction made in the programming analyses among the five representative computers relates to the divide ope;ýation, where divide hardware
is contained in two of the machines, and a programmed, divide subroutine
is required by the other three. The five representative computers considered in this study are:
Manufacturer
e Sperry Gyroscope
* Sperry Gyroscope

Computer
Core Stack Model No, I

* Sperry Gyroscope

Solid State Memory Display Computer

e Teledyne
0 Univac

AN/APN-77, -78
UNIVAC• 1819 Computer

Core Stack Model No. 2

The results of this programming analysis are summarized in Paragraph
D.6 below; in addition, appropriate conclusions concerning the practical
implementation of the functions considered are presented,

1, SUBROUTINE ESTIMATING FACTORS
Grey-to-Binary Conversion (10 bits)
40 add times
55 storage locations
Sine, Cosine Derivations
112 add times
41 storage locations
a Arc Target
265 add times
65 storage locations

DD-2

* Arc Sine
201 add times
30 storage locations
* Divide
200 add times
62 storage locations
* Square Root
165 add times
90 storage locations
2.

AIMSIQHT STABILIZATION EQUATIONS TO COMPENSATE FOR
ATTITUDE MOTION EFFECTS
NOTE:

Refer to Appendix A for equations to be solved.

Digited

compensation functions, if required for loop stability,
are not included in this programming analysis.
a End Variables Calculated

Ax, AY
* Processing Rate
10 per second
* Total Operations Required per Cycle (Including I/O)
Vith divide subroutine
Fixed storage (program/constants)
Operand storage - 28 words
With divide hardware
Fixed storage - 433 words
Operand storage - 28 words

D1-3

-

495 words

3.

OFFSET, THREE-AXIS, KINEMATIC TARGETING EQUATIONS
(DISCRETE VISUAL ACQUISITION METHOD)
The information contained in this paragraph is related to the pro-

ceasing of the equations derived in Appendix B, Paragraph 1.

Since a

more extensive set of processing requirements is presented by target
orientation than by own-aircraft orientation, the equations associated
with this fumction were selected for analysis.

CALCULATION OF DISTANCE TRAVERSED
* Variable Calculated
D
e Processing Rate
2 per second
* Total Operations Required per Cycle
22 add times
I multiply time
o Memory Required
Fixed storage - 23 words
Operational storage-

2 words

CALCULATION OF ABSOLUTE TARGET POSITION
BEad Variables Calculated

XT, L,

hTsL

* Processing Rate
once only

D-

e Total Operation Required per Cycle (Including 1/O)
With divide subroutine
3752 add times
28 multiply times
With divide hardware
2752 add times
28 multiply times
5 divide times
•Memory Required

Fixed storage - 164 words
Operand storage - 28 words
NOTE:

This memory estimate assumes that the equations of Paragraph 2
above are also implemented.
SUBSEQUENT RELATIVE POSITION UPDATE

* End Variables Calculated
-'

x

,hTx

* Processing Rate
5 per second
* Total Operations Required per Cycle (Including I/0)
With divide subroutine
776 add times
3 multiply times

D-5

I

With divide hardware
576 add times
3 multiply times
I divide time
* Memory Required
Fixed storage

-

108 words

Operand storage - 18 words
NOTES;

I.

This memory estimate assmes that the equations of
Paragraph 2 above are also implemented.

2.

The equations for deriving R , •Ox,

hT

used in this

analysis are not those contained in Appendix B, Paragraph 1,g.

Rather a much simpler set of equations were

assumed reflecting well known conformal mapping geometric relationships between A latitude/longitude and
linear distances.
4.

OFFSET, TWO-AXIS, KINEMTIC TARGETING EQUATIONS
(DISCRETE VISUAL ACQUISITION METHOD)
NOTE:

Rafer to Appendix B, Paragraph 2 for equations to be
solved.

CALCULATION OF DISTANCE TRAVERSED
* Variable Calculated

Da
9 Processing Rate

2 per second

* (3

I-6

S

. Total Operations Required per Cycle (Including I/O)
22 add times
I multiply time
e Memory Required
Fixed storage - 23 words
Operand storage - 2 words
NOTE:

This storage is not required is equation of Paragraph 3
(Calculation of Distance Traversed) is also programmed.
INITIAL CALCULATION OF RELATIVE TARGET POSITION

* ftd Variables Calculated
Re2

hT2 ' D2

• Processing Rate
Once only
* Total QO4ratious Required per Cycle (Including I1/0)
With divide subroutine
1330 add times
5 multiply tims
With divide hardware
928 add tie"
5 altiply
time
2 divide times

i

Ci

. Memory Required

Fixed storage

-

59 words

Operand storage - 15 words
NOTE:

This memory estimate aseumes equations of Paragraph 2 are
also implemented.

SUBSEQUENT RELATIVE ORIENTATION UPDATE
* End Variables Calculated
hT , Rex, DT

* Processing Rate
5 per second
9 Total Operation Required per Cycle (Including I/O)
220 add times
3 multiply times
* Mewry Required

Fixed storage

-

39 words

Operand storage - 6 words
NOT.E:

This amry estimate a"un"e

equations of Paragraph 2 are

also iplemented.
5.

KUNU
OMET, THREE-AXIS,

ATIC TAREfTINGEQUATIO•S

(OWt'ItUOUS, 11RAC.INC, AJ•;UIqAR RATE SENSMl;

NOT:

Ref~er to Figurre 3-10 for" equatio

Bad Variables Co1kulatod

•.

•1.' Oo

D-9

W=•T )

to be solved.

.

* Processing Rate
5 per second
,X

• Total Operations Required per Cycle (Including I/0)
With divide subroutine
2094 add times
17 multiply times
With divide hardvare
1494 add times
17 multiply times
3 divide times
* Memory Kaquired
Fixed storage

-

35 word*

Operand storate - 6 words
M..:

This meoory estimate essumes equatious of Paragraph 2, Mod
the equations for *OR

0o4 cosine

o of Paragraph 3 (Cal

elation

of Absolute Tar#et Position) are also Uplemeated.
6.

SWOIAMY Of AYSULTS
Tha processia8 apeeds of five avionic computers eeoqepasaing a troed

rangoe of cmpleity a&d speed re

preseated in Table V-1.

These models

are representative of many such tachi•s•vivailable in industry.
for the Sperry Core Stack Modol No. 1, vhich is at

Rauept

obsolete, early pro-

duction unit, aLL the computers ore relatively wetnt developoemts sad
veoe seeacted, in part, betause" theit characteristics vere readily avaiAable to Sperry. The Teledyne ASH-??, -78 coaputer. provided for tha Navy
SCOS oere selected to ascertain the feasibility of afcowedatift tha fCbctis.

cmsider•e•

in thistudy In these computere.

TABLE D-1
PROCESSING SPEEDS OF REPRESENTATIVE COMPUTERS
Speed in Microseconds
Sperry

Gyroscope
Core Stack
Model No. I
Add
V

ASN-77,
-78
-78

18.5

12

61.7

49.5

Sperry

Gyroscope

Sperry

Solid-State

Univac

Core Stack
Model No. 2

Display
Computer

1819

9

6

4

(Short Order)

Multiply
Divide

-

67

-

-

The time requirements developed in Paragraphs 2,
appendix are summarized in Table D-2.

16.5

24

3,

26
26

4 and 5 of this

Absolute times are obtained by

simply multiplying the number of short-order, multiply and divide operations indicated by the associated processing times listed in Table D-1 for
each computer. The total time for each principal function is then trans*

lated into a duty cycle based on the selected processing frequency or rate.
The times associated with the calculation of distances (Paragraphs 3 and 4 Calculation of Distance Traversed) are excluded because their execution is

k?
*

rinot

coincidenr with the other more extensive functions.
In making use of the data of Table D-2, the targeting functions B, C,

and D listed in the left-hand column, although they conceivably could all
be programned into a computer, would never be executed simultaneously in
-any combination.

Hence, the associated duty cycles are to be individually

considered and not summed.

Any one of these three functions, however,

is

Thus, it is
procussed simultaneously with the stabilization function (A).
Sclear that the :ombination of aimsight stabilization (A) and the offset,
three-axis targeting using the continuous tracking method (D) represents
the worst caeo in computer time demand. The estimated total duty cycle
ranges from 68.4 percent for the Sperry Core Stack Model No. I to 12.4

D- 10

j

4

percent to the faster, more powerful Univac 1819.

However, preliminary

programming analyses of the type conducted in this study all too often are
proven to be optimistic where the actual time established after final,
detailed programming exceeds the initial estimates.
ducted in

this study, it

For the analyses con-

is recommended that all estimates be increased by

50 percent, which is deemed to represent a reasonable safety margin.
Based on this assumption, the follow-ing conclusions can be drawn.
First, a slow machine of the Sperry Core Stack Model No.

I type is margin-

ally limited in time and should be excluded from consideration.
extending the SCNS APN-77,

Secondly,

-78 beyond its current navigation functions re-

quires (26.0 + 9.5) x 1.5 - 55 percent in time availability. This can
probably be accommodated since considerable spare time is known to exist
in the SCNS computer because of the deletion of many functions such as
terrain following, stationkeep.,,.,;, tcc from the original developmental
Integrated Helicopter Avionics System (IHAS).

Finally, the other three

computers considered have more than adequate capacity to accommodate the

targeting functions.

However, the additional augmenting functions of HUD

symbol generation, gun/rocket fire control, and steering guidance likely
to be incorporated must be considered in retrofitting a helicopter system
for kinematic targeting. Based on recent Sperry development efforts in
digital-computer-centered, synthetic symbol displays and airborne fire control systems, it can be reasonably concluded that a single computer in the
current state of the art (e.g., short-order cycle time of 3 to 4 microseconds) will accommodate the time requirements of this integrated set of
functions.
The memory requirements for each function are summarized in Table D-3.

In this case, the storage requirements are virtually the same for all computers. The slight difference noted reflects the use of programmed subroutines versus hardware for the divide operation. If all four functions
listed in Table D-3 were to be implemented, about 1000 words of program
memory and 100 words of operand/scratch pad memory would be required.

D-1 1

If these estimates are again factored by 50 percent to account for oversights likely to be uncovered in the final programming design, the final
estimate would be 1500 words of program and 150 words of variable memory.
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APPENDIX E

OTHER POTENTIAL HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
FOR HEAD-UP DISPLAY APPLICATION

4'.•

'4.!

The potential applications outlined in this appendix are not covered
in the main body of the report.

These applications reflect both unique

missions and certain operational flight modes common to several missions.
All the applications discussed are conceptual in nature and require
further study to assess their practicality and value.

1.

ARTILLERY FIRE SUPPORT
A concept for a new helicopter combat role was disclosed by Sikorsky

to Sperry.

This application involves the use of recoilless cannon aboard

helicopters for distance fire support of ground forces.

As conceived,

the armed helicopters would provide such artillery support in forward corbat areas more rapidly than that possible with conventional ground-based
or vehicle-carried cannon.

Firing would be executed with the helicopter

in a low altitude hover against both visible and hidden targets.

Since

the recoilless armaments would be boresighted to the vehicle longitudinal
axis, some form of three-axis attitude orientation guidance is
to control weapon firing.

required

For visual targets such as on the front side

of a hill, the necessary fire control data can be supplied by a simple,
head-up optical sight.

Aim control in two-axes is

required; namely,

elevation and azimuth, with vehicle roll angle maintained at zero.
can be achieved with just three symbols:

This

a boresight image, an aim circle

slewable in two-axes, and a set of roll indexes for wings level alignment.
Prior to firing of the first

shell, the aim circle is

E-1

locked onto the

vehicle boresight image.

Initially, the pilot mentally computes the

ballistic drop from estimated range, aligns the boresight at some point
relative to the sighted target, and fires once for effect.
stant of firing, pitch and heading angles are sampled.

At the in-

The aim circle

is then manually depressed and also moved laterally, if a cross-wind
exists, to the observed point of impact. The elevation and azimuth
angles at this point of overlay are also sampled.

Thus, through appro-

priate subtraction, the trajectory displacement in both elevation and
azimuth are obtained, and the aim circle is automatically repositioned
relative to the boresight to account for attitude changes during the
process of firing and subsequent acquisition. With the display now
set for accurate firing, the pilot adjusts attitude to overlay the aim
circle onto the actual target. The process can be repeated for finer
correction or if wind shifts occur.

This process is an essentially

visually controlled delivery system, and a ballistics computer is not
required.

Additionally, the simplicity of the display enables the use

of inexpensive illuminated reticles as the image source rather than a
CRT.
Attacks against targets obstructed from view by terrain (e.g., lobbing of shells on the backside of a hill), would likely be assisted
through voice comunication by forward ground or airborne oLeervers.
Whether spotter assistance is provided to zero in on the target, or
whether a fire control solution is computed on board from des.gnated
coordinates, an optical HUD provides a logical means of orienting the
angle of fire.

In this attack situation, however,

the aim circle pro-

vided for the direct visual attack mode would be earth stabilized for
the effects of attitude motion.

The aim circle would be manually or

automatically positioned in elevation and azimuth (and readjusted as required if forward spotters are employed), and the vehicle boresight
would be aligned to this circle prior to firing. The aim circle could
be suppler• - ad or replaced by stabilized elevation and azimuth scales,
if this i,, deemed necessary for the zeroing-in adjustment process.

E-2

•

2.

SPECIAL STORES DROP
Operations,

in which electronic personnel detectors are dropped from

helicopters moving at high speed, are being conducted in Southeast Asia.
A need to achieve a more precise delivery of these devices than is presently possible has been expressed.

The nature of these devices and the

required accuracy of drop are classified.
a visual operation, it

is

However,

since the delivery is

presumed that a head-up optical display would

be a necessary element of any system designed to improve the CEP performance of this mission.

3.
.

AIR-TO-GROUND BOMB DELIVERY
Marine Corps personnel at NATC,

Patuxent River, Maryland, have indi-

cated that they are studying the possibility of conducting flight test
demonstrations of bomb delivery from attack helicopters.

Specifically,

the armaments under consideration include Fuel Air Explosives (FAR),
Mk 115 Mod 0 Helicopter Trap Weapon (HTW),
-k

106 Practice Multiple Bomb Rack (PMBR),

personnel weapons.

Mk 77 napalm, Hk 76 and
and the Rockeye II anti-

The indicated objective at this time is

to test

feasibility of installation, drop effects, and vehicle stability effects.
The advent of such bomb delivery in close support helicopter operati,ýa
would require a HUD,

perhaps of a design reflecting a continuous explicit

solution system of the type provided in advanced,

fixed-wing attack

aircraft.
A capability exists in Navy APW helicopters, such as the S-3 A, D,

I

for a depth bomb attack against submarines.

Although such an attack can

theoretically be made against unseen submarines from information supplied
by other helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft engaged in a tactical APW
operation, the accuracy in position determination limits its
ness.

effective-

Homing torpedoes, therefore, are the primary attack weapon.

How-

ever, situations occasionally arise in tactical exercises where enemy
submarines are visually detected (at sufficiently high altitudes) in

E-3

shallow coral waters or where the submarine is otherwise close to the
water surface.

In view of the relatively small lethal radius (15 to 17

feet) of conventional depth bombs, a visual display means of delivery to
improve kill probability may be warranted if cost can be sufficiently
minimized (e.g., if an optical display is already provided for other
purposes).
In addition to the usual acquisition, ranging and atmospheric
trajectory solution functions involved in air-to-ground bomb delivery,
two additional elements are involved in submarine bomb attack problem.
The first concerns the bomb hydrodynamics during its descent in water,
which must be accounted for in the total solution. The second is related
to the target tracking function and the need to sense submarine velocity
and estimate target depth.

Well-known methods of sensing absolute target

velocity or relative velocity are available, including the use of angular
LOS rate from an optical aimsight.

In addition, since a submarine does

not ordinarily change course frequently and is unlikaly to be aware of
the attacking helicopter, its velocity could also be sensed by a simple
stationkeeping procedure for a short interval of time.

A simple devia-

tion cue on the HUD can assist in this function.
A relatively simple system appears to be possible for a vehicle such
as the SH-3A, D.

This vehicle already contains Doppler radar, providing

flight velocity data. In addition, continuous derivation of slant range
via the optical sighting techniques described in Subsection II.H.7 is
enabled by the altimeter radar.

The only new equipment required is a

computer-driven HUD and an AHRS to replace the existing VG/DG.

4.

TMo0?/CARAo PARADROP
A number of proposals have been made to provide the services with a

li8ht V/STOL transport (e.g., Air Fore* LTT) with troop and cargo para-'
drop capability.

Certain helicopters, such as the R-53, have been con-

sidered as possible candidates to met this requirement if established.

0
S6.

E-4

&Doctrine

requires that most, if not all, paradrop operations be conducted
under day or night VFR conditions. In advanced high performance paradrop

systems, some form of visual or radar acquisition of the drop zone or
nearby checkpoint is required to derive offset or update present position.
Accordingly, a fixed or moveable optical projector may be specified in a
paradrop system to either point a ranger or assist in kinematically
orienting the drop zone.
5.

AIRBORNE INTRUDER INTERCEPT
Preliminary conceptual studies are known to have been conducted by at

least one helicopter manufacturer for a high speed, heavily armed helicopter designed to detect and attack low flying helicopter intruders.

In

this concept, such a helicopter loitering on an assigned orbit or hover
station and employing an advanced 360-degree MTI search radar for detection is envisioned.

Several weapons,

including missiles, are contemplated,

involving various air-to-air combat tactics.

A HUD is a candidate system

element being considered, to be used primarily for visual fire control
and during low altitude flight under night VFR/IPR conditions.
6.

FULL NIGHT, AIDED-VISUAL OPERATIONS
All three services are currently engaged in extensive planning and

developments to incorporate LLLTV and IR forward-looking sensors in attack
gunship and SAR helicopters for night combat operations.

These sensors

are primarily intended to aid in the detection of enemy targets, downed
airmen, and remote landing areas, and, in certain cease, to provide an
aided-visual view of the forward field for landing approach flight control
purposes. Additionally, various proposals have been made and studies conducted on the use of wide-field IR systems during enroute
at night.

As far as can be determined,

this latter application has not

been accepted by any service for helicopter use.

9--

formation flight

With regard to night detection operations, it is recommended that
serious consideration be given to presented collimated IR or LLLTV
pictorial scan data on a moveable, hand-gripped aimsight of the type
described in Section V of this report. In such an arrangement, the
two-servo-driven aim reticle incorporated for day/VFR operations would
be replaced by a miniature CRT of about 1 to 2 inches in diameter.
This size tube, when used in conjunction with low cost, low transmission
efficiency-reflective optics, provides the high brightness necessary to
view a projected aim circle during high ambient day conditions.

The

11-degree mapped field recommended for the servoed ainsight, however,
may have to be increased to accomnodate the video scan field to be displayed at night.
This scheme offers a number of important advantages.

First, with

respect to the copilot/gunner's station, it provides a low-cost alternative to providing a CRT display on an already crowded instrument panel.
This of course presupposes the provision of an aissight for day operations.

Second, it eases the task in the sleving.

Third, it provides

the operator with a more rapid, effective means of remotely positioning
the electro-optical sensor to the desired point angle, in that his direction of view is coincident with that of the sensor onto the real world.
Provision of a panel-.ounted CRT display eliminates the used for the
operator to occasionally scan through his windshield for possible cues.
This can be quite significant, especially in operations where some limited
visibility exists, resulting in distinguishable terrain coutouts aud other
features, or where light signals are anticipated from friendly forces.
Miolly, with a highly accurate poeitionotg system,

the operator may,

under certain conditions., be able to correlate real world objects with

th

*eusend
Image. wbh•ch could aid the identif ication task.

To effect acquisition, a simple aim circle pointed during raster scan
This symbol would be fixed at the center of the
deadline is provided.
video field since this sensor would presumably be attitude stebilized In

C)!

I

X.

earth coordinates.

Target orientation can, if desired, be implemented

by the kinematic targeting technique described in Subsection III.H.4.
Upon completion of the acquisition, it is conceived that the target, in

*

addition to being designated on the pilot's primary display (e.g., BUD
or VSD), would also be displayed on the copilot's aimsight as a synthetic
symbol (e.g., square) to assist in any subsequent re-acquisition update
that may be necessitated by error accumulation in the avionics during
maneuver or intentional change in the target position.

The display of

a designated target symbol is not possible without considerable added
complexity in the cervoed ainsight design discussed in Section V.
The display of LLLTV or IR pictorial video on the controlling pilot's
fixed HUD projector is a projection that has been widely considered and
studied. There are many ramifications and uncertainties concerning the
effectiveness of this display approach to flight control; hence, no firm
recomendations are presented in this report. However, the general inclination throughout the services and industry appears to bo negative
primarily because of objections to the resulting total occlusion of the
forward field of view.
A number of other missions and operations were investigated for which
the applications of a HUD could not be reasonably substantiated in terms
of its effectivenese value.

These include:

R
Reconnaissance (visual/photographic)
e Reconnaissance (personnel deployment)
Mine detection

* Kine laying
o Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System (LAOPS)
foomtion flight (stationkeeping)
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* Letdown to small, moving ships
9 Moving ship-to-air refuel or hoist (stationkeeping)
* Target acquisition by hunter, observmeton aircraft (except
for alusight, to point laser (ranger)
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LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS /PERSONNEL C06OLLTED OR INTERVIEWED

1.

Farrand Optical Company, Bronx, N.Y.

2.

Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, Coun.

Messrs. T. Krok, J. Dupnik, P. Guinn, M. Nabor, R. Wragg,
C. Brown, J. Parker

3.

Vertol Division, Boeing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
H-46 Project Personnel
Messrs. D. Tvtt

Avionic, Cockplf,

i-,,
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R. Bradbury, J. Macrino

and Human Factors Staffs

Messrs. Zeller, E. Piper, R. Longhead, A. Saerbet.
B. Croft
4.

U.S. Marine Corps Development Center, Quantico, Va.

Lieutenant Colonel Parish
Major's Crone and Machado
Mr. George Brigham

5•. NASA, Langley Field, Va.
Messrs. J. Reeder, R. Sommer, R. Tapscott, J. Garren,
E. Dunham

6.

Kaman Aircraft, Bloomfield, Conn.
Messrs. Silverio, W. Batesole (Telcon)

7.

Nortt American Rockwell, Columbus, Ohio
Mr. E. W. Smith (OV-10 Project Engineer) (Telcon)

8.

HTaval Air Systems Command, Washington, D.C.

Major Do Carr (OV-10 Claps Desk Officer) (Telcon)
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LIST O0 ORGANIZATIONS/PERSOMUEL CONSULTED OR TNTERVIEWED (cont)

9.

Sperry Systems Mbnagement Division, Great Neck, N.Y.

Mr. R. Strazulla (Manager, Avionics)
10.

NATC, Patuxent River, Md.
Messrs. S.
Lieutenant
Major's B.
Lieutenant

11.

Cameron, D. French, R. Buffum
Commander B. Fleming
Krages, W. J. Scheuren
Nelson

Quonset Point Naval Air Station, Quonset, R.I.
Lie .%enant Commanders Saurey and Kuhuman.

12.

Teledyne Systems Company, Hawthorne, California
Dr. L. Unger

13.

U.S. Army Aviation School, Fort Bucker, Alabama
Major J. Morel
Chief Warrant Officer N. Lukahin
(These officers were interviewed at Sperry.)

14.

Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Md.
Major M. Ripley (USX1C)
(This officer was interviewed at Sperry.)

